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Abstract

Signal transduction is about how molecular mechanisms in cells are used to receive,
process and respond to signals from outside and inside of the cell. The term signal is
defined in a dual way in this context: being the molecular state of a molecule, e.g. a
protein, and at the same time an abstract logical state (active/inactive).

This thesis focuses on intracellular signalling: i.e. receiving some kind of stimuli (e.g.
hormones) from outside, integrating this information with the state of the cell, and
passing this information into the nucleus to regulate gene expression by transcription
factors as the response to the stimulus.

In recent years a huge amount of data has been accumulated in various biological
databases. These data are used for quantitative analysis of small, well-defined signal
networks.
The dissertation follows the new approach of qualitative simulation of signal transduction
on whole-cell scale. In collaboration with the company Biobase/Wolfenbüttel, Germany
the signal transduction database TRANSPATH

�

Professional is used to gain access to
qualitative, manually annotated textual information from the scientific literature.

For qualitative simulation of signal transduction pathways a model of interacting sig-
nal molecules is established, similar to the information structure of TRANSPATH

�

.
Signalling behaviour is modelled in a process-oriented, as well as in an object-oriented
way. Signal molecules are represented as entities that have variables to keep their con-
formation status or biochemical alterations, and as parameterised procedures to com-
municate with each other.

In a first approach the established symbolic signal model was implemented in the
π-calculus. A simulation software, based on this theory and called PsiFCP, is used to
simulate the well characterised Egf-Mapk signal pathway.
As intermediate result of the simulation with the PsiFCP system, software requirements
for simulation of signal transduction networks are formulated.

In a second attempt the object-oriented signal model was implemented in an agent-
based simulation environment, called Swarm system. An extended Egf-Mapk signal
pathway is reimplemented in the programming language Objective C to feed the Swarm



simulation system with local, binary interaction data of TRANSPATH
�

4.2. Swarm

then dynamically processes the signal flow using a stochastic scheduling mechanism,
which was developed to this end. Simulated models can be analysed by inspecting
signal flow and scheduling traces, and the shortest path between two signal molecules
can be computed.
As final result, shortest paths are computed between varying molecules of the manually
imported Egf-Mapk pathway.
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1 Introduction

The PhD project is briefly described here in terms of problem category, underlying idea,
evaluated existing models and simulation systems. Also considerations are stated about
data sources, the own developed approaches, and their implementation in simulation
environments. An overview diagram of the final project is given in Figure 1.1.

The Problem

The biology of signal transduction (ST) and the description of signal networks is very
complex. Intracellular signalling, as well as intercellular signalling between different cells,
produce high amounts of combinations of different protein interaction. The knowledge
about these interactions is increasing rapidly in the fields of biochemistry, molecular
and cell biology. High-throughput techniques enable to perform laboratory experiments
and collect data in a semi-automatic way. The huge amount of collected information
is stored in biological databases. This amount of information cannot be evaluated any
more solely and manually by human individuals. To answer biological questions about
signal transduction and protein-protein interactions computational support is needed.
This is the encouragement to develop practicable and applicable tools by bioinformatics.

Existing Systems and Available Data

The data, which have been collected in recent years about signal transduction processes,
are stored in different biological databases. This has either been done in numerical, or in
textual form. The numerical results of measurements are used for quantitative analysis
of small, well-defined signal networks. They focus mainly on the biochemical level of
signal transduction.
Other approaches try to model more abstract aspects of signal transduction including
the logical level.
A signal transduction database which stores computer-retrievable non-numerical infor-
mation about protein signalling is TRANSPATH

�

.

The Idea

The quantitative models of signal transduction networks are all very limited in the size
of their network topology under observation. Only a few approaches try to combine
several signal pathways in one model to describe signal flow between these.
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The idea is to reduce the information of quantitative biological experiments, which is
specific for organisms, cell lines, as well as cell fates, to a qualitative degree, which
is computationally tractable. Despite the abstraction the qualitative model and its
simulation results should still be biologically meaningful. As information source for the
qualitative signal data the signal transduction database TRANSPATH

�

is used.

The Developed Approaches

After evaluating current techniques and approaches to model and to simulate signal
transduction, own models are formulated. These are oriented along the information
structure of TRANSPATH

�

to allow an easy import of TRANSPATH
�

data in simu-
lation systems, which implement the signal transduction models.

The Implementation Task

Available simulation systems are analysed for their use of signal transduction simulations
importing TRANSPATH

�

data. Simulation systems are chosen to implement the signal
molecules and interaction model to simulate signal transduction pathways. The practical
use of the simulation implementations are shown, describing a known biological signal
transduction pathway and analysing its simulated output.

Time Lines of the Project

The project took about three years. Different development stages are mapped on time
intervals:

November 2000 - December 2000 Taking part in the seminar series “Signal Trans-
duction and Regulation of Gene Activity” with the presentation “Mitogene-Ac-
tivated Protein Kinases” at ZMBH of the University of Heidelberg, and visiting
the Department Signal Transduction and Gene Regulation at the DKFZ observing
experiments in concern with AP-1 regulation for one week.

January 2001 - August 2001 The π-calculus has been used for simulating the proto-
typical Egf-Mapk signal pathway in the developed symbolic ST model. The prob-
lem of performance and scalability lead to the formulation of software requirements
for simulation software in the context of signal transduction networks.

September 2001 - October 2001 Search for another simulation system, which would
meet the software requirements.

November 2001 - September 2002 The reimplementation of an extended Egf-Mapk
signal pathway started in the Swarm system with an object-oriented modelling
technique in Objective C. For this task the first object-oriented ST model, called
SignalRate model, has been established.

2



October 2002 - November 2002 The simulation concept was changed to the improved
second object-oriented ST model: a stochastical particle approach called
SignalFlowParticle model.

December 2002 - December 2003 The hybrid simulation schema of discrete-event
scheduling combined with stochastic processing of particle objects was imple-
mented. At the end the shortest path algorithm of Dijkstra has been used to
compute the signal flow between two signal molecules.

Overview of this Document

Chapter 2 introduces the biology of networks of cells. This includes metabolic networks
based mainly on biochemical principles, signal transduction networks which describe
aspects of signal flow in cells, and genetic networks which model gene regulation in gen-
eral. After a detailed presentation of signal process, signal molecule and signal receptor
types, as well as various observed signal concepts, these are exemplified in practice by
the well-studied Egf-Mapk signal pathway.

Databases of signal transduction and protein-protein interaction data are explored
in Chapter 3. The decision to select TRANSPATH

�

Professional as source for signal
transduction data are explained. Furthermore the available information structure of
TRANSPATH

�

is discussed and evaluated for the use in simulation approaches.

An introduction into modelling and simulation of biological and especially of signal
transduction networks is given in Chapter 4. First, existing modelling and simulation
concepts are explained. Then some own considerations about problems of modelling
and simulating biological networks are outlined. After a brief description of the the-
ory of Petri nets and Monte-Carlo methods, qualitative and quantitative approaches
to simulate biological networks are delineated. The theory of quantitative stochastic
approaches is elucidated in greater detail before concepts to model signal transduction
networks, which have been developed in this thesis, are presented.

In Chapter 5 modelling of biological networks with the help of mathematical calculi
is explained. Some approaches, including the π-calculus, are explored more comprehen-
sively. This constitutes the theoretical foundation of the PsiFCP simulation system,
with which the symbolic ST model, which was developed by the author, is implemented
and simulated. This approach is exemplified with the help of the prototypical Egf-Mapk
signal pathway. The experiences gained hereby lead to the definition of requirements for
signal transduction simulation software.

The most important part of this project is described in Chapter 6. After differen-
tiating object-oriented and agent-based modelling, and simulating in general and in
detail for biological networks, two object-oriented ST models are discussed, namely the
SignalRate model and the SignalFlowParticle model. In between, considerations
for implementing signal transduction models are stated, which explain the selection of

3



the Swarm system for object-oriented simulations. Swarm is presented and the imple-
mented object-oriented models are outlined by describing defined classes and protocols
formulated in Objective C. This is followed by a description of the different scheduling
mechanisms used and Dijkstra’s algorithm. The latter is used to compute signal flow in
the SignalFlowParticle model. The complete concept is exemplified and discussed
by simulating an extended version of the Egf-Mapk pathway.

A general discussion of the current state of the art of simulating signal transduction
networks is presented in Chapter 7. It begins by describing the application field of signal
transduction. Furtheron, techniques and methods are compared and discussed, which
have been presented in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. A discussion of the ST models, which have
been developed in this thesis, in comparison to previous approaches is also presented.

Finally a conclusion in German language and a comprehensive glossary follow. The
glossary defines and explains biological and computer science terms in general. The
defined terms are printed in slanted-font in the text.
In Appendix A information about TRANSPATH

�

database entries can be found. Infor-
mation and results about PsiFCP are given in Appendix B and for the Swarm system
in Appendix C.
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2 Mechanisms of Biological Networks
in Cells

This chapter introduces the biology of “networks” as they are observed in living cells.
At first, basic considerations and definitions of terms are presented. With the help of
the defined terms the different network types are explored for their fundamental bio-
logical characteristics. In concern with this, concepts are stated to describe observed
phenomena. The biology of signal transduction includes different types of signal pro-
cesses, signal molecules, receptors, as well as signal concepts. At the end the biological
mechanisms of the Egf-Mapk pathway is used as prototype for simulation.

2.1 Basic Concepts of Biological Networks

The term biological networks is comprising the following research fields: metabolic net-
works, signal transduction, and genetic networks. These key words are defined in the
following and delimitated from each other in the way they are used in the biologi-
cal/bioinformatical context. These topics are discussed for animals more precisely mam-
mals and particularly the human species.

First, the self-defined concept of interaction, chain, pathway, and network is presented.
The term species describes an arbitrary molecular item, e.g. substrates, molecules,
proteins, enzymes, DNA, RNA.

Interaction is a directed binary relation i of two species predecessor A and successor B,
which may be physically or conceptually interconnected, denoted by:
i : A → B or i(A, B) .

Chain is a linear composition of interactions i1, i2, . . . in , where the successor Bs−1 of
interaction is−1 equals the predecessor As of interaction is , denoted by:
A0 → A1 → A2 → . . . → An−1 → An . A chain has a defined starting point
(species) P0 and end point (species) Pn , which may we written as: chain(P0, Pn) .

Pathway is a more vaguely defined chain, but still with a preferential direction, a distinct
source S and a distinct sink T.

6



2.1. BASIC CONCEPTS OF BIOLOGICAL NETWORKS

Additional branches

B

A
↗
↘

C

and joining edges

A
↘
↗

B

C

are allowed.

This makes it possible to define feedback : there exists a species D, that for a

branch

B

A
↗
↘

C

there exists either chain(B, D) and chain(D, A) , or
chain(C, D) and chain(D, A) ,

whereby A, B, C are species.
A pathway consists of a set of vertices (species) V and a set of edges (interactions)
E , which are lying on one possible chain(S, T ) , where S is the source and T is the
sink, denoted by: pathway(S, T,V, E) .

Network is defined by one set of sources S and one set of sinks T , which are connected
by pathways. These pathways are allowed to share sets of vertices and edges from
a general set of vertices V and a general set of edges E . A network is denoted by:
network(S, T ,V, E) .

A set-theory-based definition of some of the above terms was given in [KZL00].
Using these definitions as starting point, one can provide a more precise formalisation
of terms used in the biological networks context, for which a circumscription is given in
the glossary:

upstream is indicating the direction of a current reaching a species B from another
species A : upstream(A, B) = chain(A, B) .

downstream is indicating the direction of a current originating from a species B towards
another one C : downstream(C, B) = chain(B, C) .

Two different viewpoints can be defined for biological networks [RKK+00], which af-
fect all of the above mentioned topics. The study of networks - in a biological sense
- always starts with the physical interactions of species, whereby most of the time the
species represent the nodes of the network and the interactions resemble the edges.
These physical interactions can be measured and describe the biochemical point of view.
The second point of view is introduced by human individuals interpreting these mea-
surements. Consequently, a conceptual level has to be defined, which abstracts from
quantities and tries to build up more complex interaction relations in a logical sense,
introduced first by [Sug61, Sug63] (see Figure 2.1).

7



2.1. BASIC CONCEPTS OF BIOLOGICAL NETWORKS

SIGNAL IN

SIGNAL OUT

Substrate
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APP P
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G−Protein

GPP P

P
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G−Protein
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ACTIVATION

ACTIVE

Signal Object

(adapted from Alberts et al. (1994))

APP

GTP−binding Protein

GPP

GPP

SIGNAL IN
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Signal Object

INACTIVATION

Logical Point of View

Figure 2.1: Biochemical mechanisms of two main signal switches are shown and also their
logical interpretation. Nontheless, the logical implication can not be derived
solely from the local biochemical mechanism, as for instance phosphorylation
may also inactivate substrates. A logical implication can only be drawn in
the overall signal context of the whole signal pathway.

The Biochemical Point of View

Biochemical mechanisms describe the basis for the functioning of life. Every particular
action which runs in cells can be defined by biochemical terms. This is called cellular
metabolism and describes enzyme-catalysed processes. Metabolism includes anabolism,
the system of biosynthetic reactions by which large molecules are built up from smaller
ones with consumption of energy, and catabolism, the system by which complex molecules
are degraded to simpler ones including release of energy. When describing an interaction
of species from this point of view, it is important to differentiate biochemical states and
biochemical actions. Biochemical states are: conformations of molecules or proteins,
binding configurations in complexes, and the location of a biological species in the cell
(describing its action context). Biochemical actions are: allosteric changes (an altered
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2.1. BASIC CONCEPTS OF BIOLOGICAL NETWORKS

conformation due to changing binding partners), covalent modifications, and change of
binding partners. Formulating a biochemical reaction determines, which species reacts

in which order with which other species to produce a new one: P + Q
E

−→ R. P
and Q are called reactants, R is called product, and E is called enzyme. Enzymes are
proteins which catalyse specific chemical reactions i.e. enable a particular reaction to
take place at temperatures and other environmental conditions (pH, ion concentrations
etc.), otherwise impeding the reaction. This description form leads to a huge amount of
single, quantitative facts.

The Logical Viewpoint

Biochemical reactions are not directly measurable in some cases, e.g. because of very
small time intervals or lack of measuring technique. In such cases indirect methods are
used, for instance marker systems indicating the completion of the biochemical reaction
of interest. In the field of signal transduction this is the case for knock-out or knock-
in gene experiments, where either existing DNA is disrupted or new DNA is imported
that codes for the signal molecules under observation. The modified cells surviving the
transfection process can be used for triggering experiments with e.g. certain hormones
or physical stimuli such as UV irradiation. Mostly target genes, which are known to be
regulated by the given stimuli, have been replaced beforehand by some kind of marker
gene. This marker gene is transcribed as a fluorescent protein or which gives rise to other
products, which can be measured. But these indirect observations are normally not
precise enough to return exact quantitative values. When interpreting such experiments
one abstracts from quantitative interaction measures and takes a qualitative point of
view. Instead of giving a concentration value of a protein, the following terms are used:

active protein: the concentration of the protein is high enough to trigger a reaction
that can be observed directly or indirectly;

inactive protein: the concentration of a protein is so low, that it does not take part in
any observable reaction;

activation: the activity of an active protein, which activates another protein;

inhibition/inactivation: the interaction of an active protein, which inhibits/inactivates
another protein;

The first two terms describe logical states, the latter two logical actions. The two
logical states - active and inactive - imply a boolean interpretation, describing a pro-
tein as being ON (meta-equivalent to true) or OFF (meta-equivalent to false). In
boolean algebra these terms are invertible under the NOT operator: NOT (ON) =
OFF / NOT (OFF ) = ON . [RKK+00] also states that “. . . a single logical description
‘A activates B’ can correspond to a multiplicity of biochemical descriptions . . .”. When
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no contextual information is given, then a logical state or action can not be inferred
from a biochemical state or action and vice versa. For instance protein A may phos-
phorylate protein B and protein C might dephosphorylate protein B. Protein A may
activate protein B and protein C might increase B’s activity, instead of inactivating
it, as might be expected because of the reversible relation of the underlying biochemi-
cal mechanism. This implies careful considerations when drawing connections between
biochemical descriptions and logical descriptions.

2.2 Mechanisms of Metabolic Networks

Metabolic networks describe whole sets of biochemical reactions along with their associ-
ated reaction rates. In this context biological species are molecules or substrates, which
are called metabolites. This contrasts the normal usage of the term biological species,
describing some kind of organism. A substrate flux is assumed through the network.
In each reaction the metabolite is altered by an active enzyme. Metabolic reactions
are potentially reversible (bidirectional). The reaction conditions (pH, temperature, ion
concentrations, concentrations of reaction partners and products) and the cell regula-
tions determine the current direction of the reaction. There are three main aspects,
which are discussed for metabolic reactions:

Stoichiometry determines the exact proportion of reactants to result in an exact quan-
tity of products in chemical reactions.

Thermochemistry (thermodynamics) is “the study of heat changes accompanying chem-
ical reactions and their relation to other physicochemical phenomena” [Wal95,
p.897].

Kinetics is “the study of the rates at which chemical reactions and biological processes
proceed” [Wal95, p.497].

An commonly used approximation for metabolic reactions is the Michaelis-Menten Model
[Atk88, p.723–724][Str95, p.201–212]. It describes the interrelation of concentration
changes, reaction rates, and substrate concentrations. This model assumes little changes
of pressure and temperature, which is common for biological systems. In enzyme-
catalysed reactions such as

S + E
kf

⇀↽
kb

ES
kp

→ E + P (2.1)

S is the substrate, E is the enzyme, ES is the enzyme-substrate complex, and P is the
product. Furthermore, kf is the reaction kinetic to build the enzyme-substrate-complex
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ES, kb is the dissociation kinetic of ES, and kp the reaction kinetic to build product P
and for dissociation of the enzyme-product-complex. The concentration change of the
product can be estimated as follows:

d P

dt
=

kp [S]

Km + [S]
[E]0 where Km =

kb + kp

kf

(2.2)

Km is the Michaelis-Menten constant, and [E]0 is the total concentration of enzyme. For
equation 2.2 several assumptions are made:

� Only a single type of enzyme and substrate are involved and the enzyme concen-
tration [E]0 = [E] + [ES] remains constant;

� ES is in quasi steady state, meaning that “. . . ES will build up as fast as it
decomposes and keep steady concentration level . . .” [Sch01, p.55].

Under the assumption that the substrate saturates the enzyme fully ([S] � Km, [ES] ≈
[E]0), above equations lead to the Michaelis-Menten equation:

V = Vmax

[S]

[S] + Km

(2.3)

From equation 2.3 the relevance of Km can be inferred: when [S] = Km then V = Vmax/2.
KM therefore equals the substrate concentration by which the reaction rate reaches the
half of its maximum.

The term steady state plays a central role in the field of metabolic networks. Most
of the models assume a stable topology for a network only if all reactions are in steady
state. This means that the concentration of intermediate metabolites does not change
after a while: only the start and end molecule concentrations vary. All reactions are in
equilibrium. As long as not all reactions have established equilibria, the network is called
unstable. If a model network is not reaching a stable topology it is rendered biologically
impractical, as biological systems tend to converge to stable states after a certain time
after a perturbation or a change of environment.

The research field of metabolic networks originated from biochemistry in the 1960s.
Results are achieved by in vitro experiments with cell lysates or purified reaction part-
ners, measuring local metabolite concentrations or enzymatic activities. A by-function
classification of enzymes is given by EC numbers (four digit number). To give an ex-
ample, EC 1.1.1.1 alcohol dehydrogenase is an enzyme that catabolises alcohol by de-
hydrogenating hydroxy groups. EC numbers are curated by the Enzyme Commission
of the International Union of Biochemistry in the Enzyme Commission’s List (Enzyme
Nomenclature). The first level of classification distinguishes: oxidoreductases (EC 1),
transferases (EC 2), hydrolases (EC 3), lyases (EC 4), isomerases (EC 5), ligases (EC 6).
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Furthermore, it comprises a clear definition of metabolic pathways and involved enzymes
in different organisms by biological function. An overview is given on the internet pages
of [KG00], for instance:

carbohydrate metabolism: glycolysis/gluconeogenesis, citrate cycle;

energy metabolism: oxidative phosphorylation, ATP synthesis, photosynthesis;

lipid metabolism: fatty acid biosynthesis;

amino acid metabolism: tryptophan biosynthesis, urea cycle;

metabolism of cofactors and vitamins: vitamin B6 metabolism.

The biological function of a metabolic pathway can be clearly defined by its reactant(s),
its product(s), and the metabolic flow among these metabolites. All interactions between
the included metabolites belong to the pathway.

2.3 The Biology of Signal Transduction

Signal transduction is fundamental for developing organisms and homeostasis. Pertur-
bations are responsible for numerous diseases including cancer [Hun97] (see also Figure
2.2). Signal transduction pathways are complex and diverge in their interlinkage [Hun00].

An individual pathway includes only a subset of biochemical reactions. The definition
of metabolic networks includes production or digestion of substrates. Whereas, signal
transduction networks are involved in information flow of organisms. The difference
between those is not due to different underlying mechanisms, but originate solely from
human categorisation and differences in experimental observation. There is a complex
intertwining of metabolic reactions and signal transduction. The boundary might not
easily be drawn in all cases. Furthermore, the research field of signal transduction shows
a rapid development in the last decade due to improvements of experimental set-ups.
This short time of experiences made explains a still inconsistent categorisation of the sub-
ject under study. There are no such clear definitions of “signal transduction pathways”
as for metabolic pathways. The questions arise under what kind of biological function
a “signal transduction pathway” should be classified, what kind of proteins should be
included in the pathway, etc. The definition problem in the area of signal transduction
originates from the different type of flux in comparison to metabolic pathways. Signal
transduction pathways may have one known stimulus when carrying out a well-defined
experiment. But there may be several “targets”, some of them unknown even after treat-
ment with a known stimulus. Positive and negative feedback mechanisms are involved in
signal transduction networks, which increase and diminish signal flow. Signal processing
in the cell widely resembles receiving of some digital input on the plasma membrane,
analogue computing with the external signal between plasma membrane and nucleus,
until it converges to a differentiated output by expressed genes.
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Figure 2.2: The cancer signal transduction network as outlined by [HW00]. Point arrows
indicate the logical action activation and and bar arrows the logical action
inhibition.

Following species can be categorised as signal molecules in cells: “. . . proteins, small
peptides, amino acids, nucleotides, steroids, retinoids, fatty acid derivates, and even
desolved gases such as NO and CO . . .” [ABL+94, p.722]. The signal molecules transduce
“their signal” by binding to receptor proteins of cells, which then “detect” the signal and
pass it on into the target cell.

2.3.1 Types of Signal Processes

By definition signalling always comprises a sender and a receiver. Signalling in multi-
cellular organisms comprises the general signal types

intracellular signalling , where the sender and receiver are species in the same cell, and

intercellular signalling , where the sender is a signalling cell and the receiver is a target
cell.
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Intercellular signalling can be further divided into:

Signalling by secreted molecules is done by exocytosis from cells. Secreted molecules
transmit their information by diffusing from the signalling cell to the target cell.
Depending on the range of influence and on the context of secreted molecules one
can discriminate between several categories:

Paracrine signalling describes the influence of local mediators in the immediate
environment of the signalling cell.

Synaptic signalling takes place in the chemical synaptic cleft between nerve cells
and is mediated by neurotransmitters, which diffuse between the axon end of
the signalling nerve cell and the dendrite of the target nerve cell;

Endocrine signalling is established by secreted hormones, which are stable over
a longer time than local mediators and which are carried by the bloodstream
to widely distributed target cells in the body of the organism. Endocrine
signalling is much slower than synaptic signalling. Hormones travel long
distances in contrast to neurotransmitters, which only have to cross a small
gap.

Autocrine signalling may comprise all of the above signal types. Here, a group of
similar cells coordinate themselves in a developmental stage or to perform a
task together. This kind of signalling is also used for autogenic stimulation:
signal molecules directly bind to extracellular receptors after exocytosis by
the very same cell.

Signalling by plasma-membrane-bound molecules is limited to neighbouring cells. The
signal molecule is bound to the plasma membrane of the signalling cell and the
receptor is bound to the plasma membrane of the target cell. By this interaction
two cells get physically connected. Sometimes, this connection even mechanically
connects the cells in a tissue.

2.3.2 Types of Signal Molecules

Signal molecules are the basic signal information carriers in the cell. They undergo
biochemical alterations and keep these during their transport (diffusion through the
cell) to communicate their biochemical state to other signal partners. Signal molecules
are classified by their biochemical mechanism:

GTP-binding proteins (G-proteins) are altered in their enzymatic activity by binding
the nucleoside triphosphate GTP. In this state they are active, and they are
inactive when they bind the dephosphorylated form GDP. G-proteins have an
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inherent hydrolysis (GTPase) capability, which leads to self-driven inactivation
upon binding of GTP. They interact with two proteins: GNRPs help G-proteins
to release GDP and afterwards to bind new GTP, which has higher concentrations
in the cytosol than GDP; GAPs serve to dephosphorylate GTP faster.

Protein kinases are enzymes which phosphorylate substrates at amino acid residues
(tyrosine, serine, threonine, histidine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid). The largest
group are protein serine/threonine kinases; very important for cell-surface receptor
signalling are protein tyrosine kinases. The phosphor atom is covalently attached
and alters the three dimensional structure of the target substrate. Many sub-
strates of protein kinases are themselves kinases. Their phosphorylation activity
is initiated upon phosphorylation of regulatory domains.

Protein phosphatases dephosphorylate substrates. They are the antagonists of protein
kinases, able to reverse the biochemical action of protein kinases by removing the
attached phosphor from amino acid residues (also tyrosine, serine, threonine, histi-
dine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid). When the phosphorylation by protein kinases
may initiate a signal then the dephosphorylation of protein phosphatases is able
to shut down the signal [IINI94]. It is assumed that general protein phosphatases
are diffusing in the cytosol and are constitutively dephosphorylating accidentally
phosphorylated amino acid residues of signal molecules (background signal noise).

Second messengers such as IP3, Ca2+or cAMP play an important role as small uni-
versal signal molecules. They bind to a variety of proteins, thereby changing their
enzymatic activity. Their advantage is their fast diffusion through the cytoplasm.
The name is logically inferred from extracellular signal molecules, which are the
cells’ “first messenger”.

Small hydrophobic molecules are steroid hormones, thyroid hormones, retinoids, and
vitamin D. They are transported to cells by carrier proteins, which make them
soluble in the bloodstream. When reaching a target cell they are released from
the carrier protein passing the plasma membrane in their water-insoluble form. In
the cytosol or in the nucleus they bind to intracellular receptors, which activate
gene transcription regulating molecules. Some small hydrophobic molecules also
control second messenger concentrations. Water-insoluble signal molecules are
much longer persistent in the blood than water-soluble ones and therefore mediate
longer-lasting responses.

Adaptor proteins consist of several binding domains. An adaptor protein includes at
least two binding domains, which bind very three dimensional motifs of specific
proteins and thereby establish signal specificity. The task of adaptor proteins is
most of the time to bring other signal molecules in physical proximity for interac-
tion or modification. Common adaptor protein binding domains are for example
SH2 and SH3.
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Anchor proteins are signal proteins, which are either covalently bound to components
of membranes, or have a molecular hydrophobic anchor, integrated into the lipid
membrane. Anchor proteins recruit freely diffusing signal proteins to the plasma
membrane to pass the signal to the nucleus. The fixation in a “two dimensional
membrane plane” is thought to enable a better coordination of possible interac-
tions, less random due to diffusion effects than in the three dimensional cytosol.

2.3.3 Types of Receptors

Receptors are the antenna of cells. They have different binding affinities to signal
molecules. By this they ensure specific signal transmission. Nevertheless, some variation
of binding parameters enable blocking of receptors by inhibitors or prelonged response
of a receptor protein by binding a modified form of a signal molecule. These modified
forms often show a higher affinities to the receptor than original ones.

Following receptor types are distinguished concerning their respond to extracellular
signal molecules (also called ligands):

Cell-surface receptors are linked to the plasma membrane of cells. Most extracellular
signal molecules, which are hydrophobic i.e. not being able to pass the plasma
membrane, are transducing their signal into the cell by binding to cell-surface
receptors. “These cell-surface receptor proteins . . . convert this extracellular event
into one or more intracellular signals that alter the behavior of the target cell.”
[ABL+94, p.731]. Receptors might cross a membrane from one side to the other
side and back again following the topology of their amino acid sequence. One
membrane crossing is called one pass.
Different cell-surface receptors with different signal transducing mechanisms can
be listed:

Ion-channel-linked receptors are involved in synaptic signalling of electrically ex-
citable cells. Neurotransmitters bind to the receptor and open or close it tran-
siently. This changes the ion-permeability of the plasma membrane and thus
ion concentrations in and outside of the cell. The ion-channel-linked receptors
belong to a family of homologous, multipass transmembrane proteins.

G-protein-linked receptors indirectly pass on their signal to another plasma-mem-
brane-bound protein. The indirect transduction is established by a trimeric
GTP-binding regulator protein (G-protein). Activated trimeric G-proteins
dissociate into their subunits and bind to enzymes, which in turn change
the concentrations of intracellular signal mediators. They may also bind to
ion-channels, which alter the ion permeability of the plasma membrane. “All
G-protein-linked receptors belong to a large superfamily of homologue, seven-
pass transmembrane proteins.” [ABL+94, p.732]
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Enzyme-linked proteins are mostly single-pass transmembrane proteins. They
have a ligand-binding domain in the extracellular part and a catalytic unit
in the intracellular part to produce an intracellular signal. This class is very
heterogenous in comparison to all the other cell-surface receptor types.

Intracellular receptors are located in the cytosol or in the nucleus. They are bound by
small hydrophobic molecules, which are able to pass across the plasma membrane.
Intracellular receptor proteins are very diverse in function and in structure.

2.3.4 Observed Signal Concepts

Signal molecules interact in different ways by biochemical mechanisms. These mecha-
nisms establish signal behaviour, which can be observed and modelled [FMP00]. The
following“signal concepts” have been reported. Sometimes it remains unclear, if a de-
scribed concept is really “existing” on a molecular level or if it is just a model in the
conception of observers [Bra95, JLI00].

Compartmentalisation is a mechanism by which eucaryotic cells structure the space
inside the plasma membrane for different biological functions. Important com-
partments are the endoplasmatic reticulum (ER) - which is the main Calcium
storage and the compartment in which proteins are folded. The Golgi apparatus
is responsible for modifying and sorting proteins, for exocytosis for example. Fur-
thermore, lysosomes are fulfilling catabolic functions and are involved in recycling
of internalised receptors and normally containing digestive enzymes. Finally, the
most important nucleus is separated from the cytosol by the nuclear membrane.
All compartments are separated from one another by double lipid membranes,
which impair uncontrolled diffusion of bigger water-soluble molecules and proteins
into or out of the compartment. This limits the freedom of movement of these
species and restricts their possible interactions to signal species also being located
in this compartment. As a consequence, the number of signalling mechanisms is
limited to these interactions, happening in the compartment.

Membranes are hot-spots for signal events. A signal passing a membrane triggers many
reactions at or near the membrane involving receptors and anchor proteins. The
capability of membranes to accumulate specific proteins in certain membrane re-
gions enables selective mechanism of controlled signalling.

Binding specifity is an important concept for targeting signals. For chemical reactions
molecules must be in physical proximity such that molecular force fields can overlap
and chemical bounds are loosen and newly build. Thus binding is a prerequisite
for biochemical reactions and can enable or disable certain reactions. Moreover,
sometimes “the signal” consists just of the binding of one signal species to another
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signal species. Upon formation of a new bond, conformations of binding partners
may change. These conformational changes are called allosteric alterations. They
may trigger enzymatic activity and hereby new biochemical reaction, impossible
beforehand because of some sterical hindrance.

Signal domains are parts of proteins with distinct biochemical capabilities. These are
determined by their three dimensional structure, which is influenced by the se-
quence of its amino acid residues, as well as by the surrounding solution and ions.
Signal domains are the most basic units establishing signal mechanisms. Different
domains can be distinguished by their function:

Binding domains enable the physical contact to other proteins, or in the same
protein to parts of other proteins. The binding is specific in the sense that
domains bind to different amino acid sequence motifs with different strength.

Catalytic/effector domains participate in biochemical reactions such as phos-
phorylation/dephosphorylation, or hydrolysis. They enhance the speed of
reactions and are normally part of enzymes.

Regulatory domains are able to block or enhance other parts of the same protein
or other proteins by conformational change.

Scaffold proteins utilise binding domains to ensure physical proximity of signal molecules
over longer periods of time in order to enhance their reaction. By selectively bring-
ing together signal molecules they mediate specifity of interaction. By enhancing
the reaction activity they cause higher sensitivity for signals involving low concen-
trations of signal molecules. Scaffold proteins may include catalytic domains and
thereby take part in reactions with bound signal molecules.

Signal module is a very imprecise concept of interaction schemas for signal molecules
[HHLM99]. In most examples it is spoken about some ordered interaction sequence
of different signal molecules. This may include a set of homologue molecules which
in different interaction combinations enable signal variants for different stimuli-
output relations. One example of that kind is the MAPK cascade.
Signalling complexes are also described as signal modules, as their distinct combi-
nation of complex binding proteins determines the signal behaviour of the complex.
The combination of complex binding proteins may also enhance the coordination
of time and location dependent reactions, which may then take place at much
higher rates.

Signal amplification can either be regarded as an amplification of signal molecule con-
centrations or as elongation of the time interval a signal molecule is active. Signal
amplification enhances a weak sensed signal and enforces strong and direct re-
sponses. This enables the cell to react sensitively upon a stimulus. It also helps in
spreading the signal information within the cell and permits influence on the cell’s
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behaviour even after fading of the stimulus. There is a tight coupling of long term
signalling molecules with increasing concentrations of downstream substrates.

Signal protein thresholds are measured concentrations of signal molecules, which are
thought to differentiate the activity of a molecule. The molecule activity is de-
scribed either as being inactive or active, when the measured concentration is
below or above the threshold, respectively. The observed threshold values should
not be taken at face value. They are cell, as well as cell state dependent and often
delineated from in-vitro experiments.

Signal duration is the time interval in which a signal molecule is actively passing on
its signal information. This interval can only be approximated for different signal
mechanisms due to the stochastical effect of chemical reactions. G-proteins show
a time-correlated behaviour, switching themselves off by hydrolysis of GTPin a
stochastic manner. Signal molecules activated by phosphorylation remain active
until dephosphorylation.

Signal noise is part of every communication system. For signal transduction it is in-
troduced by biochemical effects which take place by chance without a stimulus.
This autoactivation may be controlled by mechanisms such as constitutively active
proteins, which decrease or increase these random effects. This is true for instance
for protein phosphatases which constantly dephosphorylate randomly phosphory-
lated amino acid residues. Furthermore, activation upon passing particular signal
thresholds and the mechanism of signal amplification the cell tries to push the
intensity of an intended signal across the noise level, conducting a correct and
“crisp” signal transmission and processing.

Transient versus sustained stimuli activation has a major influence on the phenotype
of the cell [Mar95]. The outcome of cell proliferation or differentiation depends on
the sustained or transient activation of ERK , just to give an example.

Positive/negative feedback loops are controlling elements in signal processing. While
positive feedback increases the preferred signal above noise level in order to yield
a stable and recognisable output, negative feedback shuts down the signal by re-
versing or blocking the biochemical effects which lead to the response.

Switch-like behaviour is thought to be the reason for clear phenotypical reactions after
processing of diverge and weak input signals. The concentration curve of MAPK
signal proteins is thought to behave switch-like in the sense, that either a ne-
glectable proportion of signal proteins is active (signal protein OFF ) or the nearly
full amount (signal protein ON ).
Switch-like behaviour also means, that for a signal constituting a biochemical re-
action most of the time only one reversible reaction exists. Therefore a signal
molecule can encode two possible logical states with one amino acid residue: the
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“active” biochemical state or the reversed “in-active” biochemical state, for in-
stance a phosphorylated amino acid residue and a dephosphorylated one. Also the
binding of GTP in the active form of G-proteins and GDP in the inactive form
represents such a logical ON/OFF switch.

Signal hierarchies are different observation levels of signal transmission. The most top
level is intercellular signalling between cells of one organism. The next level is
intracellular signalling in general. Then the level of molecular interactions could
be seen as one level, which is further detailed on the domain concept level. The
most basic signal unit is an altered atomic state.

Cross-talk is signalling, which takes place between two different signal pathways. Here
signal pathways are defined in their signal context, producing a specific pheno-
typical response. Cross-talk is established by signal proteins, which are part of
different pathways. The shared signal proteins might be activated by pathway 1
and signal into pathway 2 and vice versa. The concept behind the term cross-
talk is that a known physical stimulus shows another phenotype as response than
expected from former observations.

Signal context as concept combines all the above mentioned terms and stresses the
uniqueness of signal behaviour dependent of the observed organism, the cell type,
the cell state, and the environmental conditions the cell is confronted with.
On the molecular level it outlines the importance of the time, the place, and the
signal component combination for the signal event in the cell.

2.4 Genetic Network Approaches

Genetic networks try to capture the notion of gene expression in a very broad sense
[dJ02, WvSR01]. The concept of genetic networks evolved out of findings from genetic
transfection or knock-in/knock-out experiments. With improvement of gene transfection
methods in molecular and cell biology it became possible to plan experiments involving
gene regulation and gene expression. The detection of expressed genes is made possi-
ble with the help of techniques using hybridisation of mRNA or complementary DNA
(cDNA), for instance the microarray technology. This detection yields semi-quantitative
measured values, which indicate relations of the expressed amount of a gene in experi-
mentally treated cell lines in reference to an untreated “standard” cell line. With these
expression values genetic network models try to infer the regulation of genes and pro-
teins following the assumption, that one gene is transcribed in one mRNA and this is
translated in one protein. This assumption has proven to be wrong in many cases due to
RNA splicing, posttranslational modifications of proteins, etc. Nevertheless, it remains
as a working hypothesis and builds the basic assumption for genetic network modelling.
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Genetic networks in general rely as much as signal transduction networks on the logical
point of view and less on the biochemical. This follows from the indirect methods used in
gene expression experiments. Before gene expression values of hybridisation experiments
can be used, they have to be normalised (mathematically averaged, statistically adjusted)
to get rid of experimental artefacts like concentration and saturation effects, signal bias
due to labeling of the nucleic acid strand, etc. The calculated values are used to make
following statements about the behaviour of measured genes:

Overexpression is the term describing that a gene is expressed with a higher amount
in the experimental treated cell line than in the reference cell line.

Underexpression means the contrary, that a gene is expressed in a lower amount in the
treated cell line than in the reference cell line.

Co-expression expresses a similar expression value of two genes in the same experiment:
either the two genes are both over- or underexpressed. The comparison is most
of the time not only qualitative in respect to the terms over-/underexpression but
also quantitatively with respect to the calculated expression value.

Differentially expressed is the invers statement to co-expression with a weaker im-
plication, because it only states that two genes in the same experiment are not
co-expressed.

The assignment of measured gene expression values to one of the above statements is
depending on the mathematical method used for calculation, the assumptions of the
experimentator, as well as the applied experimental technique. The relations overex-
pression, underexpression, and unchanged expression are normally captured by interval
factors or thresholds of value changes provided by the experimentator and is usually
ruled by its practical experience. For instance, depending on the experimentator it is
stated that a 2.5 to 4 fold higher expression value of a gene in a treatment to a reference
indicates an overexpressed gene.

Different genetic network approaches can be enumerated: (i) directed graphs, (ii)
Bayesian networks, (iii) Boolean networks and their generalisations, (iv) stochastic equa-
tions, and (v) rule-based formalisms. Starting from the calculated expression values of
genes they try to infer gene-gene interaction relations and with respect to time-dependent
measured expression values the regulation of genes under treatment conditions of the
cell.
The genetic networks approach solely works with the abstract concept gene, including
the DNA, mRNA and protein of that gene entity. The expression values of genes give no
insight into the mechanisms and reasons for their changes. These mechanisms have to
be calculated from results of combinatorial alterations of experimental settings, called
reverse-engineering [ITK00]. A lot of molecular regulating mechanisms are hidden by the
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calculated expression values and have to be accounted for with some kind of uncertainty
in the different approaches.

Boolean networks have been developed to capture the logic of genetic networks best
[Tho73]. Genes represent states of two-valued or multi-valued logics ({0, 1} or {0, . . . , n})
and genetic regulating mechanisms are modelled with help of the available logic operators
AND, OR, NOT , and any combination of these. Regulatory elements like transcription
factor binding sites of genes are modelled as logic combination of other genes. This basic
approach has been improved in many directions, like for instance continuous values and
analogue computation.

2.5 Biology of the Egf-Mapk Prototype Pathway

In the beginning of the project the question came up, which signal transduction path-
way should be used as a prototype when starting to work with a simulation system.
Without any doubt an implementation of a simulation should always be exemplified
using a smaller, well studied case to gain experience with the system and mechanisms
involved, before starting a broader approach. After searching the literature extensively,
the Egf-Mapk pathway was chosen due to its importance in cancer development and cell
growth regulation. Furthermore, this pathway is one of the first studied signal trans-
duction pathways and the underlying molecular mechanisms and theory is very well
elaborated.

The pathway can be logically and locally broken down into three parts:

i. the molecular mechanisms taking place on the plasma membrane involving the
ligand-receptor interaction, as well as the inner plasma membrane recruitment of
adaptor and anchor proteins;

ii. the MAPK cascade and interactions in the cytosol;

iii. the gene expression regulation in the cell nucleus by transcription factors.

In Figure 2.4 the signal proteins under investigation are shown. The full name and a
further description of signal proteins is given in the glossary. Signal protein names of
physically existing species or abstract classes are printed in slanted font.
The broader integration into the cancer signal transduction network can be seen in
Figure 2.2. In this scheme the Egf-Mapk pathway continues from the left side of the
cell straight into the nucleus and outlines very nicely the central role of the Egf-Mapk
pathway in the cancer network.
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The Plasma Membrane

The signal stimulus of the prototypical pathway originates from the epidermal growth
factor (EGF), which belongs to the class of growth factors. All growth factors bind to
a single-pass transmembrane protein - their associated receptor - which has the same
name as the ligands amended by ending ‘R’ for receptor. EGFR was the first receptor
protein to be recognised as receptor tyrosine kinase (RTK), which is categorising these
associated receptors.
The signal is transduced across the plasma membrane by dimerisation of the ligand-
bound RTKs, which thus get into close proximity and are able to cross-phosphorylate
- called autophosphorylation - the cytoplasmatic domain of the other dimer part. “It is
thought that receptor dimerisation is a general mechanism for activating enzyme-linked
receptors with a single transmembrane domain.” [ABL+94, p.760].

The phosphorylated tyrosine residues of the receptors act as high-affinity binding sites
for intracellular signal proteins, which also selectively recognise surrounding features of
the polypeptide chain near the phosphotyrosine (e.g. Src homologous and collagen
protein (Shc)). Many of these bound signal proteins are also phosphorylated. The
variation of such signal proteins relays different signals into the cell interior, like for
instance GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs). Usually the RTK-binding signal proteins
share two highly conserved non-catalytic domains: the Src homology region 2 and 3
(SH2 and SH3). The SH2 domain enables proteins to bind to phosphorylated tyrosine
residues of proteins localised all over the cell. Many adaptor proteins consist only of
SH2 and SH3 domains without an intrinsic catalytic function, and couple with the help
of these binding domains other downstream signalling proteins to RTKs. The growth-
factor receptor-binding protein 2 (Grb-2) is an example, having two SH3 domains which
are separated by one SH2 domain, with which it is binding to Shc. With its SH3 domains
it binds for instance to son of sevenless (Sos), which is a guanine nucleotide releasing
protein (GNRP).

On the next level GAPs and GNRPs act on monomeric GTPases and trimeric G-proteins.
The one following in the Egf-Mapk pathway is Ras, which is a monomeric, membrane-
bound GTPase and belongs to the large Ras superfamily. “Ras proteins were first
discovered as the hyperactive products of mutant ras genes, which promote cancer by
disrupting the normal controls on cell proliferation and differentiation; about 30% of
human cancers have such mutations in a ras gene.” [ABL+94, p.763]. Ras protein show
a switch like behaviour, which is induced by conformational changes due to binding of
GTP (active state) or GDP (inactive state). Ras proteins have an intrinsic GTPase-
activity, which enables them to hydrolyse GTP to GDP but with a very slow rate.
GAPs are able to speed up this process and to inactivate Ras. These negative regu-
lators are counteracted by GNRPs, like Sos, which promote the loss of GDP and the
subsequent uptake of GTP, which has higher concentration rates in the cytosol than
GDP. RTKs mainly activate Ras by indirectly controlled GNRPs and less by directly
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controlled GAPs.

The MAPK Cascade

Figure 2.3: The MAPK cascade in mammals from [GJ99]. Different stimuli on top
trigger different cell responses on the bottom, transferred by three MAPK
layers with cross-talk.

The mitogene-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade (Figure 2.3) plays an im-
portant role in most organisms for signalling on different stimuli like cellular stresses
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(irradiation, heat shock, osmotic imbalance), DNA damage, and bacterial products.
The cascade is highly conserved and is activated by growth factors, hormones and cy-
tokines.
The MAPK cascade comprises several signalling modules which include a cascade of
kinases which phosphorylate each other:

MAPKKK The MAPKK kinases (MKKK) are serine/threonine kinases which activate
MAPKKs. Raf-1 is one example, being activated by binding to activated Ras.

MAPKK MAPKs get phosphorylated by MAPK kinases (MKK) on both tyrosine and
threonine residues with the TXY motif.

MAPK At the end of the pathway are MAP kinases (MAPK) which phosphorylate
proteins, especially transcription factors like ATF-2, Elk-1, and c-Jun, and thereby
influence gene expression.

Several MAPK subgroups have been found on the basis of sequence homology and
function. Despite their broad variety, the specifity of signal transmitting is ensured by
localisation and selectivity of binding [MF98]. In mammals three MAPK types which
differ in function have been identified:

ERK The extracellular-signal regulated kinases (ERK) 1-5 are primarily responsible
for signalling of upstream stimuli like growth, and partly differentiation and stress
factors. Downstream the cascade they activate growth differentiation.

JNK c-Jun amino-terminal kinases (JNK) 1-3 phosphorylate downstream proteins to
influence growth, differentiation, survival and apoptosis of cells. They react on
stimuli similar to ERKs.

p38 There are four p38 MAPK homologues: p38α, p38β, p38γ and p38δ [MB00,
EBD00]. p38 MAPKs mainly signal on environmental stress to induce cytokine
production and apoptosis as cell reactions.

JNKs and p38 MAPKs are sometimes put together in one group called stress-activated
protein kinases (SAPKs), because they get activated by cytokines and cellular stress
[KA01].

The role of scaffolding proteins is bringing together the components of a specific
MAPK module and so leading to a selective and enhanced activation of downstream
elements of MAPK cascades [WD98]. Some scaffolding proteins seem just to bind dif-
ferent MAPKs and are not necessarily MAPKs by themselves. Nevertheless, some show
phosphorylation activity, too. By binding certain MAPKs scaffolding proteins guarantee
selective local interaction of these simultaneously excluding homologue MAPKs.
One example is MEK partner 1 (MP1) which scaffolds MEK1 and ERK1. Without tak-
ing part in phosphorylation processes it is predicted that MP1 increases the efficiency
of the MAPKKK activation of the MEK1-ERK1 pathway.
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The counterparts for the activating kinases are the protein phosphatases, which de-
phosphorylate signal proteins of the MAPK cascade and inactivate them. There are gen-
eral serine/threonine phosphatases, like for instance protein phosphatase 2 A (PP2A),
which is acting on MAPKKs and MAPKs. There are also very specific phosphatases,
like for instance the mitogen-activated protein kinase phosphatase 1 (MKP-1), which
is downregulating ERKs.

Gene Expression

The mechanisms involved in gene expression are:

� transcription of genes into messenger RNA (mRNA) regulated by transcription
factors,

� transport of mRNA from the nucleus to the ribosomes at the endoplasmatic retic-
ulum (ER) and translation into proteins.

The translated proteins can either be secreted by exocytosis, or are released into the
cell interior. If gene expression of signal proteins happens, then these show some kind
of feedback effect in the upstream part of signal pathways inside the same cell or in
interaction with other cells.

One of the main targets of ERKs diffusing into the nucleus are the transcription
factors c-Jun and c-Fos. When activated they dimerise and build the active complex
AP-1, which is a basal transcription factor for many genes, especially in concern with
growth and differentiation. Transcription factors bind to DNA and initiate or regulate
in this way the amount of transcribed mRNA.

The Selected Egf-Mapk Pathway

Figure 2.4 outlines parts of the Egf-Mapk pathway, which have been selected for mod-
elling and implementing. The interaction data have been taken from TRANSPATH

�

version 3.4. Different protein categories are differently coloured:

yellow: the EGF ligand;

brown: the transmembrane receptors EGFR;

dark blue: adaptor proteins;

turquoise: other enzymes like GTPases, GNRPs;

light green: protein phosphatases;

dark green: protein kinases;

violet: transcription factors.
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Figure 2.4: The prototypical Egf-Mapk pathway (modified picture taken from the doc-
umentation of TRANSPATH

�

3.4)

Phosphorylation is indicated by yellow circled P
�

. When binding is the signal transduc-
ing effect, then protein spheres are drawn overlapping each other. Activating interactions
are given by black arrows, inhibiting interactions by red arrows.

The pathway itself is a signal line directly from the plasma membrane to the nucleus.
The signal stimuli is assumed to be given from EGF and the target of the signal is
assumed to be AP-1, the complex of c-Jun and c-Fos.
There are two incorporated negative feedback links, one from ERK1 to Sos and the other
from ERK1 to Raf-1. A further inhibition of the pathway might take place by GAP,
PP2A and MKP-1.
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3 Databases for Signal Transduction
and Protein-Protein Interactions

This chapter gives an overview of different online databases for signal transduction and
protein-protein interactions. Their main content and features are discussed. Following
this comparison, the signal transduction database TRANSPATH

�

and its information
content is evaluated in more detail for the use in simulations.

3.1 Why Databases?

Signal transduction experiments produce a wealth of single valued data which are related
to each other. On the biochemical level most of the collected signal transduction data are
about molecular interactions including protein-protein interactions, protein-DNA bind-
ing, and proteins-small molecule binding. Furthermore, concentrations rates of proteins
and small molecules (Ca2+) are measured. More sophisticated cell biological experi-
ments may determine the location of signal proteins in cells. Biochemical methods may
reveal reaction rates and biochemical mechanisms underlying certain interaction types
(e.g. phosphorylation). The nature of physical interactions already implies a relation
between the two species in contact. Moreover, a quantitatively measured value can be
assigned to the species in focus by a two-tuple relation.
On the logical level activation and inhibition behaviour is observed, normally from a
defined stimulus to target genes. By knock-out or knock-in experiments different signal
behaviour is observed in cells, which is tried to be consistently integrated in an existing
logical framework of the signal model under consideration by human observers. This
results in different logical relations between species with the attributes activating and
inhibiting. However, there must not exist a physical interaction between these species.
The description of activating and inhibiting can also be transferred into two-tuple rela-
tions.
A problem to represent such information in two-tuple relations arises when dealing with
complexed proteins or in general with information, where no order can be determined by
experiments or no order exists at all. These data have to be broken down into two-tuple
relations artificial, or is stored in one to many or many to many relations. In the case
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of complexes this is a severe problem of pinning down the order of species interaction,
which is important to know for inferring signal flow.

Databases come in use due to the amount of gathered signal transduction data. This
development is similar for a variety of research areas in molecular biology where high-
throughput techniques are used to produce huge amounts of data. For instance, for
genome sequence information (GenBank, EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Database, DNA
Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ), Genome Sequence Database (GSDB)), or protein infor-
mation (SWISS-PROT/TrEMBL) [Bax02].

The amount of available databases for signal transduction data and protein-protein
interactions made it necessary to check the individual databases for their data schema
and their stored information. The most comprehensive appearing database is used to
retrieve signal transduction information for simulation tasks.

3.2 Evaluation of Available Databases

The internet sites of evaluated signal transduction and protein-protein interaction repos-
itories are not necessarily databases in the classical sense having a database schema or
some defined interface to download data. Some sites are accumulated flat text files
with an associated text search engine. Others are more sophisticated with respect to
their data storing technique or information retrieval system. The repositories have been
searched for providing interesting information about signal transduction, including data
and model concepts.

Alliance for Cell Signalling is organised by the Nature Publishing Group. This is a
platform for invited authors to collect data about signal molecules: protein states,
interactions, subcellular localisations and functions, together with references to
relevant literature. Data for already over 3000 proteins have been automatically
collected: names, synonyms, sequence information, biophysical properties, domain
and motif information, protein family details, structure and gene data, the iden-
tities of orthologues and paralogues, and BLAST results. The data are accessible
by interactive hand-drawn maps with associated links.

aMAZE is a database which deals with information on metabolic pathways, gene reg-
ulation, sub- or supra-cellular locations, and transport [vHNM+00]. It is estab-
lished by the project on Protein Function and Biological Pathway (PFBP) at
the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI). They provide a generalisation of
data representations currently used, which includes “. . . multiple schemes for cat-
egorising and classifying molecular entities, activities, processes and locations.”
[vHNL+01]. They offer taxonomies for the categorisation, information at different
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levels of resolution, and are able to deal with incomplete knowledge. A graphi-
cal syntax completes their concept. However, they do not provide any access to
curated biological data.

BIND or Biomolecular Interaction Network Database is a project of the Canadian gov-
ernment to establish a repository open for researchers and the public [BDW+01].
It is written in a data specification language called Abstract Syntax Notation.1
(ASN.1). “The US National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) uses
ASN.1 to describe and store all of its biological and publication data and all of
GenBank, MMDB and PubMed . . .” [BH00]. BIND defines an interaction between
two objects, which can be a protein, DNA, RNA, ligand, molecular complex, or
an interaction. A description of interaction includes cellular location, experimen-
tal conditions, conserved sequences, molecular location, chemical action, kinetics,
thermodynamics, and chemical state, as far as these informations are available.
Molecular complexes and pathways are defined as collections of more than two
interactions with additional descriptive information, respectively. The repository
encompasses over thousand interaction records, several pathways, and molecular
complexes. Even with its comprehensive data structure, it mixes up different types
of organisms.

BioCarta is a company providing substances and material for signal transduction exper-
iments. They also curate a very comprehensive list of signal transduction networks
categorised by biological functions and diseases. The networks are displayed by
hand-drawn maps, with which one can interactively retrieve different links to pub-
lic databases for signal molecules.

BRITE or Biomolecular Relations in Information Transmission and Expression is part
of the KEGG project undertaken by the Kanehisa Laboratory of Kyoto University.
It comprises interactive maps on cell cycle controlling pathways in human and
yeast, and early development controlling pathways of drosophila melanogaster.

CellML is an organisation which aims to establish an XML standard for biological model
exchange. It was initiated by the company Physiome and the Auckland Univer-
sity/New Zealand. To exemplify the use of their standard several models have
been implemented and stored in a repository, which can be downloaded in CellML
format. These models are taken from scientific literature of the last years and
comprise electro-physiological, signal transduction, and metabolic network model.
Additionally a graphical notation is defined for their networks. The view of a
single model is limited to its observed experimental set-up and not connectable to
the other models in the repository.

CSNDB or Cell Signaling Network Database was one of the first databases solely
focusing on signal transduction related data [TINK98]. The database is founded
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on ACEDB, which was developed to store the C.elegans genome. CSNDB stores
biological reactions, which transfer signals, and molecular attributes like sequences,
structures and functions. Furthermore, scientific literature references are stored.
This concept was adapted by TRANSPATH

�

and also signal transduction data
were interchanged with TRANSPATH

�

. The novel feature of CSNDB is the
pathway search, which matches molecule tuples of products of one reaction with
molecule tuples of reactants of another reaction in the database [TIK99]. With
this simple pattern matching a set of possible pathways from a given source to a
given sink is constructed.

DIP or Database of Interacting Proteins is a sole protein-protein interaction database
[XFS+01]. It is located at University of California in Los Angeles. Most of the
data comes from genome-wide yeast two-hybrid methods. Therefore, the data are
error proned and cross-checks with different experimental sources have to be done
to eliminate false positives. A further limitation is that 2/3 of the documented
interactions are between yeast proteins.

DOQCS or Database of Quantitative Cellular Signaling was initiated by Upinder
Bhalla [SHMB03]. Its intention is to serve the growing field of chemical-reaction
level simulation of signalling networks by storing explicitely quantitative kinetic
information. A concept is given to anticipate issues in large-scale data manage-
ment for signalling chemistry. Several different models and results of experimental
work in recent years are annotated in the database. The problem lies in the dif-
ferent measuring units of kinetics, which are not easy to re-calculate. The limited
interfaces between the annotated models are a further problem when trying to
interconnect the different results, which all have their very specific biochemical
conditions. The database is a good repository for information to a specific path-
way, but not for integrating pathways on a whole cell-scale.

EcoCyc is one of the first databases including genomic and proteomic information about
a certain organism: E.coli K-12. EcoCyc does not only include information about
enzymes and metabolic pathways, it also includes information about transport,
regulation, and other aspects of gene function [KR99]. EcoCyc was primarily
developed at the Standford Research Institute (SRI) by Peter Karp and Monica
Riley. During the EcoCyc project several problems concerning this kind of data
management and retrieval were solved for the first time and acted as reference for
many other biological database projects: problems in visualisation of metabolic
pathways, in querying genomic and metabolic data, etc. The implementation
techniques used originated from the field of artificial intelligence (AI): knowledge
representation. The limitation here is the narrowed view on E.coli.

INTERACT is an object-oriented protein-protein interaction database established at
the University of Manchester together with GlaxoWellcome [EBPH99]. The data
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schema is implemented in the commercial object database POET 5.1. The aim
is to include information of several external public databases like SWISS-PROT,
Medline and PROSITE. Pathway detection is performed with help of graph theory
methods. The database should contain over thousand interactions, but was not
accessible during exploration.
The work and its concept of object-oriented modelling/design is associated with
the approaches presented in Section 6.2.

KEGG or Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes is settled at the Kyoto University
[Kan97, KG00]. It is the most comprehensive information source on metabolic and
regulatory pathways for a huge set of different organisms. It comprises reaction
annotations and enzymes with their associated EC numbers. For biochemically
defined metabolic networks there exist hand-drawn maps, which allow a function
and organism specific highlightening of enzymes. Further information can be re-
trieved interactively by clicking on the maps. A download of all reactions as flat
files is also possible. The limitation of KEGG are the few signal transduction
related maps, which also focus on certain, but not mammalian organisms.

PathDB for biochemical pathways is developed by the National Center for Genome
Resources (NCGR). It is not only a data repository, but also a system for building
and visualising cellular networks targeted for the gene expression, proteomics, and
metabolic profiling communities. It supports to find all pathways and phenotypes
associated with genes in a cluster of validating associations, which are computa-
tionally predicted from known biological data. The PathDB software suite has
evolved into a collection of four components: a database, query tools, a pathway
viewer, and a database schema. PathDB can be downloaded in the version 2.0.

PGDB or Pathway/Genome Database is the successive development of EcoCyc by
abstraction and generalisation of methods to work on information of different or-
ganisms [KPR02]. Four main components enable the creation of model-organism
databases: (1) the PathoLogic component supports the creation of PGDBs from
annotated genomes of organisms; (2) the pathway/genome navigator provides
query, visualisation, and Web-publishing services; (3) the pathway/genome edi-
tors support interactive updating; (4) the Pathway Tools ontology defines schemas.
“The Pathway Tools (software) has been used to build PGDBs for 13 organisms
within the SRI and by external users.” [KPR02].

Science’s STKE or Signal Transduction Knowledge Environment is an online journal
with recent publications in the signal transduction field as well as hand-drawn maps
of authors on several signal transduction pathways. The maps are not interactive,
but give an overview over signal molecules and interaction mechanisms.

Silicon Cell Consortium focuses on three different dimensions of cell functioning:
(i) the ‘chemical and information dimension’ in terms of networks of biochemical
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reactions and their regulation; (ii) space like gradients and dynamic structures;
(iii) biological time phenomena like oscillations. The long-term goal is the compu-
tation of life at the cellular level. A limited online model repository is provided by
Jacky Snoep and Hans Westerhoff with differential equations and parameters for
selected metabolic pathways.

SPAD or Signaling PAthway Database is an integrated database for genetic informa-
tion and signal transduction systems. It was initiated by the Kyushu University.
SPAD is divided in four categories: growth factors, cytokines, hormones and stress.
Information on interactions between protein and protein, protein and DNA, as well
as sequence information of DNA and proteins is compiled into SPAD. SPAD pro-
vides hand-drawn, interactive signal transduction maps. The amount of available
data are very small and the given information is sometimes very dense.

TRANSFAC
�

is a database on transcription factors initiated at the Gesellschaft für
Biotechnologische Forschung (GBF) in Braunschweig and further curated by the
company Biobase in Wolfenbüttel [WCH+00]. It includes genomic binding sites
and DNA-binding profiles of transcription factors, which are stored in constructed
sequence matrix tables. Further databases are connected with TRANSFAC

�

:
PathoDB for pathologically relevant mutations in regulatory regions and tran-
scription factor genes; S/MARt DB stores features of scaffold/matrix attached
regions and the proteins binding to them; Cytomer is a database about organs
and cell types.

TRANSPATH
�

is also an extension of the TRANSFAC
�

database system on gene-
regulatory pathways [SCG+01]. It focuses on pathways involved in the regulation
of transcription factors mainly in human, mouse and rat. It stores information rel-
evant to signal transduction like complexes, signalling molecules, and their states,
together with their interaction information. Clickable maps are provided and path-
way cascades can be automatically generated. The curated information is validated
with references to original publications. This system was chosen as information
source for simulation tasks due to its cell-wide signal transduction information and
its very comprehensive amount of curated data. A detailed description is given in
Section 3.3.

WIT or What Is There? is a Web-based system to support the curation of function
assignments made to genes and the development of metabolic models. It was
established at the Argonne National Laboratory. Its main function is to query
functional and pathway information for unknown DNA sequences.
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3.3 TRANSPATH
�

The idea for TRANSPATH
�

is influenced by the signal transduction database CSNDB.
Prof. Edgar Wingender and Dr. Frank Schacherer began to create TRANSPATH

�

at
the GBF/Braunschweig as an object-oriented database implemented in the POET sys-
tem [Sch01]. TRANSPATH

�

is further developed by the company Biobase/Wolfenbüttel
as a relational database. TRANSPATH

�

can be licensed in form of an online access,
as a local installation version, and as XML download. The local installation version is
based on flat text files with two letter tags at each line begin, which is similar to genomic
database flat files. The local installed flat files are accessible via Perl scripts from a Web
browser.

TRANSPATH
�

was chosen as information source for the intended simulation system,
because it comprises hand-annotated signal transduction data extracted from recent sci-
entific publications, especially from review articles. This information is classified by the
annotators, which are all experienced molecular biologists. The enumerable classifiers
are descriptively defined in the TRANSPATH

�

documentation. The classification an-
notation is done in a standard format by text labels, which are retrievable from database
tuples and can be automatically parsed. The automatic parsing permits an automatic
import of the data into other systems or the automatic code generation depending on
the biological classification of the data.
The very difference to other signal transduction repositories is the very precise and
clear definition of biological mechanisms annotated in a way a human individual would
formulate these. A certain abstraction from measured or observed data are given and
conceptual interrelations are emphasised. The annotated data may therefore be called
semi-quantitative data.

3.3.1 Information Structure of TRANSPATH �

The information structure adapts an object-oriented database schema, defining the fol-
lowing objects:

molecules are database objects for any signal entity, like proteins, complexes, domains,
small substrates, and abstract biological signal sources, e.g. UV radiation (exam-
ples are outlined in Table A.1 and A.2);

genes are objects - most of the time imported from TRANSFAC
�

-, which keep in-
formation about expression of proteins with similar attributes as molecule objects
(an example is found in Table A.3);
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reactions are objects to store data about signal processes in a form similar to chemical
reaction equations; in TRANSPATH

�

molecule objects on the left site of a reac-
tion equation are also called signal donors and on the right site signal acceptors;
reaction objects are distinguished in

� semantic reactions, which are abstract signalling processes, which can be placed
in the logical level and are annotated with at least activation, inhibition or
unknown in the effect attribute (exemplified in Table A.4), and

� mechanistic reactions, for which the biochemical mechanism and maybe the stoi-
chiometric of molecules is known (example can be examined in Table A.5);

The above database objects are stored in three different tables, called molecule table,
gene table, and reaction table. Examples for the different database objects are printed
as noted in Appendix A.1.
The database objects contain molecule/gene or reaction specific attributes.

Molecule and Gene Objects

Following attributes of molecule/gene objects have been identified to provide useful
modelling information, which can automatically be processed:

Accession number is identifying uniquely the database objects as primary key. Molecule
accession numbers begin with “MO. . .” and those of genes with “G. . .”, followed each
time by a unique number.

Molecule/Gene name is a human understandable tag. Some names already possess ap-
pended shortcuts for species (e.g. “(h)” for human) or modified forms (e.g. “(p)”
for phosphorylation). Also complexes are encoded in names by concatenating the
complex building molecule names by ‘:’ (e.g. “A:B” for a complex of molecule A

and molecule B).

Encoding gene is a reference from the molecule table into the gene table of the database
TRANSPATH

�

, showing the gene that is expressing the molecule entry.

Gene product is a reference from the gene table into the molecule table of the database
TRANSPATH

�

, which indicates the expressed protein of the gene entry.

Species describes the organisms, in which this molecule entry is found, e.g. human,
adenovirus, Xenopus laevis.

Type is identifying the biological type of the database object and is one of the following
with the associated TRANSPATH

�

4.2 explanation:

family: for superfamilies and families;

orthologue: group entry for homologue molecules in different species;
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isoform: group entry for homologue molecules in one species, which have been
emerged from gene duplication, alternative splicing of mRNA etc.;

basic: for real isoforms which have a polypeptide chain;

motif: for protein motifs or domains with a specified function (and structure);

complex: for complexes, consisting of non-covalently bound molecules;

gene: for imported genes from TRANSFAC
�

with a regulation by tran-
scription factors which are already integrated in the TRANSPATH

�

signalling network;

other: for lipids, second messenger (such as DAG, IP3, NO, cAMP).

Superfamilies are a set of references to other molecule objects, which are known to be
abstract superclasses of the molecule entry in the biological sense. Together with
the subfamily references they describe the protein family hierarchy in the database
TRANSPATH

�

.

Subfamilies are a set of references to other molecule objects, which are more concrete
subclasses in the biological context. Together with the superfamily references they
describe the protein family hierarchy in TRANSPATH

�

.

Comments are lines beginning with a defined tag like “mechanism:”, “structure:”,
“physiological function:”, or “enzyme classification:”, but are too di-
verse in their textual description to be automatically processible.

Modified forms are references to molecule objects, which are somehow biochemical al-
tered in comparison to this molecule entry.

Complexes are references to molecule objects, which comprise the molecule entry as
complex part of itself.

Complex or Modified form of are references to complex parts of the molecule entry -
which then describes a complex -, or to the biochemical unaltered form of it in the
other case.

GO: biological process, molecular function is an imported annotation schema of the
Gene Ontology Consortium (GO) from the EBI. The annotation schema defines
biological processes and functions very clear, but is too complex and abstract to
be useful for retrieval of biological information.

Location positive/negative and experiment(s) list places in cells where the molecule
entry could or could not be observed by experiments. Furthermore, certain cell
types are described in which the molecule object was or was not found. Following
examples of useful tags for modelling cell localisation of molecules is found:
endoplasmic reticulum, endoplasmic reticulum membrane, mitochondria, mito-
chondrial outer membrane, cytosol, cytoplasmic vesicle, plasma membrane, outer
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plasma membrane, integral plasma membrane protein, nucleus, nuclear inner mem-
brane, Golgi apparatus, lysosome, endosome, peroxisome, secretory vesicle, inner
plasma membrane, intracellular, extracellular.
The name tags can be assigned to the concept shown in Figure 4.3.

Reaction downstream are references to reaction objects, in which the molecule entry
takes part as reactant on the left hand site of the reaction equation. These are the
links helping to build up the signal transduction network of TRANSPATH

�

.

Reaction upstream are references to reaction objects, in which the molecule entry takes
part as product on the right hand site of the reaction equation. These links also
help to build up the signal transduction network of TRANSPATH

�

.

Reaction catalyzed is a reference to a reaction object, which is catalysed by the molecule
entry and may not take place without it in experiments.

Reaction inhibited is a reference to a reaction object, which is inhibited by the molecule
entry and does not take place when the molecule is present in experiments.

Reaction Objects

For reaction objects the here listed attributes are thought to be valuable for information
preprocessing before importing it into other systems:

Accession number also encodes the reaction object uniquely, beginning with the letters
“XN. . .” and followed by a unique number. This is the primary key for the reaction
table.

Name describes the chemical reaction equation in the form “A + B -E-> C + D”, where
A, B are reactant substances, C, D are product substances, and E is an enzyme.
A ‘->’ indicates an activating reaction, while ‘-/’ indicates solely an inhibiting
reaction, and ‘<=>’ describes a reversible reaction.

Effect is a concatenated string of terms from the logical and biochemical level, which
describe the biochemical mechanism and its signal behaviour on a conceptual level.
There are altogether 34 effect terms documented in TRANSPATH

�

4.2. Some of
the most important ones are listed below with their TRANSPATH

�

4.2 descrip-
tion:

activation: used only in semantic reactions; it means that the reactions going
out from the target molecule would take place after this reaction;

inhibition: means that the reactions going out from the target molecule
would (i) stop after this reaction or (ii) would happen if this
reaction would not signal; it is used in semantic reactions;

unknown: indicates that it is not known, if the signal acceptor in the se-
mantic reaction is activated or inhibited;
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binding: any kind of chemical/physical bond (covalent bond, hydrogen
bond, ion complex, Van-der-Waals) that is established between
reaction partners;

phosphorylation: catalysed binding of a phosphate group to a molecule (for exam-
ple mediated by protein kinases);

exchange: catalysed replacement of a group by another (e.g. exchange of
G-protein associated GDP with GTP by a GEF);

expression: transfer of information encoded in the DNA (nucleotide sequence)
into the protein (amino acid sequence); reactions with effect ex-
pression include several steps: transcription, splicing, capping,
and translation;

degradation: breakdown of a molecule (leaving behind protein remnants; me-
diated by enzymes, proteasome);

reversible: a biochemical reaction can take place in both directions “for-
ward” and “backward”.

Type which can be used to differentiate semantic and mechanistic reactions includes
following tags with the associated TRANSPATH

�

4.2 definition:

semantic: are used when the exact mechanism of signal transduction is not
known; usually they have one signal donor and one acceptor, and
often they are between more general (non-species) molecule entries
(not in basic molecules);

mechanistic: are either complex formation, dissociation, catalysis or inhibited
catalysis; represent the biochemical details;

interaction: are defined for exactly two molecules (a binary relation), and state
nothing about directionality; they just show that two molecules in
the cell interact,

translocation: the same molecule enters and leaves the reaction with a changed
spatial context; this process takes some time, which is important
for the dynamic behaviour of the network.

Comments are similar to the ones found in molecule/gene objects.

Molecule/gene upstream are references to molecule objects, which are reactants and
placed on the left site of the reaction equation. These are the links helping to build
up the signal transduction network of TRANSPATH

�

.

Molecule/gene downstream are references to molecule objects, which are products
and placed on the right site of the reaction equation. These links also help to
build up the signal transduction network of TRANSPATH

�

.
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molecule/gene
object

molecule/gene
object

reaction
object

molecule/gene
object

molecule/gene
object

reaction
object

reaction
object

reaction
object

Figure 3.1: This is an artificial example for the alternating linkage of the TRANSPATH
�

molecule/gene and reaction objects. The linkage describes a bi-partite graph
for the object network. Black lines represent the molecule/gene and reaction
upstream/downstream references.

The Signal Transduction Network

Between molecule/gene objects and reactions objects there exists a many to many re-
lation and vice versa. Despite this fact, every molecule/gene object is only linked with
reaction objects and every reaction object is only linked with molecule/gene objects.
There are always two link directions upstream and downstream. From molecule/gene
objects to reaction objects these are called reaction upstream and reaction downstream.
From reaction objects to molecule/gene objects these are called molecule/gene upstream
and molecule/gene downstream.
Lets assume that the different objects are two kind of nodes in a graph. Only links are
admitted, which connect one type of node with another type of node. This results in
interpreting the TRANSPATH

�

object network as bi-partite graph (see Figure 3.1).

Signal transduction pathways could be interpreted with the above outlined object
schema as lists of pairwise molecules interacting via a reaction or process. For semantic
reaction objects, where most of the time only one signal donor is influencing one signal
acceptor, this would define a set of binary relation on molecule objects.

The Protein Family Hierarchy

In the molecule table superfamily/subfamily references exist. Molecule objects link by
the superfamilies attribute to more abstract molecule objects, which have been classi-
fied by the annotators as being a superclass of the first ones. Links to more concrete
molecule objects, which have been classified as subclasses, are indicated by the subfam-
ilies attribute of molecule objects. This interlinkage establishes a hierarchy structure
on the molecule table for biological/functional/sequence-based related molecule objects,
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orthologue

family
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isoform

= subfamily relation
= reaction (semantic, mechanistic)

ErbB1:ErbB1
ErbB1:ErbB2
ErbB2:ErbB4{

Grb−2
Shc

adaptor proteins

Shc(h)

p52Shc(h)
p46Shc(h)
p66Shc(h)

activation

binding

activation

activation;binding

activation
binding

complex

motif

SHP−1(h)−Sh2 domain

EGFR:EGFR
binding

binding

activation;binding
phosphorylation

Nck(h)−Sh3 domain

ligands

hormones

EGF
VGF

EGF(h)
EGF(pg)

growth factors

enzyme

protein kinases

Src family
Jak family
RTK

FGFR
EGFR

ErbB1

ErbB4(h)
EGFR(h)

ErbB2
ErbB3
ErbB4

ErbB1(h)
ErbB2(h)
ErbB3(h)

EGFR(mo)

protein tyrosine kinases
EGF family

EGF:EGFR

ligand − EGF receptor − EGFR adaptor protein − Shc
Protein Family Hierarchy (TRANSPATH(R) 3.4)

Figure 3.2: Protein family hierarchy sketch of TRANSPATH
�

3.4. It exemplifies three
protein categories: ligands, receptors and adaptor proteins. Subfamily rela-
tions are indicated by blue arrow. Reaction interactions are shown by red
arrows with associated effect terms. Complex building is represented by
joining red arrows.

called protein family hierarchy. The protein family hierarchy can include several levels
of abstraction for one biological protein family (see Figure 3.2).
Different types of molecule objects exist, which are annotated by the type attribute:

basic: this object has an associated polypeptide chain and therefore physically exists;

isoform: the objects have also most of the time a given polypeptide chain and are real
existing proteins, but subsume sometimes basic molecule objects;
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orthologue: these molecule objects group together objects of the basic and isoform type
and are only categorical;

family: such an object subsumes orthologue or other family objects and originates from
definitions in its biological context;

gene: an object in the gene table with an associated gene product in the molecule table.

TRANSPATH
�

tries to reflect with this protein categorisation and hierarchical order-
ing the different available information contents for signal proteins. For molecule objects,
a group is a set of molecules which share a common signalling behaviour. Abstracting
common signalling behaviour is needed to avoid the explosion in numbers of molecule
entries in TRANSPATH

�

.
In the order family, orthologue, isoform, basic the information gets more detailed and
concrete (experimentally confirmed with a higher reliability). This means, that a more
detailed information is replacing a more abstract information. As long as nothing is
stated for a certain attribute in a subfamily molecule object, the abstract information
for this attribute of the superfamilies link is valid for the subfamily molecule object.
This is especially important for reaction upstream/downstream attributes of molecule
objects: superfamily molecule object reaction links are valid for subfamily molecule
objects, as long as these have no contradictory reaction link information.

The here outlined protein family hierarchy is used for modelling and inferring signal
flow in the signal network of TRANSPATH

�

.
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4 Modelling and Simulating Biological
Networks

The chapter presents modelling and simulation techniques used to explore biological
networks and especially signal transduction networks. At the beginning properties of
these techniques are delimitated from each other. After that questions about modelling
problems are listed. Different simulation approaches and their basic theories are outlined
then. Thereby, Petri nets and Monte-Carlo methods are introduced in greater detail.
The discussion proceeds with qualitative and quantitative/stochastic simulation methods
for biological networks. Furtheron, other signal transduction simulation approaches are
sketched as starting ground to develop own concepts for the ST model.

4.1 Introduction into Simulation Methods

To bring the “real world” into the computer different point of views can be chosen.
Normally the way to model something is influenced by the measuring technique, the
computational tractability of the problem category, or just the point-of-view the observer
wants to take.
In general, physical models are classified by their characteristics. “The classification
is based upon the dynamic or static nature of the model, on inclusion of stochastic
processes, and on the continuous or discrete behaviour of the system.” [Mon97, p.47].
Available modelling methodologies are “entity-based” and “property-oriented” models.
Observed or modelled system behaviour implies also the following attribute categories:
qualitative/quantitative, synchronous/asynchronous, linear/non-linear, open/closed.

Entity-based versus Property-based Models

The entity-based and property-oriented methodology are the most basic underlying mod-
elling paradigms for conceptualisation of the real world by human individuals. These
methodologies describe the different ways how the real world is represented in the com-
puter, invariant of the type of information stored.
In entity-based models the real world consists of “entities” or “objects”. These entities
or objects are normally enumerable and grouped in category sets. The methodology is
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fundamental to object-oriented modelling and the symbolic representation used in Artifi-
cial Intelligence. It is especially dominant in discrete event simulation, which is discussed
in more detail in Chapter 6.

In contrast property-oriented models describe the real world by “variables”, which
have functional relationships with one another. Most continuous systems are based on
this paradigm.

Discrete Systems

When modelling discrete system behaviour a system is defined by its states, being a set
of characteristics, and its behaviour as activities that define a sequence on the set of
states. The aim is to reproduce the activity of entities engaged in and thereby observing
the performance of the system.
“In discrete simulation, the state of the system can change only at the event times;”
[Mon97, p.49]. The dynamic behaviour of the system is inferred by advancing the
simulation time from one event to the next. Consequently, the simulation time can be
replaced by a total order of occurring events.

Originating from Systems Theory, a mathematical specification for discrete event
systems (DEVS) is given. A system is a structure of the form [Mon97, p.49]:

S = < T, X, Ω, Q, Y, δ, λ > where

T is the time base (real in our case);
X is a set of input values;
Ω is a set of input segments; that is, a map from intervals on the time base
to the set X;
Q is a set of states;
Y is a set of output values;
δ : Q×Ω → Q is the transition; given the current state and input segment,
this determines a next state;
λ : Q → Y is the output function; given the current state, this determines
a specific output value.

The DEVS formalism also specifies how transitions move a system from state to state
(not shown here).

When formalising a system, it is possible to identify interacting system components.
State changes of components are associated with events, possibly independent of the
simulation time. When the state change is a scheduled event, the component is called
active. If the state change is always caused by some other component, then it may be
considered passive.
There exist three different strategies how to look at changes of systems [Mon97, p.51]:

event orientation defines the changes in state that occur at each event time;
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activity scanning describes activities which the entities engage in;

process orientation describes the process through which the entities in the system flow.

Continuous Systems

Continuous systems are normally specified by ordinary differential equations (ODE), or
by a form of differential algebraic equations (DAE). “A Differential Equation Specified
Model is a continuous time-continuous state model in which state changes are continuous,
thus the time derivatives (rate of change) are governed by the differential equation.”
[Mon97, p.63]. Different numerical solutions have to be considered for ODEs and DAEs,
but are not further evaluated here. Some of the questions methods solving differential
equations can answer are of the kind:

� How can the solution space and its dimension numerically be estimated?
� How does the solution dependent on the initial conditions, respectively on param-

eters?
� How far can local solutions be extended to global ones?

Qualitative versus Quantitative Modelling

A physical situation is described by measurements of entities and their relationships,
where the continuous parameters of the entities are represented as quantities. “A quan-
tity consists of two parts, an amount and a derivative.” [Mon97, p.185]. Both have a
sign and a magnitude.
Quantitative simulation is concerned with the numerical calculation of the quantities,
which are stored in variables. The variables are able to store natural or real numbers on
which the continuous quantity values are mapped.

Qualitative modelling on the contrary is focused mainly on human based perceptions of
the real world. Phenomena are captured by means of general abstractions. Information
is stored in form of concepts or enumerable entity categories, which have been grouped
by human individuals. This kind of modelling is very helpful to describe systems, for
which measured data are missing. Logical descriptions and inference systems are one
application field.

Synchronous versus Asynchronous Models

Synchronous models assume that state changes of system components occur at similar
points in time. Therefore their simulation mechanism updates different component states
at distinct simulation times. Sometimes the whole model system is updated at a certain
time instance by following specified update rules.

Asynchronous models on the other hand allow state changes of system components at
different times. Real time simulations often use asynchronous mechanisms to capture
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the massively parallel nature of real world phenomena. Asynchronous models rely on
more sophisticated simulation techniques.

Linear versus Non-Linear System Behaviour

The easiest systems under observation are linear systems. “Linear” in that sense means,
that a system property can be formulated by a linear function. When a system is
perturbed in a linear fashion - by an additive order of magnitude for some characteristic
- and it shows linear responses, then this system is called linear.

Non-linear system behaviour is just the negation of the former definition, but does not
describe positively the behaviour. Non-linear behaviour is harder to capture than linear
behaviour, as mathematical estimations for non-linear behaviour are normally described
with the help of statistical distributions.

Open versus Closed Systems

Closed systems include a limited, well-known number of real world entities under obser-
vation. In this case quantities of the real world entities are normally available. Closed
systems describe most of the time only activities and relations between components of
the system and inside the system. There are only limited and well-known interactions
or connections of the closed system with some “outside” environment.
Most technical designed systems are closed systems as all parts and relations are known
from construction.

Open systems exclude any boundaries. Their system components might not all be
known and may have many interactions with the environment. Simulation of such sys-
tems is very hard, because of the unknown system components and only limited con-
trollable interactions with the environment.
Nearly all natural or biological systems are open systems, with parts unknown to human
individuals, and free exchange of energy and mass flow with the environment.

4.2 Modelling Problems

One main problem in modelling, simulating, and interpreting the computational results
is to define the source of possible errors. Following error and failure origins can be
identified:

1. Is the biological example properly identified and are all entities and their relation-
ships formulated? Do missing players or links exist?

2. Is the selected software suitable for modelling and simulating the formulated bi-
ological problem? Is the software computationally able to handle this problem
category?
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3. Is the formulated biological problem properly implemented in the selected soft-
ware? Do program bugs exist, which originate from the chosen way to implement
the formulated problem?

4. Is the selected software working as defined? Do implementation artefacts in the
selected software system exist?

5. Is the chosen output format for software results appropriate? Is the output format
comprehensive enough to identify problems and errors quickly, but not too verbose
to loose the general view?

6. Can the software results be reinterpreted in the biological context? Do the in-
terpreted results make any sense in the biological context? Are error estimations
possible?

A step-wise development of a project, with concise checks on every intermediate level,
might decrease the possibility to mix-up different error sources. Nevertheless, the mod-
eller and programmer face the problem to identify sources of errors, which might not
always be clear to pin down.

Modelling Problems of ST Networks

Also some problems to model signal transduction should be stated:

� The amount of signal molecules in cells is very huge. There are estimations that
around 30% of all proteins in cells are kinases controlling cell behaviour.

� The variety of protein complex binding produces a huge amount of different signal
outcomes. This includes the combination of different isoforms of protein classes,
which are able to bind to each other.

� The same signal molecule shows diverse signal behaviour in different cell compart-
ments. This depends on the environmental conditions, like pH, concentrations of
other proteins and ions, etc.

� Positive/negative feedback controls signal flow in pathways and leeds to cycles in
signal networks.

� The comparability of results from different model systems is limited. Therefore
there exists an organism, tissue, cell type, and cell fate specifity.

� Also the different methods to measure signalling places hurdles for the compara-
bility of different observed results.

� Most of the biological experiments focus on small model systems (e.g. the presented
Egf-Mapk pathway, Ca2+-spike measurements). This makes the construction of a
whole ST network view on cells very hard.
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4.3 Simulation Approaches and Systems

A vast amount of simulation approaches exist, which are guided by the different system,
model and behaviour principles introduced. As the project is concerned with qualitative
simulation of ST networks, the main focus of presented methods lies on qualitative
and stochastic ones. Nevertheless, quantitative methods used to simulate biological
networks are also outlined. A nice overview is provided by the Dagstuhl Seminars
[CVHLM95, CVHMM98].
First, a short introduction is given into two general modelling and simulation techniques:
Petri nets and Monte-Carlo methods. These are further evaluated in the course of
discussion.

Petri Nets

Petri nets exist in a wide range of modified forms originated from a basic definition
developed in the 1960’s. Petri nets are a rigorous mathematical formalisation with a
graphical interpretation.
Petri nets consist of the following main components:

places describe entity categories;

transitions represent activities/relations between entity categories;

arcs are mutually connecting places and transitions and thereby build a bi-partite
graph;

tokens are enumerable markers which are associated with places and are moved
through the net by transitions depending on firing rules; tokens represent a
“current” through the Petri net and are sometimes interpreted as entity of
the place they are currently associated with.

The following definitions of a basic type of Petri nets are taken from [Weh99, p.11–14]:

Definition place/transition net A place/transition net N = (T, P, w−, w+) consists of

� two disjoint sets T (transitions) and P (places)
� and two maps w−, w+ : T × P → IN , called weight functions.

A net N is called ordinary, if and only if the only arc weights are 0 and 1:
w−(t, p), w+(t, p) ∈ {0, 1}

For a transition t ∈ T one denotes by t• := {p ∈ P w−(t, p) 6= 0} the pre-set of t
and by t• := {p ∈ P : w+(t, p) 6= 0} its post-set.

For a place p ∈ P one denotes by p• := {t ∈ T : w+(t, p) 6= 0} the pre-set of p
and by p• := {t ∈ T : w−(t, p) 6= 0} its post-set.
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Definition connectedness Given a place/transition net N = {T, P, w−w+} , two nodes
t ∈ T, p ∈ P are connected by an arc, if and only if w−(t, p) 6= 0 or w+(t, p) 6= 0 .

The net is called connected, if and only if any two nodes x and y are connected
by a not necessarily directed graph, i.e. there exists a finite family (xi)i=0,...,n of
nodes xi ∈ T ∪P, i = 0, . . . , n , with x0 = x, xn = y and each pair of consecutive
nodes (xi, xi+1), i = 0, . . . , n − 1 is connected by an arc.

Definition Petri net A marking of a net N = {T, P, w−w+} is a map M : P → IN .
The natural number M(p) is called the number of tokens at place p ∈ P .

A pair (N, M) with a connected net N having at least one place and one transition
and a corresponding marking M is called a Petri net.
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�
���

��
��

p2

�

t- -

w+(t, p2) = 1

M(p1) = 3

2 1

M(p2) = 1

w−(t, p1) = 2

Figure 4.1: Graphical represen-
tation of Petri nets

The graphical description of Petri nets helps human
individuals to think in abstract, pictorial categories
of the problem, while leaving out the mathematical
details first. That is a reason for the wide distribution
of Petri net classes in different application fields.
In Figure 4.1 the place p1 is also called input place
and p2 output place of transition t.

Monte-Carlo Methods

Methods which are called Monte-Carlo are defined by the research field of statistics as
“procedures employed to obtain numerical solutions to mathematical problems by means
of random sampling.” [Wal95, p.586]. Monte-Carlo methods try to approximate ran-
dom number distributions. Monte-Carlo methods belong to the category of stochastic
simulation methods.
The general flow chart of Monte-Carlo methods to calculate an arbitrary set of observ-
ables:

1. initialise observables
2. loop over Monte-Carlo steps until some condition is reached
3. propose a step
4. accept: calculate observables
5. or reject
6. next step

The Monte-Carlo step is normally associated with an energy landscape, where each step
is influenced by a random number distribution, but does not rely on the previous step.
Different Monte-Carlo step definitions result in different method types:

Random walk selects a random number from a uniformal distribution and is often com-
pared to isotropic (undirected) diffusion in physical systems.
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Hill-climbing associates an energy difference with the step taken. If the energy ∆E is
negative, then the step is performed; if ∆E ≥ 0 then the step is not taken. This
concept also includes methods which have to select from a set of steps, which are
differently likely. Still the knowledge of the energy function is solely local, which
might lead the method to be trapped in local minima.

Metropolis associates a whole energy distribution with the selection. In the distribution
interval [0..1] the equation γ < exp(−∆E) differentiates ranges of steps by
a defined threshold γ. This allows to overcome local minima with the help of
unintended steps, which happen sometimes.

Simulated annealing introduces additionally a temperature factor T , which can be ad-
justed during the simulation run. If the temperature is slowly decreased, then the
probability for unintended steps is also successively decreased: γ < exp(−∆E/T ) .
Following algorithm outlines the principle in more detail [Sch96]:

1. generate a random initial solution a

2. initialise T and loop limit l

3. REPEAT

4. FOR k := 1 TO l DO

5. generate from solution a randomly a mutated solution a′

6. ∆E := w(a′) − w(a) // w is a weight function

7. IF ∆E ≤ 0 THEN a := a′

8. ELSE IF exp(−∆E/T ) > random THEN a := a′

9. T := α ∗ T

10. UNTIL T < ε

where α is a constant smaller than one, normally 0.8 ≤ α ≤ 0.99, and ε is a
small constant near zero. random is a uniformal distributed random number in
the interval [0..1].

Performing a certain number N of Monte-Carlo steps will produce a solution space,
which is proned with an error rate. The error rate can be minimised by repeating the
random number drawing task often enough (increasing N). Then the method output will
reach averaged values for the performed steps. This is a limitation of the Monte-Carlo
approach, as it is normally not known what value N should have to gain reasonable
results.

Metabolic Control Analysis

Metabolic control analysis (MCA) evolved in the 1960’s as part of the field of theoretical
biochemistry. Its relation to control theory from the field of engineering is obvious.
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MCA starts from a kinetic model of reaction networks in mass-action, rate law, or
power-law form. It assumes equilibria for the reactions in steady state. The reaction
network is transformed in a stoichiometric matrix, which is analysed for steady-state flux
and conservation relationships. Metabolic control analysis itself tries to answer questions
about elasticity, response and control coefficients, and also connectivity properties.
A similar idea is followed by flux mode analysis of metabolic networks [SFD00].
MCA is adapted to quantify information transfer via cellular signal transduction path-
ways by Boris Kholodenko and Hans Westerhoff [KHWC97].

4.3.1 Qualitative Simulation

There are very few qualitative simulation approaches in the field of biological networks.
This might be determined by the origin of researchers, which is a natural science most
of the time. This implies normally a lack of knowledge in technical modelling and simu-
lation methods. Therefore most of the simulation approaches are based on quantitative
methods, which are developed in the application fields itself, like for instance metabolic
control analysis in biochemistry.

A sketch of different approaches:

Calculi are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5.

Object-oriented approaches are outlined in Chapter 6.

EcoCyc During the development of the EcoCyc project, Peter Karp also faced the prob-
lem of metabolic pathway representation [KM94]. Together with Suzanne Paley
he introduced the concept of predecessor lists for reactants of reactions [KP94].
From these predecessor lists a pathway-graph representation is computed, which
can be used to visualise pathways.

Rule-based Systems Ralf Hofestädt proposed the use of grammatical formalisations
implemented in probabilistic parallel rule-based systems to simulate biochemical
networks [HM95].

Steffen Schulze-Kremer presented BioSim based on qualitative descriptions with a
semi-quantitative extension implemented in Prolog [HSK98].

E. Schwab and K. Pienta used a rule-based schema (from complex adaptive sys-
tems theory) encoded in bit-vectors to simulate apoptosis mechanisms in signal
transduction networks [SP97]. Genetic algorithms emulate chromosome-like ma-
nipulations.

E-CELL The E-CELL environment is primarily promoted by Masaru Tomita [THT+99].
E-CELL is a rule-based system implemented in C++. Mainly it consists of three
lists: a list of substances that make up the cell, a rule list of possible reactions, and
a system list defining spatial and/or functional structures of the cell. E-CELL was
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used to model a hypothetical cell with only 127 genes sufficient for transcription,
translation, energy production, and phospholipid synthesis.

Hybrid Petri nets Ralf Hofestädt also introduced self-modifying functional Petri nets,
where the current number of tokens in a place influences following transitions
[HT98]. This is used to model metabolic and regulatory pathways.

4.3.2 Quantitative Simulation

The general problem quantitative simulation is concerned with can be formulated like
this: What is the amount of molecules at some time t given a uniform mixture of N
chemical species with some initial amount, which can take part in M reactions in a
fixed volume V ? The fundamental assumptions to this problem description are the big
number of chemical species and the neglection of diffusion rate limitations.
The complicated problem can be decomposed into a coupled system of chemical reactions
of the form:

X1 + X2 −→ X3 + . . .

“. . . virtually all real systems can be broken up into elementary reactions that have at
most two reactants and rarely more than three products.” [GB00]. With the assump-
tion that there are sufficiently many molecules “one can approximate the number of
molecules as a continously varying quantity that varies deterministically over time” -
called assumption I. This can be written down as a coupled system of ordinary differen-
tial equations for the concentration of each substance:

d[X1]

dt
= f1

(

[X1], [X2], [X3] . . .
) d[X2]

dt
= f2

(

[X1], [X2], [X3] . . .
)

(4.1)

With the further assumption that the process is very fast compared to the observing
time scale, one considers the process to be in equilibrium. In consequence the ODEs in
Equations 4.1 can be replaced by algebraic equations:

0 = f1

(

[X1], [X2], [X3] . . .
)

0 = f2

(

[X1], [X2], [X3] . . .
)

(4.2)

Applying these computational assumptions one can solve Michaelis-Menten approxima-
tions deterministically with the help of ODEs (see Section 2.2).
However, that the system is in equilibrium is only an assumption. And already Equa-
tions 4.1 are formulated with help of assumption I. This assumption holds for most
chemical system, but it does not hold for small systems, which play an important role in
most biological contexts. Within the cells the population of the involved reactants may
be of the order less than a thousand: “In these cases one can no longer assume that these
concentrations vary continuously and the differential equation approach breaks down.”
[vGK01].
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4.3.3 Quantitative Stochastic Approaches

In consequence of the results of Section 4.3.2 it seems more appropriate for biological
networks to perform a stochastic simulation on a particle basis. This means instead of
taking the view of “reaction rate” for ODEs one changes the view to “reaction probability
per time unit” for stochastic approaches.
For a given reaction R1 : X1 + X2

c1−→ X3 this implies the definition

[X1] ∗ [X2] ∗ c1 ∗ dt ≡
probability that the reaction will occur somewhere
inside volume V in the next time interval (t, t + dt)

where the constant c1 equals the reaction kinetic and depends only on the physical
properties of X1/X2 and the temperature of the system.

Definition stochastic framework A stochastic framework is described by the number
of molecules of each species and changes discretely whenever a reaction is executed.

Example for R1 with four involved species:

state S =
(

[X1], [X2], [X3], [X4]
)

will change to S ′ =
(

[X1]− 1, [X2]− 1, [X3]+1, [X4]
)

with probability P
(

S ′, t+dt | S, t
)

= [X1] ∗ [X2] ∗ c1 ∗ dt + o(dt)

that R1 takes place in the next instance of time dt; here o(dt) is an error term.

This transition probability depends only on the current state. The process is therefore
Markov.
Different numerical methods have been developed since begin of the 1970’s to tackle the
above mathematical problem efficiently.

The Master Equation Approach

“The traditional method for calculating the stochastic time evolution of a chemically
reaction system is to set up and solve a so-called master equation for the system.”
[Gil77]. The key element of the master equation formalism is the grand probability
function

P
(

[X1], [X2], . . . , [XN ]; t
)

≡

probability that there will be in volume V
at time t [X1] molecules of species X1, and
[X2] molecules of species X2, . . . , and [XN ]
molecules of species XN

(4.3)

The time-evolution equation for Equation 4.3 is then the sum of the probabilities of the
1+M different reaction ways in which the system can arrive at the state

(

[X1], . . . , [XN ]
)
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at time t + dt:

P
(

[X1], . . . , [XN ]; t + dt
)

= P
(

[X1], . . . [XN ]; t
)

∗
[

1 −
M
∑

µ=1

aµdt
]

+
M
∑

µ=1

Bµdt (4.4)

where aµdt ≡ probability that an reaction Rµ will occur in V in (t, t + dt)

and Bµdt ≡
probability that the system is one Rµ removed from the state
(

[X1], . . . , [XN ]
)

in time t

The actual master equation is then given by

∂

∂t
P

(

[X1], . . . , [XN ]; t
)

=
M
∑

µ=1

[

Bµ − aµP
(

[X − 1], . . . , [XN ]; t
)

]

(4.5)

where N is the number of molecule species and M equals the number
of different reactions.

The master equation is exact, but often hard to solve analytically and therefore usually
not very useful for numerical calculations.

Gillespie’s Direct Method

Based on the formal definition for time-evolution reaction system by the master equa-
tion, Daniel Gillespie [Gil77] developed a simulation mechanism for those systems by
asking the questions (i) which reaction occurs next, and (ii) when does it occur? For
answering the questions probabilistically he specified the reaction probability density
function P(µ, τ) that the next reaction is µ and it occurs at time τ . This leads to

P(µ, τ) dτ = aµ exp
(

−τ ∗
M
∑

ν=1

aν

)

(4.6)

where aµ ≡ hµcµ describes the propensity of the function

and hµ ≡ number of distinct Rµ molecular reaction combinations
available in state

(

[X1], . . . , [XN ]
)

For example for an reaction Rµ : X1 + X2 → X3 . . . : hµ = [X1] ∗ [X2] .
From the above Gillespie concludes the computable definition:

P(µ, τ) =







aµ exp(−a0 τ) if 0 ≤ τ < ∞ and µ = 1, . . . , M

0 otherwise
(4.7)

where a0 ≡
M
∑

ν=1

hνcν and aµ ≡ hµcµ
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The derived algorithm:

1. Initialise M reaction constants c1, . . . , cM ; N molecular numbers [X1], . . . [XN ];
t := 0; and a random number generator

2. Calculate aµ for µ = 1, . . . , M

3. Generate two random numbers r1 and r2 using a unit-interval uniform random
number generator and calculate (µ, τ) according to

µ−1
∑

ν=1

aν < r2 a0 ≤
µ

∑

ν=1

aµ ⇒ P1(µ) =
aµ

a0

τ =
(

1

a0

)

∗ ln
1

r1

⇒ P2(τ) = a0 exp(−a0 τ)

4. Set t := t + τ
change/update the numbers of molecules to reflect the execution of reaction Rµ

go to 2.

The Next Reaction Method of Gibson & Bruck

The main ideas of Michael Gibson and Jehoshua Bruck to improve the efficiency of
Gillespie’s direct method were the following [GB00]:

� store τi, not just ai;
� be sensitive in re-calculating ai (and τi), only if it changes then pre-calculate

reaction changes on ais using a dependency graph;
� re-use τis where appropriate except for τµ (re-use of random numbers must be

justified);
� switch from relative time between reactions to absolute time;
� use indexed priority queues to store ais (and τis) and update them efficiently.

Their algorithm looks like this:

1. Initialise

a) Set initial numbers of molecules; t := 0; generate a dependency graph G

b) Calculate ai for i = 1, . . . , M

c) For each i, generate a putative time τi according to an exponential distribution
with parameters ai

d) Store the τi values in an indexed priority queue P

2. Let Rµ be the reaction whose putative time τµ is least in P

3. Let τ be τµ
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4. Change the number of molecules to reflect the execution of reaction Rµ; t := τ

5. For each edge (µ, α) in the dependency graph G

a) Update aα

b) If α 6= µ then τα :=
aα,old

aα,new
∗ (τα − t) + t

c) If α = µ then
generate a random number ρ, according to an exponential distribution with
parameter aµ and τα := ρ + t

d) Replace the old τα value in the indexed priority queue P with the new value

6. Go to 2.

They use an existing model about the bacteriophage lambda to validate their algorithm.
They conclude that their presented algorithms “. . . are exact (i.e., provably equivalent
to the chemical Master Equation approach) and they are efficient, both in running time
and in number of random numbers generated.” [GB00].

The StochSim Algorithm

The developers of the StochSim algorithm, Nicolas Le Novère and Thomas Shimizu,
wanted to overcome the limitation of Gillespie’s direct method to treat molecular species
in bulks. This is not appropriate when proteins have multiple modification sites, which
alter their biophysical behaviour. “Each state may have different reactive properties
and a detailed model may contain millions of distinct chemical reactions.” [LNS01].
The general idea is to build groups of molecule types instead of grouping reactions.
They introduce software objects for molecules - called multistate molecules -, which
have internal states. The states are able to reflect intramolecular events such as covalent
modifications or conformational changes.
They reduce all possible reaction to

(a) unimolecular reactions with the probability to occur

P =
k1 ∗ n ∗ (n + n0) ∗ dt

n0

(b) bimolecular reaction with the probability to take place

P =
k2 ∗ n ∗ (n + n0) ∗ dt

2 ∗ NA ∗ V

where n is the number of molecules, n0 is the number of pseudo-molecules, k1, k2 are
rate constants, and NA is the Avogadro constant. Pseudo-molecules (inert molecules)
are reaction partners of molecules in unimolecular reactions. Their algorithm builds
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a look-up table for pre-calculated reaction probabilities based on user-specified rate
constants.

In a newer version they also include a spatial extension for 2-D representations. Multi-
state molecules are then treated as probabilistic cellular automata.

The following sketch of the algorithm is presented:

1. Initialise the look-up table

2. Randomly select a molecule M1

3. Randomly select a molecule or pseudo-molecule M2

4. Pick the pre-calculated reaction probability P from the look-up table
for M1 and M2

5. Generate a random number r

6. If P < r then
the particles react and the system is updated accordingly

7. Go to 2.

The algorithm was applied to a model of the chemotactic signalling pathway of co-
liform bacteria [MFB98]. The chemotactic signalling pathway and its involved signal
protein concentrations steer the flagellar motor, which influences the swimming be-
haviour of the bacteria. Another application is concerned with a model about clustering
of chemical receptors influencing the chemotactical swimming behaviour of Escherichia
coli [BLMF98].

Stochastic Petri Net Approaches

Peter Goss and Jean Peccoud were one of the first to combine stochasticity with the Petri
nets formalism to model molecular mechanism [GP98]. They give following molecular
interpretation of terms used in their model approach:

place – molecular species A place stands for a distinct molecular species.

token – molecule Tokens characterise individual molecules.

marking – number of molecules The initial marking M0 is the number of molecule of
each species at time t = 0.

transition – reaction Each transition is an elementary chemical reaction, and input/output
functions determine the stoichiometric coefficients. Transitions have additional fir-
ing delays associated.

input place – reactant Input place are reactants of reaction transitions.

output place – product Output place are products of reaction transitions.
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weight function – rate of reaction The weight function represents the rate of change
for a reaction.

to be enabled – for a reaction to be possible A transition is said to be enabled when
the markings of all its input places are at least as great as the coefficients of their
respective input arcs. This is equivalent to the statement that enough reactants
have to be available before a reaction takes place.

to fire – for a reaction to occur Tokens are removed from the input places and new
tokens are put in the output places, which is similar to consumed reactants and
new produced products. The firing of transitions is enable with an exponentially
distributed time delay. The rate parameter of each transition is given by the weight
function.

They validated their stochastic Petri net by modelling the ColE1 plasmid replication.

The Genomic Object Net project presents a newer approach based on developments in
recent years [MDDM01]. They define hybrid functional Petri nets with discrete/continuous
places and transitions and five arc types: discrete/continuous input and output arcs, and
test input arcs. The interconnection follows certain rules based on molecular considera-
tions. They also provide a hierarchical representation by employing the object-oriented
approach.
They used their formalism to describe the λ phage switching mechanism from lysogeny
to lysis. Other applications are the glycolytic pathway and its regulation by the lac
operon, gene regulation in Drosophila Melanogaster, and apoptosis induced by the Fas
ligand. The Genomic Object Net is a well structured modelling approach with extensive
applications.

Petri nets mainly focus on some kind of current flow through the net. This makes their
application straight forward in mass flow systems, like it is the case for metabolic net-
works. In contrast, signal transduction is mainly defined by changing states of molecule
entities. This is hard to integrate in the Petri net model paradigm: What should a token
represent? A phosphor atom or a protein kinase? The lack of logic in Petri nets excludes
to handle the logical level of signal transduction mechanisms reasonable.

4.3.4 Simulation Models of ST Networks

In the following simulation results of signal transduction networks are presented. Most
of the models are based on quantitative methods, especially on differential equations.
Most of the work is concerned with the Egf-Mapk prototypical pathway presented in
Section 2.5.
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The Egf-Mapk Pathway

Upinder Bhalla and Ravi Iyengar presented one of the first large scale signal transduction
network modelling papers [BI99]. They modelled the Egf-Mapk pathway with important
influencing cross-talks from protein kinase C (PKC) activated by diacylglycerol (DAG),
Ca2+ mediated signalling by Calmodulin-dependent Protein Kinase II (CaMKII), and
phospholipase C-γ (PLCγ). The interactions are modelled with measured or estimated
reaction rates. They suggest a “memory effect” of their model for ST pathways in cells.

The group of Ernst Dieter Gilles at the Max Planck Institute for Dynamics of Complex
Technical System also modelled the signal pathway from EGF to ERK1/2 [SEJGM02].
They used absolute concentrations, kinetic equations, and also modelled diffusion. They
suggest an influence of EGF on the target gene c-Fos not only by cell surface EGF
receptors, but also by internalised EGF receptors still being active before degradation.

Chi-Ying Huang and James Ferrell, Jr. estimated the switch signal behaviour of the
MAPK cascade [HFJ96]. Their kinetic simulations suggest an ultrasensitive behaviour
of the MAPK cascade, meaning, that the stimulus/response curve is much steeper than
the Michaelis-Menten curve. This characteristic should allow a nearly bi-stable switch
behaviour on the bottom MAPK level.

The STAT5 Pathway

Ursula Klingmüller modelled the small STAT5 pathway [SMT+03]. STAT5 is a transcrip-
tion factor, which dimerises in the cytosol upon receptor activation and consequently
diffuses into the nucleus for gene activation. Their differential equation model could
enlighten, that STAT5 monomer recycling of former complexes is needed to pass the
concentration threshold of STAT5 for gene activation. This finding could only be de-
rived analytically due to experimental limitations.

Embryo Development

Eric Davidson and Hamid Bolouri inspected the gene regulatory network that controls
the development in the sea urchin embryo [DRO+02]. This work is a large-scale pertur-
bation analysis in combination with computational methodologies developed in [YBD98].
Their network contains over 40 genes and reveals how given cells generate their prede-
fined fates and why the developmental process moves forward in time.

4.4 Models for ST Networks

In this section model concepts are outlined, which mainly influenced the development
of the ST model implemented in the selected simulation systems.
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Complexity of ST Networks

Ravi Iyengar focuses in his work especially on questions concerning the complexity of
signal transduction [WBI99, JLI00]. It is stated, that the complexity arises by the large
number of components, with many isoforms, from the connection among the components,
and their spatial relationships. Concepts of signal transduction are discussed in detail.

The Chemistry of ST Pathways

Upinder Bhalla evaluates the chemical point of view of signal transduction [Bha03].
He states that the block diagram representation familiar to biologists does not match
well the chemical reality of signalling molecules. He introduces the concept of chemical
motifs and describes signalling pathways “in an object-oriented manner as sets of core
reactions with well-defined interfaces between pathways.” [Bha02]. This should facilitate
the design of quantitative simulators and databases for signalling networks.

The Agent Concept of Signal Molecules

Ray Paton is one of the first to develop mental concepts to represent process information
in cells [Pat93]. He draws comparisons to sequential, parallel, distributed and emergent
computation. Important is the concept of the cell as a machine. Successive work de-
scribes signal molecules as agents able to recognise signal input patterns [PSK96]. This
concept builds the basis for the discussion in Chapter 6. In the work of him and his
co-workers the hierarchical organisation of signal processes is also discussed. The impact
of the spatial organisation on signal processes became more and more obvious in recent
years. To take this into accounting, computational models were proposed to describe
“. . . the signalling ecology as a vast parallel distributed processing network of agents op-
erating in heterogeneous microenvironments . . .” [FMP00] to amend classical signalling
models.

Dynamics and Control of Biological Networks

Adam Arkin dedicates his work to the question about the dynamics, control and in-
tracellular noise of biological networks [AWe00, RMA02]. He states that noise is an
important factor in biological systems to produce error leading to mutations and evolu-
tion. However, cell behaviour and development has a high degree of order. This implies
that biological system include mechanisms to filter out the noise. Arkin proposes the
use of stochastic models to explorate the source and consequences of noise.

4.4.1 General Concepts of the ST Model

The Signal Transduction (ST) model builds the conceptual framework for the developed
symbolic ST model in Section 5.2 and the object-oriented ST model in Section 6.4.
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The framework comprises signal concepts presented in Section 2.3.4 for which data are
available in TRANSPATH

�

(see Section 3.3.1).

signal processing
status computation

upstream interface

downstream interface

protein X

Signal Machine/Process

Figure 4.2: The signal machine/process
schema. Incoming signals are received
by the upstream interface. After pro-
cessing and possible inner status change,
the signal is pass on by the downstream
interface.

The ST model interprets signal molecules
as computational machines or computa-
tional processes able to receive, integrate,
and send signals (see Figure 4.2). A sig-
nal molecules is represented as bounded en-
tity able to move in the environment cell.
Signal reactions, in which signal molecules
take part, are represented either inherently
as some kind of internal integration schema
of the above mentioned computational ma-
chines and processes, or explicitly also by
some kind of computational machines or
processes.

Signal flow is assumed to be directed
from the plasma membrane to the nu-
cleus. Other directions, even reverse ones,
might occur but are rare. Having this in
mind one can define a signal flow direc-
tion through a signal molecule or signal re-
action, which results in an input interface,
where the signal information is entering the
machine/process, and an output interface,
where transformed signal information leaves
the machine/process. In biology one speaks of upstream and downstream directions of
signal flow, upstream direction meaning the direction to the plasma membrane and
downstream direction representing the direction to the cell nucleus. Therefore we also
call the input interface upstream contact or upstream interface and the output interface
downstream contact or downstream interface.

Following this conceptual order, the approach is entity-based combined with a subor-
dinated process-oriented view. This means, the definition of signal molecules as entities
is the first step and establishing the needed signal interactions between the entities is the
second step. Nontheless, both aspects are equally important and the approach cannot
be simplified to one of the modelling views.

The signal transduction data schema provided by TRANSPATH
�

determines several
cornerstones of the ST model. The accession numbers of molecule, gene and reaction
objects in TRANSPATH

�

ensure a unique identification of signal entities in the model.
The species attribute is used to limit the signal entities under examination to certain
organisms, like for instance human.
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The type, superfamilies and subfamilies attributes of molecule objects help to construct
a protein family hierarchy utilising the modelled molecule entities.
The effect and type attribute of reaction objects differentiate the simulation behaviour
for certain biochemical signal mechanisms.

Compartmentalisation of Signal Processes

The location positive/negative and experiment(s) attribute allows to model the compart-
mentalisation concept of signal processes. The idea of different cellular compartments
and cellular spheres (regions near membranes) as cellular regions is introduced. These
are interpreted as semi-open structures organising sets of molecule entities (see Figure
4.3).

Signal proteins are mainly located and acting near or at membranes. The membrane
boundaries are an important limitation to signal protein movement and signal flow.
In consequence, the primary activity space of molecule entities is limited to their cellular
region. On cellular regions a hierarchical ordering is defined (see Figure 4.4): a cellular
region can contain subregions. The outlined order also exemplifies the handling of mem-
branes. By defining cellular membranes as cellular regions one can model transmembrane
proteins localised in different regions at the same time and thereby the transduction of
signals across membranes. There exists a clear order from “inside” to “outside” by intra
membranal region to outer membranal region and vice versa. This order allows directed
translocations of molecule entities between different cellular regions. Cellular regions,
which are not separated from another by physical membranes and are connected by the
same surrounding cellular region, are associated with the same hierarchical level. This
means all the different <compartmental> outer membranal regions are on the same hier-
archical level subsumed by the cellular intra region. Molecule entities are able to diffuse
between such cellular regions across their previous cellular region level. This means for
instance, a molecule entity can diffuse from <compartmental> outer membranal across
cellular intra to nuclear outer membranal, but not to nuclear pore directly.

The Protein Interaction Model

The reaction upstream/downstream attributes of molecule objects of TRANSPATH
�

and the molecule/gene upstream/downstream attributes of reaction objects define inter-
actions of signal entities. This is pined down in the protein interaction model of Figure
4.5. Molecule entities interact via signal domains and transfer signal information. The
signal domain concept might be amendable by including data of the features (motifs)
attribute of molecule objects, but was left out in the present ST model here. The inter-
action model is completed by adding data from the reaction catalyzed/inhibited attribute
of molecule objects, which determine the role of enzymes in biochemical signal reactions.

Signal translocation across membranes by signal entities is a model consideration,
which has to be derived from the location positive/negative and experiment(s) attribute of
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cellular trans membranal

cellular intra membranal

cellular extra membranal

= membranes = abstract cellular region

<compartmental> =mitochondrion, endoplasmatic reticulum, Golgi apparatus, lysosome, endosome, peroxisome, vesicle etc.

cellular intra

cellular intra

Cellular Region Schema

nuclear pore

nuclear inner membranal

nuclear outer membranal

nuclear inner

nuclear peri

<compartmental> inner membranal

<compartmental> trans membranal

<compartmental> outer membranal

<compartmental> inner

cellular extra

Figure 4.3: The cellular region schema for structuring locations of signal proteins. Solid
lines represent physical lipid membranes, dashed lines indicate abstract cel-
lular regions. Together they define the cellular region schema.

molecule objects. Molecule objects might have other localisation annotations after taken
part in a reaction. Nontheless, translocation information with respect to localisation
information is not directly accessible in TRANSPATH

�

.

The ST model has a well-defined signal direction from ligands outside the cell to
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nuclear inner membranal

nuclear peri
nuclear pore

<compartmental> outer membranal

<compartmental> trans membranal

<compartmental> inner membranal

<compartmental> inner

cellular intra

cellular intra membranal

cellular trans membranal

cellular extra membranal

nuclear outer membranal

nuclear inner

cellular extra

Figure 4.4: The hierarchical ordering of the cellular region schema in Figure 4.3. Nu-
clear pore is on the same level as nuclear peri, but superior to nuclear inner
membranal. This order tries to capture the nuclear transport through the
nuclear pore.

transcription factors inside the nucleus. Signal regulation takes place in between these
locations by positive and negative feedback on various levels. The whole dynamic of the
signal network has to be handled by the selected simulation system. Global properties of
the signal network will emerge from local interaction information of the signal entities.

Semantic and Mechanistic Reactions

TRANSPATH
�

distinguishes mainly two types of signal reactions of the form:

semantic “A -> B” meaning A activates B, and “A -/ B” meaning A inhibits B;

mechanistic for instance “A + B -> C” meaning signal proteins A and B build a com-
plex C, and “C -> D + E” meaning that signal complex C dissociates into
protein parts D and E.

This distinction is important, as it implies a differently annotated effect attribute of
reaction objects. The information of the effect attribute has to be interpreted differently:

semantic This form of molecule interaction information is oriented along the logical view
on signal transduction. It includes very indirect signal effects, which have only be
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ligand

transcription
factor

signal processing
status computation

protein A

downstream interface

upstream interface

signal processing
status computation

protein E

upstream interface

downstream interface

signal processing
status computation

protein C

upstream interface

downstream interface

signal processing
status computation

protein D

downstream interface

upstream interface

protein B

signal processing
status computation

upstream interface

downstream interface

phsophotyrosine
peptides

Sh3−domain

Sh2−domain

regions
proline−rich

DNA

PH−domain

Ser/Thr residues

phosphorylated 

Protein Interaction Model

compartment

cell membrane

nuclear membrane

to the nucleus
signal flow

method call

method call

method call

Figure 4.5: The abstract protein interaction model for signal proteins. Signal proteins
interact via defined signal domains, but limited to their compartment. The
overall signal flow is directed from the plasma membrane to the nucleus.

observed indirectly, sometimes not knowing the intermediate signal proteins or
biochemical mechanisms which transduce the signal. Therefore this information
is less concise, but very easy to integrate for signal transduction simulations on a
solely logical level.

mechanistic Describes biochemical well-defined mechanisms. Therefore different levels
of detail for signal mechanisms are annotated, ranging from complex building in
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unknown order to residue specific phosphorylation events. This information is more
concise and suitable for quantitative-oriented simulation (using the stoichiometry
of reactions).

Sometimes semantic reactions describe mechanistic reactions more abstract and simpli-
fied, where one semantic reaction subsumes several mechanistic reactions, for instance

“A -> D” [semantic: activation]
“B -> D” [semantic: activation]

might express the same signal process as

“A + C -> C(p)” [mechanistic: phosphorylation]
“B + C(p) -> B:C(p)” [mechanistic: binding]
“B:C(p) + D -> B:C(p) + D(p)” [mechanistic: binding, phosphorylation].

Aim for a comprehensive simulation approach should be to combine both signal re-
action types. Nontheless, around 2/3 of all reaction objects in TRANSPATH

�

4.2 are
semantic reactions, therefore the semantic reaction type is a good starting base to model
signal transduction networks.

The Signal Integration Problem

To compute signal integration of several incoming upstream signals in a signal molecule
to produce a coherent downstream signal is not a trivial task. There are very few
experimental settings, which clarify such mechanisms on a biochemical level to infer
properties for the logical level. This is explained by the huge variety of possible signal
interactions and different relations (activation/inhibition) between the signal molecule
partners. In consequence, little information is provided by TRANSPATH

�

to solve this
problem.

When having only one type of upstream signal in TRANSPATH
�

, either activation
(scenario I in Figure 4.6) or inhibition (scenario II in Figure 4.6), the downstream signal
output is clear defined. In the first case the signal is passed on and downstream actions
are initiated, in the second case the signal stops and no downstream actions are initiated.

As upstream information in TRANSPATH
�

for one protein is decoupled, activation
and inhibition strands are separated. When several activation and inhibition strands
constitute the integration outcome then this is undefined (see possible upstream signal
combinations in Figure 4.7). One possible solution would be to group activation and
inhibition strands together under biological considerations. One applicable filter could be
for instance, which upstream signal molecules attach to the same domain of Protein X

being effectors and antagonists of it.
Further solution strategies are explored in the following discussion.
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Signal Flow Case I Signal Flow Case II

Figure 4.6: Signal integration scenarios I and II with known downstream output for
Protein X
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1
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Protein X
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Figure 4.7: Signal integration scenarios III to V with unknown downstream output for
Protein X

Signal Flow Through the Protein Family Hierarchy of TRANSPATH
�

The protein family hierarchy of TRANSPATH
�

is organised in different molecule object
types (see Section 3.3.1). On the type tags a hierarchical order in a bottom up fashion
is defined with associated levels:

basic: hierarchy-level = 0

isoform: hierarchy-level = 1

orthologue: hierarchy-level = 2

family: hierarchy-level = min{object ∈ subfamilies | hierarchy-level(object)}
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gene: an object in the gene table gets the hierarchical level of its gene product object
assigned: hierarchy-level = hierarchy-level(gene-product)

All other molecule objects get an unspecified value assigned for the hierarchy level.

RTK
family

no location
type

EGFR
family

no location
type

ErbB2
orthologue

no location
type

EGFR(h)
paralogue

no location
type

location
positive

type

c−erbB−2(h)
basic

type
location
positive

EGF(h)
basic

EGF
orthologuetype

no location

family

EGF family

no location
type

location
positive

basic

p66Shc(h)
p46Shc(h)
p52Shc(h)

type

Shc
orthologue

no location
type

PTEN
orthologue

no location
type

type
location
positive

Grb−2(h,r)
basic

orthologue
no location
type

Grb−2

activation
binding

activation
binding

activation
binding

inhibition
dephosphorylation

activation
binding

activation
binding

activation
binding

subfamily

subfamilysubfamily

activation

subfamilysubfamily

subfamily

subfamily

subfamily

Protein Family Structure of TRANSPATH and Signal Flow Alternatives

Figure 4.8:
Signal flow alternatives example through the TRANSPATH

�

3.4 protein family hi-
erarchy. Molecule objects are outlined with their location and type attribute (the old
paralogue type equals the new isoform type). Black arrows indicate reaction object
links between molecule objects. Blue arrows represent the subfamilies attribute of
molecule objects. Red arrows show possible signal flow through the signal network:
from EGF family and EGF(h) to Grb-2 including side information from PTEN.

Figure 4.8 shows how the protein family hierarchy of TRANSPATH
�

can be used to
pass on signal flow through different alternative connections in the signal network.

The overall idea of signal flow through the signal network of TRANSPATH
�

is always
to stay on the level of basic or isoform annotated molecule objects, which are real existing
signal proteins with known polypeptide chain. Their annotated interaction data are the
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most reliable and realistic, as it has been shown in experiments. Nevertheless, sometimes
information for such molecule objects is not available. This would lead the signal flow in
a dead-end and the signal would “fade away”. On the other side more general interaction
information of orthologues or of the related protein family might be known. Then one
can switch onto a higher level of the same protein category, which is providing the
necessary interaction information, and pass on the signal at the hight of this level.
Continuing this procedure would end up at the most top level of protein families as only
an ascending in the hierarchy would take place. Therefore the procedure must try as
quick as possible to descend down to the basic/isoform level of molecule objects again.
Following these two principles generates the most “realistic” and long lasting signal flow
in the signal network of TRANSPATH

�

.
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5 Simulation of Biological Networks
Using Calculi

At first, a short overview is given about approaches modelling biological networks with
the help of calculi. Then a theoretical introduction into the π-calculus passes on to
a symbolic signal transduction (ST) model, whose implementation in PsiFCP and a
realisation of the prototypical Egf-Mapk pathway is presented. The chapter closes with
some results of and requirements for the ST model yielded by simulation runs in PsiFCP.

5.1 Overview

5.1.1 The Chemical Abstract Machine

The notion of the Chemical Abstract Machine (CHAM) is to model concurrent compu-
tation with the help of a syntactical framework and only local interaction rules, without
control management of the computation. The idea of Gérard Berry and Gérard Boudol
was to introduce an abstract machine based on the Γ language of [BCLM88, BLM90].
A state in the Γ language “. . . is like a chemical solution in which floating molecules
can interact with each other according to reaction rules; . . . The solution transforming
process is obviously inherently parallel . . .” [BB92]. They define the syntax for molecules
based on the original Γ language and refine its classification rules.

On the upper CHAM level molecules are bound to be terms of some algebra, a mem-
brane construct transforms solutions into a single molecule, and an associated “. . . airlock
construct makes a membrane somewhat porous to permit communication between an
encapsulated solution and its environment.” [BB92]. Laws specify how reactions can
take place and how membranes and airlocks behave. A machine is defined by giving
the molecule algebra and the rules, which have no premises and are purely local un-
like classical inference rules. Molecules, which exhibit interaction capabilities are called
ions having an interaction determing valence. Reaction rules build new molecules from
ions. Non-ion molecules can be heated up by heating rules to break down in simpler
submolecules, and cooled down to complex molecules by cooling rules: “. . . heating and
cooling rules closely correspond to usual structural equivalence.” [BB92].

The following definitions can be summarised:
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� Molecule syntax: let N = {a, b, . . .} be a set of names and L = {a, a | a ∈ N} be
a set of labels, where α = α and the syntax for a molecule p is given by:

p ::= O | α.p | (p | p) | p \ a

� Basic chemistry (concurrency and communication): molecules react with each
other within a solution, that is a multiset S = {| p, q, . . . |} , where {| · |} is the
membrane operator:

parallel: p | q ⇀↽ p, q

where ⇀ equals the heating up, ↽ equals the cooling down, p | q is a
compound molecule, and p, q are sequential components;

reaction: α.p, α.q → p, q

where α.p is an ion and α the communication capability or valence of p, and
when an irreversible reaction takes place the valences simply vanishes;

inaction cleanup: O ⇀

where O is the inert molecule and it evaporates when heated and may yield
the empty solution {||}.

� Advanced chemistry (membranes and airlocks): a new molecule constructor ‘�’
builds a molecule m � S out of a molecule m and a solution S :

restriction ion: (α.q) \ a ⇀↽ α.(q \ a) if α /∈ {a, a}

where α.q is not a compound and α.(q \ a) is the new ion;

restriction membrane: p \ a ⇀↽ {| p |} \ a

opens and closes membranes, and reactions can now take place under the
restriction operator ‘\’, which ensures the exclusive access of a in p ;

airlock: {|m, m1, m2, . . . , mn |} ⇀↽ {|m � {|m1, m2, . . . , mn |} |}

extracts a molecule from a solution and puts the rest of the solution within
a membrane;

heavy ion: (α.p) � S ⇀↽ α.(p � S)

which enables reversibility of the airlock operator by preserving the attach-
ment between α and p .

An example for a simple communication involving a heavy ion (from [BB92]):
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{| a.O | (a.p | q) \ b |}
∗
⇀ {| a.O, {| a.p, q |} \ b |} (parallel, restriction membrane)
⇀ {| a.O, {| (a.p) � {| q |} |} \ b |} (airlock)
⇀ {| a.O, {| a.(p � {| q |} ) |} \ b |} (heavy ion)
⇁ {| a.O, (a.(p � {| q |} )) \ b |} (restriction membrane)
⇀ {| a.O, a.((p � {| q |} ) \ b) |} (restriction ion)
→ {| O, (p � {| q |} ) \ b |} (reaction)
∗
⇀ {| {| p � {| q |} |} \ b |} (inaction cleanup, restriction membrane)
⇁ {| {| p, q |} \ b |} (airlock)

The CHAM is already able to describe the operational semantics of a fragment of
the π-calculus - used to encode the λ-calculus. Céderic Fournet and Georges Gonthier
added reflexion to the CHAM and by that “. . . obtained a formal model of concurrency
that is consistent with mobility and distribution.” [FG96]. They prove their so called
join-calculus to be equivalent with the π-calculus (see Section 5.1.3).

5.1.2 Bio-calculus

With presentation of the bio-calculus Saturo Miyano, Hiroaki Kitano and co-workers
established a general framework which tries to bridge the gap between descriptional bio-
logical data and formal methods used in computer science to analyse this data. Following
requirements for the bio-calculus are defined in [NOMK99]:

Req. 1 The expression clarifies components of biological systems.

Req. 2 The expression diagrams transition and communication of the components.

Req. 3 The expression includes information essential for simulation analysis.

Req. 4 The expression possesses background of mathematics.

The bio-calculus is realised as a multi-semantics system, which defines a clear syntax
(bio-syntax) and various kinds of semantics (bio-semantics-set) corresponding to the
syntax. They define

syntax as “. . . the grammatical arrangement of words, showing their connection and
relation” [NOMK99], and

semantics as “. . . the evaluation rules of the language that is ruled by the syntax”
[NOMK99].

The bio-syntax is divided into:

ID-independent-bio-syntax contains template-rules, which represent components of bi-
ological systems. Due to the similarity of template-rule expressions to biological
expressions, target phenomena are easily transported to the calculus.
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Semantic-ID’s specify a selected bio-semantics for a template-rule and by this organise
the multi-semantics system.

ID-dependent-bio-syntax consists of constants for calculation and is depending on the
selection of semantic-ID.

They predefine following bio-semantics used to simulate molecular interactions with
different methods:

semantics1: stochastic bio-semantics (continuous version),

semantics2: differential equation bio-semantics,

semantics3: Michaelis-Menten bio-semantics,

semantics4: stochastic bio-semantics (discrete version).

They provide an example for simulation of molecular interactions with yielded con-
centration curves (not shown) by given reaction constants:

Molecular interaction: KinaseC binds to proteinA and phosphorylates proteinA.

KinaseC + ProteinA
kA C 1

⇀↽
kA C 2

KinaseC
ProteinA

kA|C

−→ KinaseC + ProteinA P
�

Bio-calculus expression:

let def
ProteinA | KinaseC ⇒ ProteinA KinaseC kA|C semantics1

, P roteinA KinaseC ⇒ ProteinA P | KinaseC kA C 1 semantics1
, P roteinA KinaseC ⇒ ProteinA | KinaseC kA C 2 semantics1
in ProteinA(numA), KinaseC(numC)

where kA|C = 0.25, kA C 1 = 0.10, kA C 2 = 0.25, and numA = 1000 / numC = 50
(number of molecule instances).

5.1.3 The π-calculus

The π-calculus was presented originally by Robin Miller, and then together with Joachim
Parrow, David Walker as an extension of CCS [EN86]. The π-calculus is “. . . a calcu-
lus of communication systems in which one can naturally express processes which have
a changing structure.” [MPW92]. The difference to other models of communicating
behaviour lies mainly in its treatment of mobility. The intended application fields are
computers, programs, mobile phones, job schedulers, vending machines, etc. These are
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treated as themselves built from communication parts, rather than adding communica-
tion as an extra level of activity.

Here, component processes of a system may not only be arbitrarily linked, but also a
communication between neighbours may carry information which changes that linkage.
This is achieved by allowing references to processes, i.e. links, to be communicated in a
names-as-parameters policy.

Following examples from [MPW92] should give an intuitive understanding for the
matter of interest. The graphical representation is called flow graph and builds the
pictorial presentation for Appendix B.1. The syntax of terms is given in Table 5.1.

��
��

��
��

•
@

@
@@•

a
R

a
P

• Process P wants to send the value 5 to a process R
along a link named a and R may be willing to re-
ceive any value along that link. One possible notation:
P ≡ a5.P ′ and R ≡ a(x).R′ , where a(x) binds the
variable x in R′. The whole system is described by:
(a5.P ′ | a(x).R′)\a
S\a is again called restriction - also written as
(new a)S , and indicates in the example that for pro-
cesses P and R the link a is private.

��
��

��
��

��
��

•
@

@
@@

•

•

•

a
R

Qb
a

P b
• P wishes to delegate to a new process, Q, the task of

transmitting 5 to R. P may be initially connected to
Q by a link b. One possible notation: P ≡ ba.b5.P ′

and Q ≡ b(y).b(z).yz.0 , where P sends along link b
both the link a and the value 5, and Q receives a link
and a value upon b, then transmits the value along
the link and terminates. The whole system is then:
(ba.b5.P ′ | b(y).b(z).yz.0 | a(x).R′)\a\b

��
��

��
��

��
��

•

•�
�

��
•

•

a
R

b
a

b Q′
P ′

• After two communications, both along b, it becomes
(P ′ | a5.0 | a(x).R′)\a\b , illustrated in the bottom flow
graph. If a does not appear in P ′, P ’s a-link moves to
Q, and Q becomes Q′ ≡ a5.0 . The two flow graphs
at the bottom are an example for link passing in the
π-calculus.

Using their basic communication syntax Miller, Parrow and Walker implemented en-
codings for an executor Exec(x), scope extrusion, passing processes as parameters, defin-
ing data structures, combinator graph reduction by application of combinators S, K, I,
and the λ-calculus with the help of a fixed-point construction.
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Processes and channels

P, Q, . . . process names (5.0)
x, y, . . . channel names (5.1)
x, y, . . . channel co-names (5.2)

Events

π ::= x communication on channel name x (5.3)
x communication on channel

co-name x (5.4)
x(y) receive y along x (5.5)
x(y) send y along x (5.6)

Process syntax

P ::= P1 | P2 parallel processes (5.7)
π . P1 sequential prefixing by communication

(5.8)
π1 . P1 + π2 . P2 mutually exclusive communications (5.9)

(new x)P new communication scope (5.10)
0 inert process (5.11)

Structural congruence

P | Q ≡ Q | P commutativity of parallel processes
(PAR) (5.12)

(P | Q) | R ≡ P | (Q | R) associativity of PAR (5.13)
P + Q ≡ Q + P commutativity of summation (5.14)

(P + Q) + R ≡ P + (Q + R) associativity of summation (5.15)
(new x)0 ≡ 0 scope of inert process (5.16)

(new x)(new y)P ≡ (new y)(new x)P multiple communication scopes (5.17)
((new x)P ) | Q) ≡ (new x)(P | Q) if x /∈ fn(Q) scope extrusion (5.18)

A(~y) ≡ {~y/~x}QA recursive parametric definition (5.19)
x(y).P = x(z).({z/y}P ) if z /∈ fn(P ) renaming of input channel y (5.20)

(new y).P = (new z).({z/y}P ) if z /∈ fn(P ) renaming of restriction channel y (5.21)
Reaction rules

(· · · + x〈z〉.Q) | (· · · + x(y).P ) → Q | P{z/y} communication (COMM) (5.22)
if P → P ′ then P | Q → P ′ | Q reaction under parallel composition

(5.23)
if P → P ′ then (new x)P → (new x)P ′ reaction with restricted scope (5.24)

if Q ≡ P, P → P ′, and P ′ ≡ Q′ then Q → Q′ reaction up to structural congruence
(5.25)

Table 5.1:
Taken from [RSS01]. The calculus consists of three components: a simple syntax for
writing formal descriptions; a set of congruence laws that determine when two syntac-
tic expressions are equivalents; and an operational semantics, consisting of reduction
rules, which delineate the potential changes in the system following a communication
event, including the basic communication rule COMM.
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They remove all discrimination among constant names, variable names, and values,
which yields a more basic calculus.

Two nice features of the π-calculus are strong (behavioural) equivalence and weak
(observational) equivalence: strong equivalence checks on the “structural” equality of
communication expressions (doing the same in the same way), while weak equivalence
can be used to check on “abstract” equality, in which internal actions of processes cannot
be observed.

5.1.4 PsiFCP

Figure 5.1:
The modelled RTK-MAPK pathway of the BioPSI project (taken from [RSS01]).
See Section 2.5 for details of the biological function. Abbreviations: GF – growth
factor, J – c-Jun, F – c-Fos, IEG – immediate early gene.

A stochastic version of the π-calculus in Flat Concurrent Prolog (PsiFCP) was pre-
sented by Aviv Regev, William Silverman, Cordano Priami, and Ehud Shapiro [PRSS01].
The aim of the so called BioPSI project is to use the π-calculus “. . . to model bio-
chemical networks as mobile communication systems.” [RSS01]. They treat molecules
and their individual domains as computational processes, where their complementary
structural and chemical determinants correspond to communication channels. “Chem-
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ical interaction and subsequent modification coincide with communication and channel
transmission.” [RSS01].

For this task they use their developed Logix system. “Logix is a programming environ-
ment written in Flat Concurrent Prolog (FCP) which allows the development and testing
of concurrent logic programs. Logix includes a compiler, which compiles FCP programs
into a FCP abstract machine instruction set, and an emulator, written in C, which em-
ulates these instructions.” [SHHS87, p.46]. For the implementation of the π-calculus
in the Logix system, they amended a Monte-Carlo scheduling method for inquiries of
communication channels to capture the stochastic notion of biochemical networks.

Aviv Regev modelled the RTK-MAPK pathway to exemplify the capabilities of the
PsiFCP system (see Figure 5.1). Using the stochastic channel weighters of PsiFCP

she was able to retain biological sensible response curves for transcription factors in
the modelled pathway. She modified the quantities of molecules and also “mutated”
molecule code by deleting, inserting or modifying domain code, which yielded different
perturbation results. This yielded simulation results for different perturbations (not
shown here).

5.2 The Symbolic ST Model

The here presented signal transduction model resumes the discussion in Section 4.4.1.
It is called symbolic due to the symbolic representation of the π-calculus, which is used
for its implementation. Only textual string information is used for this symbolic ST
model, and in this sense it is a qualitative model, missing any numerical representation
of molecular parameters.

In the following context we speak about abstract signal protein processes, which have
nothing in common with biological signal proteins, nor computational process code in
any kind of programming language. The term signal protein process refers to an abstract
concept of some arbitrary processing unit, which is capable of consuming and converting
information. The processing is sequential and can be implemented in a computational
system.

The interaction of biological signal proteins A and B is interpreted as communication
between signal protein processes A and B, which represent the biochemical capabilities
of the biological signal proteins in some computational form. The communication is
achieved via the downstream interface of signal protein process A and upstream interface
of B.

Allosteric changes in the conformation of biological proteins are modelled as main-
tained inner state of signal protein processes. These inner states can be stored in vari-
ables in the protein process. Another way to capture this aspect would be to instantiate
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one unique protein process for each parameter, which would lead to an exponential
explosion in the number of protein processes.

The signal behaviour of biological proteins is cell compartment dependent. Therefore
signal protein processes are only able to communicate to protein processes in the same
environment - called here compartment specifity problem. At the same time a protein
process should be able to change its environment independently. Furthermore for certain
protein process types, distinct individuals should be able to be placed in different cell
compartments at the same time.

To capture the biological capabilities of the biological protein itself one has to take the
acting parts of the biological protein into account: the binding, regulatory and effector
domains. These domains define most of the functionality of a biological protein and
are very specific in their interaction behaviour with other domains - called here domain
specifity problem. A signal protein process might have several of such domains, which
also define the actual interaction interface between different signal protein processes.
These domains are therefore modelled as attributes of the protein process, which can
also change their state.
With the help of domain attributes the signal protein process can be involved in different
interaction relations, reflecting complex formations.

The actual conversion and transformation of the incoming signal information is always
done in the connection of the current inner state of the signal protein process. The inner
state of a signal protein process reflects the history of incoming signal information in
relation to the initial state of the protein process. In consequence, the transformation is
defined as a relation T of a set of inner states IS and a signal information of type SI
to a set of inner states:

T : IS × SI −→ IS (5.27)

The current set of signal protein process states S is calculated by the iterative application
of T initially to the set of starting conditions SC for that protein process and a sequence
of received signal informations s1, s2, . . . , sn of type SI :

T ( . . . T (T (SC, s1), s2) . . . , sn) = S (5.28)

The inner transformation of incoming signal information by the signal protein process is
done by the following logical integration schema of these signals, depending on the kind
of interacting domains of the biological protein:

domain-AND-integration takes place for domain attributes of a signal protein process,
which show a cooperative signal integration in the biological protein, meaning that
all domains have to be “activated” or bound by other signal proteins at the same
time and in the same environment so that the biological protein gets active.

domain-OR-integration has to be performed for domain attributes of signal protein
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processes, when one of several domains of a biological protein would be enough to
activate this protein.

domain-XOR-integration is the appropriate integration schema, when domains of a
biological protein are competitors, like for instance two domains which compete
for another binding domain in the same biological protein after having bound to
other outside signal proteins.

These integration schemas will be performed in and by the signal protein process itself,
having the incoming signal information accessible.
The described logical integration schemas also apply for coordinating the communication
of several other signal protein processes to one domain of another protein process in focus
of computation:

protein-AND-integration is processed when several biological proteins have to bind to
one domain of the same biological protein. This will occur very seldom due to the
limited space of domains, but depending on the definition of a domain it might
occur for a multi complex binding to this domain.

protein-OR-integration is needed when several different biological proteins can activate
the same biological protein by exclusively binding to its domain.

protein-XOR-integration represents competitive binding of biological proteins to a do-
main of the same biological protein, like for instance in the case of an activator
protein and an inhibitor substrate or an antagonistic signal protein.

These computational tasks will be processed outside the current signal protein process,
as these principles reflect the handling of the communication attempts of signal protein
processes in the environment. This has to be dealt with by some general computational
unit having access to all signal protein processes.

The ST model should reflect the massive concurrent nature of signal transduction.
This is achieved by allowing parallel signal protein process interactions using a state-
based computational approach with concurrent communication between process units.
It is not reasonable to build up a static network of signal protein process interaction due
to the already mentioned fact, that too many protein instances with different attributes
and too many connections would lead to a combinatorial explosion. In consequence, one
dynamically builds up a network of interacting signal protein processes depending on
their inner status and possible connections to downstream signal partners.
Following the qualitative modelling approach one assumes equal probabilities and time
constraint for all protein interactions including feedback.
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5.3 Implementing the Symbolic ST Model into the

π-calculus

Figure 5.2:
Process communication of sig-
nal protein processes in the
π-calculus

The implementation of the symbolic ST
model follows the concepts developed in the
last section. This section gives a more de-
tailed view on how a signal protein process
is computing the actual signal information
and how signal protein process intercommu-
nication is handled.

The π-calculus offers the possibility of
communication between processes by chan-
nel message passing. The messages them-
selves can be used to establish new channels.
In the π-calculus exists no predefined group-
ing structure, which could limit the scope of
processes or variables of them. Because of
that, the compartment and domain specifity
problem was solved by introducing a hand-
shaking mechanism between signal protein
processes. All signal protein processes can
send and receive messages via a global de-
fined environment and domain channel. The
general first contact via global channels also
makes it possible, that signal protein pro-
cesses can receive several upstream protein
process signals and send to several down-
stream protein processes in a semi-parallel
manner. In theory, all these tasks would oc-
cur in parallel, but are sequentially computed
on a single-processor unit.

Figure 5.2 shows a signal protein process
protein X, one of its upstream protein

partners, and one of its downstream

protein partners, respectively. The fig-
ure delineates a sequence of processing steps,
which take place when an arbitrary but
concrete biochemical signal information is
passed from an upstream signal protein pro-
cess to the protein process, which integrates
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the new information, and further to a downstream protein process. The sequence is
ordered by increasing numbers:

1 Upstream protein partner attempts to contact protein X by its downstream
interface. Therefore, it sends protein X specific process strings via communication
channels of the π-calculus. These are globally known and accessible by all protein
processes in the system, so that all protein processes have the opportunity to
contact every other protein process. This reflects the physical collision of biological
proteins, which occurs by diffusion of proteins or by directed biochemical transport
mechanisms.

2 protein X receives the process strings by its upstream interface. After this it
acknowledges the receipt of the contact attempt over its upstream contact to the
downstream contact of upstream protein partner. This might take some com-
putational time depending on the amount of contact attempts in the system. The
reason is that all the parallel communication efforts have to be sequentialised for
a single-processor unit.

Having successfully established the contact to an in the first place random down-
stream protein process, upstream protein partner uses new established private
channels to identify the contacted downstream protein process. This contacted
downstream protein process is of interest for upstream protein partner’s in-
tended biochemical signal effect in its current environment. This represents the
specifity of domains of biological proteins in specific compartments.

3 Upstream protein partner passes a symbolic signal string on the new established
private channel. The symbolic signal string represents the biochemical signal rela-
tion upstream protein partner wants to establish with its suitable downstream
protein process.

4 protein X will listen on the distinct private channel, which was passed and ac-
knowledged after the first general contact, and receive the symbolic signal string.
Other proteins in the same environment might also want to listen to this private
channel, but gain no access rights to it as long as the channel is in use.

5 If protein X is a suitable downstream protein process of upstream protein

partner, protein X continues with the computation of the symbolic signal string.
This computation will follow the logical signal integration schema from Section 5.2.

6 The logical signal integration might or might not lead to a changed inner state
of protein X depending on the previous inner state. The occurrence of an inner
state change implies the sending of a specific downstream signal to a new suitable
downstream signal protein process. Therefore, a new symbolic signal string is
chosen for sending.
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If protein X wants to proceed its signal, it will contact a downstream protein
partner via the global communication channels again.

7 This is again acknowledged by downstream protein partner, if it is a suitable
protein process for protein X.

8 After positive identification of the right biochemical signal relation, the symbolic
signal string is sent by protein X.

9 This new computed symbolic signal string is received from downstream protein

partner.

A more detailed example for a communication scenario of a ligand, receptor and
adaptor protein is shown in Appendix B.1. The used pictorial flow graph presentation
is explained in Section 5.1.3. The general mechanism:

� A communication starts on the global environment channel and exchanges a private
domain specific process string, over which the communication continues.

� This new established private domain specific channel is then used to exchange the
protein process identity.

� After successful identification, the global domain channel is used to transfer a
process string, which encodes the specific biochemical signal relation of the two
protein processes.

� This process string is again used to establish a new private communication channel
on which the actual biochemical signal effect is exchanged, which is happening
between the signal protein processes.

This consecutive channel passing ensures unique, secure and limited communication be-
tween two protein processes. It excludes unsuitable communication attempts due to
wrong environment placing, different signal interaction relations by domains, or wrong
biochemical inner states of protein processes. The singularity of the communication
method is guaranteed by a sole sender and a sole receiver occupying one distinct com-
munication channel. Other processes asking for the same channel have to wait till they
gain access in a first come first serve manner.
If a false or unexpected process string is received in the described abstract communi-
cation sequence, then the protein process releases all blocked channels and is open for
new communication attempts. If the communication was successful and the biochemical
signal effect is binding, then the private communication channels of the involved sig-
nal protein processes keep occupied till one of the involved parties releases the contact
and blocked channels. For any other successful passed biochemical signal effect (e.g.
phosphorylation, exchange) the immediate release of contact is the case after sending
of the symbolic signal string.
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5.4 Implementing the Egf-Mapk Pathway in PsiFCP
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Figure 5.3: Static view on the signal flow
of the Egf-Mapk pathway

The idea to implement the Egf-Mapk path-
way was taken from [RSS01]. It seemed rea-
sonable to use this biologically best studied
signal transduction pathway as a prototype
to gain experience with the PsiFCP sys-
tem. The PsiFCP program code of [RSS01]
of their RTK-MAPK pathway model was
used to learn about the modelling and pro-
gramming in PsiFCP.
Furtheron, the in this thesis developed sym-
bolic ST model and the signal transduc-
tion data taken from TRANSPATH

�

was
used. That is why the own Egf-Mapk model
looks a little bit different from the RTK-
MAPK model of [RSS01]: the underlying
data source is different, but nontheless the
pathway mechanisms are very similar.

The own explored example for the
Egf-Mapk model is given in Figure 5.3. The
involved proteins and their molecular func-
tions and interactions are described in Sec-
tion 2.5.

Black point arrows indicate an activation
of the signal protein process, red bar arrows
represent an inactivation. Protein names
with the power to “+” indicate constitutively activated signal protein processes, which
are scheduled repeatedly. Other protein processes are only scheduled by the simulator
upon activation.
The top to bottom orientation in the figure follows an outer to inner orientation in an
abstract cell. On top of the figure the ligands EGF are diffusing in the extracellular ma-
trix, which is in contact with the cellular membrane. The cellular membrane is passed
by the EGFR receptors, which can be bound in any combination by EGF (a→a, a→b,
b→a, b→b). When the receptors dimerise one of them signals to Shc, which can lead
to a straight signal line including several other signal protein processes in the cytosol.
The signal line reaches down to the transcription factors cJun/AP1 in the nucleus on
the bottom of the figure, crossing the nuclear membrane. Along the signal line several
antagonistic protein processes are situated, which are able to inhibit the activation of
arrow connected protein processes. Two negative feedback loops from ERK1 to Sos, and
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ERK1 to Raf1 are possible. The inhibition of Sos by ERK1 can by repressed by autoac-
tivation of Sos. Furthermore, the inactivation of Raf1 by phosphorylation of ERK1 can
be reversed by dephosphorylation of this amino acid residue by the protein phosphatase
PP2A.
The displayed topology is not represented in PsiFCP, nor the shown membrane bound-
aries. The topology serves just for an easier understanding of the model itself.
A black or red arrow combines the following textual output statements given by a sim-
ulation run:

contact of the signalling protein process to the receiving protein process and vice versa
(steps 1–2 in Figure 5.2);

sending of the intended signal effect (e.g. binding, phosphorylation, exchange) from
the signalling protein process to the receiving protein process, and acception or
rejection by it (handshaking: steps 3–4 in Figure 5.2);

state change in the receiving protein process and after acknowledgement also in the
signalling protein process (steps 5–6 in Figure 5.2).

A PsiFCP program code fragment for the adaptor protein Grb-2 is presented in Ap-
pendix B.3. This PsiFCP code fragment should give some impression of the complexity
of process interactions and channel communication handling.

5.5 Results and Discussion of PsiFCP Simulation Runs

The prototypical Egf-Mapk pathway with 16 proteins implemented in the PsiFCP sim-
ulation system was compiled on a Sun E450. It took 2.5 hours to compile the PsiFCP

code into stored FCP binary code, which is then interpreted by the Logix system. Pro-
gram runs for 1000 simulation time units took around half a minute to one minute
computation time.
The long compilation time is explained by processing of the PsiFCP system, which
initially instantiates all used channels and pairwise combinations of communicating pro-
cesses for the Logix system (communication with Aviv Regev). 55816 byte of PsiFCP

model code were expanded by the PsiFCP precompiler to produce 618540 byte of FCP
binary code.

A detailed simulation run is outlined in Appendix B.2. The computational result of
a simulation run is the order of activated (scheduled) signal protein processes and their
channel calling behaviour. Several of such simulation runs have been performed, but
did not always lead to a biological sensible output. The base rate value is an intended
parameter to control “activity values” of channels and therefore the communication be-
tween signal protein processes.
At the beginning of the tests the base rates were set to 0.3 for global contact channels
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“g
�
protein X � contact

�
protein Y � ” (see Appendix B.3), whereby

�
protein X � inhibits�

protein Y � in its activity in the Egf-Mapk pathway - called inhibiting signal link. A de-
creased base rate value for these global contact channels decreases the priority for their
processing in the stochastic engine of PsiFCP in comparison to global contact channels
of links where

�
protein X � activates

�
protein Y � - called activating signal link. This im-

plementation should reflect the assumed 1/3 decreased activation strength of inhibiting
protein phosphatases in comparison to the strength of activating protein kinases in the
underlying biological model.

For some simulation runs a pseudo-deadlock behaviour was observed. This means that
despite the fact, that different signal protein processes had been called, a limited number
of processes was scheduled in cycles by PsiFCP, nothing performing and blocking out
the other processes. Then the base rates for global contact channels of inhibiting signal
links were changed to 0.03, 0.003 and 0.0003. It lead to less communication contacts of
signal protein processes involved in inhibiting signal links, but increased the number of
pseudo-deadlocks occurring. For the outlined simulation run in Appendix B.2 the global
base rate for all channels was reset to 1.0, which gave the best results.

The handshaking processes of the signal protein processes of the symbolic ST model
seemed to produce so many communication attempts, that the Logix interpreter was not
able to handle this amount properly. The heap of the Logix system had to be increased
to get the program to run. One reason for complicated debugging procedures was the
black box character of PsiFCP and the Logix system.

Further limitations of the used simulation system:

� A unique name has to be given for each signal protein process instance and its
modules. This leads to “copy-paste effects” for different signal protein processes
having similar signal functionality.

� In the π-calculus and PsiFCP the channel communication is only string based
and no number arithmetic is available.

� One strong drawback is a missing structure element to organise processes and
limit their scope. The implication is that every process “sees” the modules of
other processes (no name scope).

� The technical hardwiring of the channel connections by PsiFCP to produce FCP
binary code is counterintuitive to the dynamic behaviour of simulations. It also
leads to a combinatorial explosion of channel numbers in concern with the signal
protein number.

The discussed features of strong (behavioural) equivalence and weak (observational)
equivalence of the π-calculus in Section 5.1.3 are not implemented in PsiFCP. These
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features would have given the possibility to define something like equality on biological
pathways and therefore enabling biological pathway comparison. This would have been
one main benefit of using PsiFCP and the π-calculus.

The successful implemented symbolic ST model with 16 proteins of the Egf-Mapk
pathway was not scalable to a higher number of signal protein process instances. The
experiences made during implementation of the prototypical Egf-Mapk pathway lead to
the definition of software requirements for simulating the ST model.

5.6 Requirements for Simulating the ST Model

Software requirements have been formulated, after analysis of yielded results of simu-
lation runs in the PsiFCP system and the made experiences in debugging of PsiFCP

model code.
A suitable simulation software to model the stated ST model should include following
structures:

1. Syntactical structures, which are able to capture individual signal protein infor-
mation about:

� name, type and other attributes,
� possible conformation and biochemical alterations,
� biochemical reactions to take part in.

2. Computational elements to integrate conformation and allosteric changes of one
signal protein induced by other signal proteins:

� storage structures (variables) to keep previous states of the signal protein
and mechanisms to change their content,

� conditional statements for information distinction,
� real number arithmetic for protein state computations.

3. Communication mechanisms to pass signal flow information from one signal protein
to another:

� flexible communication procedures activated by conditional statements of a
signal protein after process activation,

� communication links between two signal proteins should be initiated dynam-
ically: no hard wired network.

4. Syntactical structures to separate individual signal protein structures from an-
other:
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� module or space concept to organise and manage signal protein structures
and their existence in a defined sphere,

� boundaries which can only be passed using controlled mechanisms under
certain conditions: translocation of signal proteins through membranes,

� hierarchical module or space concept: signal proteins being parts of compart-
ments, compartments being parts of cells, and cells being parts of organisms.
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6 Object-oriented Simulation of
ST Networks

This chapter is concerned with object-oriented signal transduction models. First an
introduction in the concepts of object-oriented and agent-based modelling is given, for
which then applications of biological networks are presented. Some implementation
considerations of object-oriented signal transduction models introduce then the devel-
opment of an own object-oriented ST model, which results in the SignalRate and
SignalFlowParticle model. Their implementation in the selected Swarm simula-
tion system is outlined including pathway construction aspects.

6.1 Object-oriented and Agent-based Modelling

The object-oriented paradigm is present in many different application fields of computer
science, like computer languages, database systems, modelling, system design, etc. In
contrast, the agent-based approach is still not as far spreaded and well-defined as the
object-oriented paradigm. However, the agent-based approach is a super set of the
object-oriented approach when comparing the properties of the agents and objects.

The Object-oriented Paradigm

The basic entity of this paradigm is an object. An object has a defined boundary to its
environment and includes certain attributes and functionalities. It is connected to its
environment and can exchange information with it. Following concepts are defined by
this paradigm:

class A class describes an abstract structure, which subsumes attributes and functional-
ities of objects. When classes subsume other classes, then the first ones are called
superclasses and the second ones subclasses. This relation establishes a directed
class hierarchy.

instance An instance is a concrete structure of attributes and methods of a class. When
classes are just abstract model constructs, then an instance is one “physical” rep-
resentation of these, having stored attribute values and processible methods.
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object An instance of a class is also called: object.

method A method describes a certain functionality of an object. Methods build an
interface of the object to its environment and establish the communication be-
tween them. In the context of programming languages, methods are derived from
programming functions, with similar access and storage operations.

inheritance Inheritance takes place between a superclass, and a subclass or object. Sub-
classes or objects inherit attributes and methods from superclasses, which they are
able to adapt for their needs by overriding these. Additional to the inherited at-
tributes and methods subclasses or objects can define new attributes and methods.

polymorphism Polymorphism enables to define several methods in the same scope with
the same method name, but with a different number and type of parameters. Then
the compiler decides in the application context of the method name, which “real”
implemented method with the appropriate parameters is called.

overriding By overriding defined methods of superclasses are replaced by more precise
formalisations of classes, which inherit from these superclasses. The method, which
is overriding, has the same name and parameter signature as the original superclass
method. The overriding takes place from general to more detailed descriptions.

encapsulation/information hiding Encapsulation means, that attributes of objects are
not accessible from outside (the environment). Only the object itself has access to
its variables, but may offer access by providing appropriate methods. The interface
of the object defines the accessible functionality of an object by a set of methods.
This principle ensures information hiding by the object and allows re-usability of
objects by not proprietary users.

The Agent-based Approach

The term agent builds the basic conceptual structure of this approach. Agents get
different properties assigned depending on the application field. For computer science
in general, an agent could be defined by following attributes (taken from [JW95]):

autonomy Agents should be equipped with an individual action behaviour. They are
able to “. . . engage in tasks in an environment without direct external control.”
[Roc99].

social ability Agents should be able to interact with other appropriate agents to solve
a superior problem. This minimally requires to be able to communicate and to
decide when communication is useful (cooperativity).

responsiveness “Agents should be able to perceive their environment . . . and respond
in a timely fashion to changes which occur in it.” [JW95].

proactiveness Agents can initially act, showing a goal-directed behaviour. Therefore,
they are not only processing entities, but include some kind of internal represen-
tation of their environment, which is directing their actions.
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rationality The agent will try to achieve its goal with minimal costs by use of a rating
function.

mobility The ability of an agent to change its physical location.

A comprehensive overview can be found in [WJ94]. When several agents are interacting
in the same environment or connected ones, then this is called a multi-agent simulation
(MAS). MAS models define a new class of simulation approaches with their own strengths
and weaknesses.

The concepts of an object and an agent are very similar. Nontheless, objects can-
not initiate an action by themselves without some previous input of their environment,
which they have processed. In contrast, it is assumed that agents act somehow “intel-
ligent”, which can be motivated by their anthropomorphical origins [Uhr00, p.16]. The
capabilities of agents go much beyond the ones of objects. This is the case especially
in concern of group interactions, where emergent group behaviours result from local
interaction rules of individuals.

6.2 Object-oriented and Agent-based Model

Approaches for Biological Networks

Only a view contributions for modelling and simulating biological networks are based on
the object-oriented paradigm or agend-based approach. For the first one, this might be
grounded on the yet mostly unfamiliar technique to researchers of natural sciences. For
the latter one, this might be explained by the proximity of agents to artificial life forms.
The species under observation in biological networks are by themselves parts of such life
forms, including the whole network structure. This does not lead to a straight forward
application of agent concepts to the field of biological networks. In the following, some
applications in different biological network areas are presented.

Object-oriented Representation of Metabolic Pathways

At the University of Minnesota the compound, organism, reaction and enzyme (CORE)
object-oriented database management system was developed [ESM98]. It provides in-
formations and dynamic links for microbial metabolic pathways, enzyme reactions, and
their substrates. It is implemented in Java. The system is able to construct ad hoc
pathway maps starting from any reaction of the database.

Object-oriented Modelling of Cell Regulation

METASIM is one of the first metabolic simulation approaches implemented in an object-
oriented programming language [SSB+92]: C++. It is used to model enzymatic processes
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and substances as distinct objects of classes. In the approach the concept of object-
oriented simulation was applied to simulate systems of coupled continuous processes,
while in previous work of other authors the concept has been usually used for discrete
event simulations of random processes. Therefore, METASIM could be called a hybrid
simulation approach. For the time-evolution Euler and Runge-Kutta methods are used,
which are computational methods to solve numerical equations.
They simulated as an example the gene expression during development of Xenopus laevis
(clawed frog). Moreover, the authors emphasised the benefit that the “. . . object-oriented
programming system forms a modelling ‘language’ which is readily understood by both
biochemists and programmers.” [SSB+92].

Agent-based Simulation of Metabolic Pathways

A very recent approach uses deliberative agents functioning on the basis of beliefs,
desires, and intentions (BDI model) to describe essential aspects of cellular regulation
[JST+02]. The underlying idea is, that despite thousands of nonlinearly interacting
processes in living cells, the cellular response to signals and the computational results
are most of the time apparently simple. This suggests to model at least some important
aspects of cell function in a simpler way.

The Prolog implemented method “. . . is demonstrated for catabolite repression and
substrate induction phenomena in the bacterium Escherichia coli.” [JST+02]. The
cellular regulation is represented in the BDI model in the following way:

� The DNA of the cell encodes huge amounts of unrealised potential substances and
chemical reactions the cell might perform. This information might be in conflict
with each other and therefore is interpreted as a desire (δ).

� Transcription factors which enable the transcription of DNA in mRNA are decisive
factors, and are interpreted as the belief (β) constituting the reason (ρ1) to pursue
the desire.

� The obtained mRNA is interpreted as an intention (ι1) to prepare to execute an
action.

� Cofactors, which control the mRNA translation, are interpreted as beliefs (β)
constituting the reason (ρ2) to prepare for the action.

� The produced enzymes are then again intentions (ι2) to perform the actions.
� When the cell believes that the opportunity (o) arises, then it performs the

metabolic reactions constituting the action (α).

This framework is formulated in propositional logic, using an interval logic for time
representation. Substance concentrations and energy levels are approximated with the
discrete states high, medium and low. It is argued, that more exact quantity levels
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cannot be observed normally, especially for cell responses.
The approach exemplifies nicely, how complex quantitative biophysical systems can be
approximated using discretised quantities formulated in a qualitative schema.

Behaviour-based Modelling of Intracellular Signalling

Behaviour-based systems are constituted by autonomous agents. A cell can be charac-
terised with help of this method as an adaptive autonomous agent or as a society of
these. The Cellulat model makes use of this view to capture “. . . two aspects of the in-
tracellular signalling networks: (1) cognitive capacities, which are modelled as the agent
abilities to interact with the surrounding medium and (2) a spatial organisation, the last
obtained using a shared data structure through which the agents communicate between
them.” [GCC+]. The used system concept is called blackboard architecture, which is
developed in the area of AI. It is defined by three basic components [GPGCGLO00]:

1. a set of independent knowledge sources, which contain specific information about
the problem domain (here the adaptive autonomous agents and their cognitive
capacities);

2. the actual shared data structure, called blackboard, through which the agents
communicate to each other;

3. a control mechanism, which determines the order in which the agents will operate
on the blackboard.

In the agent-based framework several information processing approaches can be adapted:
artificial neural networks (ANN), production rule packages, Boolean networks, or cellu-
lar automata.
The blackboard levels allow a hierarchical organisation of agents, which solves the prob-
lem of spatial distribution of signal molecules.
The concept was applied to the EGF receptor signalling pathway, only implementing
ANN agents. This work builds the foundation of an intended virtual laboratory of
intracellular signalling.

6.3 Implementation Considerations

In the years 1996–1997 Ray Paton (see Section 4.4) supervised a Ph.D. student with
the name Laurence Clark in the Department of Computer Science at the University of
Liverpool. Clark’s work was focused on the evaluation of available computational models
to capture aspects of cell signalling [Cla96]. His discussion compared:

� parallel distributed processing networks
� cellular automata
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� Petri nets and algebraic machines
� Boolean networks
� distributed systems

His review of the computational models comprised following criteria, which the appro-
priate system should meet (taken from [Cla97]):

Comprehension The system should be understandable to biologists and computer sci-
entists alike, such that both the input data and eventual output are relevant to
the biological system.

Explanation The processing should not simply be viewed as a “black box”, but visible
to the user in an understandable form which relates back to the biological system.

Abstraction The model must be able to cope with lots of detail, but features which are
irrelevant to the overall system must be removed. Different models could be used
for the various levels of abstraction.

Synchrony The model should be capable of asynchronous and synchronous processing.
Complexity Many interacting signalling pathways are required in order to make the

model realistic and increase it’s ability to adapt to different inputs.
Temporal issues The reflection of processes taking different amounts of time to finish.
Spatial issues Modelling the position of each unit in relation to the rest.
Realism The ability to perform the same task as a biological cell, such as signal ampli-

fication/dampening, pattern recognition, and fault tolerance.
Analogy If an analogous model is used, it must function in the same way as the biological

system, and not have inherent features which were not present in the original.
Implementation It should be feasible to implement the system using current technology,

without it consuming huge amounts of memory or processing.
Transportation If more than one model is required, or if different models are used for

different levels of abstraction, then interaction should be possible between them.

Applying these selection criteria to the evaluated computational systems, Clark con-
cluded, that the most promising simulation system to pursue would be the Swarm

simulation system.

The own evaluation of at that time freely available simulation systems included the
software requirement of Section 5.6.
Furthermore, the following selection criteria are important:

Documentation The available documentation should be extensive to gain an easy ac-
cess into the use of the simulation system and to understand its basic simulation
assumptions and construction principles. Also the simulation language should be
well documented, so that the implementation of the own model in the simulation
software is not too cumbersome.

Community support A good support by the software distributor or other users is im-
portant to stay updated with changes in operating systems and distributions of
the simulation software itself. Also help concerning problems with the simulation
software or installation is important to have.
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Time in use The simulation system should already be available and in use for a longer
time period to minimise the risk of bugs in the software. A stable higher release
with reported bug fixes is a good indication, that the software has been tested and
debugged intensively. This has not been the case for the PsiFCP system.

Code availability The program code of the simulation system should be freely acces-
sible, to understand underlying mechanisms of the simulation software in detail
when necessary. This was a problem when using the PsiFCP system. It was im-
possible in certain situations to differentiate if upcoming errors originated from the
own model implementation in the simulation language, or if the simulation soft-
ware itself was the source of the faults. The “black box” character of the PsiFCP

system had to be circumvented when using another simulation software.

A very important implementation aspect is the data schema, which should be used for
simulation tasks. The design of the data in TRANSPATH

�

advised the use of an object-
oriented implementation for the simulation. Following the object-oriented paradigm
promised to be the easiest way to adapt signal transduction data from TRANSPATH

�

into a simulation system.

Including the considerations of Laurence Clark and the own evaluation results, the
Swarm simulation system was chosen for implementing the object-oriented ST model.

6.4 The Object-oriented ST Models

The object-oriented ST model is based on arguments from Section 4.4.1 and further
developing the attempts in Section 5.2, according to the stated improvements in Sec-
tion 5.6.

First, a description of the general object-oriented approach is given, which is then
differentiated further in the SignalRate and the SignalFlowParticle model.

The General Object-oriented Approach

Corresponding to the TRANSPATH
�

data design, signal molecules and signal reactions
are modelled as objects, and follow thereby very closely the view of [FPM99]. Signal
molecule objects and signal reaction objects are summed up in the term signal objects.
It should be noticed, that this naming is different to the terms “molecule objects” and
“reaction objects”, which are used for the discussion of TRANSPATH

�

database enti-
ties.
The object view, which is adapted in the following, participates in the abstract inter-
pretation of an object as a general, individual entity. It plays also a part in the concrete
interpretation of an object as a programming construct in computer languages. This
effect is intended, to gain an easy transition from modelling of biological facts to pro-
gramming tasks.
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Figure 6.1: Object-oriented ST model
scheduling queue example. Between
all displayed signal objects an arbitrary
number of other signal objects might be
located on the queue. Queue markers
are arbitrarily, but relatively fixed posi-
tioned. The scheduling order of signal
molecule object A and B is not impor-
tant for the course of the example. R

represents the reaction: A + B -> C.

The signal molecule objects and signal re-
action objects are linked with each other
similar to the linkage in TRANSPATH

�

.
This means, a logical connection between
a molecule object and a reaction object in
TRANSPATH

�

is maintained in this model
design. Conformations, biochemical modifi-
cations, and binding changes are kept in the
signal molecule object as object variables.
The variable content is changed according to
the influencing molecule interactions. Sig-
nal object functionality is captured by ob-
ject methods and their declared parameters
define the object upstream/downstream in-
terfaces. The signal object interface estab-
lishes the communication from one signal
object with other signal objects. The idea is
similar to the symbolic ST model in Section
5.2, but differently realised.

Molecule interactions are modelled as
communication through calling of methods
between mutually scheduled signal molecule
objects and signal reaction objects. The
type of molecule interaction, either activa-
tion/inhibition or the biochemical mecha-
nism, is passed to the methods by signal pa-
rameters.
The order, in which signal objects commu-
nicate, is handled by a simulation sched-
uler. The scheduler is an external process
of the simulation system, which manages
de facto a total order queue. The queue
has a marked start, from which the next
signal object is taken to process its sched-
uled method (assigning processor time to
the method) and removed afterwards. The
relative order in the scheduling queue is al-
ways maintained. Consequently, the de-
scribed scheduling queue implements the
first-comes/first-serves principle. In the fol-
lowing, the markers of the scheduling queue
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are called time line or time line values, as they describe simulation times.
As example for the above description, let reaction R of the form “A + B -> C” carry a
signal (see Figure 6.1):

1. Signal molecule objects A and B will be placed at the start of the scheduling queue
at some point of the simulation. Their called methods, which handle the commu-
nication between signal objects, will be processed by the scheduler.

2. The result of the processing is a call by A and B to the method of the signal reaction
object R - the method is implementing its communication abilities. These calls,
with passed signal parameters, indicate the wish of A and B to take part in R. The
calls imply the placing of R’s communication method with passed parameters at
the end of the scheduling queue.

3. By processing of other signal objects the scheduled calls by A and B to R will move
forward in the queue. Then at some point of time, they will be processed, which
will lead to the integration of the passed signal parameters by R, changing its inner
signal status.

4. Signal integration of the communication method of signal reaction object R will
consequently lead to the scheduling of the communication method of signal molecule
object C. This is true, as both reactants are available for the reaction to take place.
Similar to the signal reaction object method, the scheduled communication method
of C will move forward in the queue.

5. When the communication method of C is processed, it will also compute a new
signal status, which is depending on the previous state. This might result in the
initiation of downstream actions of C.

Repeatedly appending new scheduled signal object methods at the end of the queue,
and processing/removing signal object methods from the start of the queue, establishes
signal flow.
The massive parallel nature of information flow through the network is maintained by
scheduling signal objects in the first-comes/first-serves order. By ordering the signalling
events in a sequence this becomes a pseudo-parallelism. No mapping from simulation
time into real time of signal transduction per se is chosen. This is because of the limited
availability of comprehensive experiments, which describe time scales of biochemical
interactions in the literature.

At this point, for the cellular region schema one has only to state, that cellular regions
are also represented by a class of objects (for more see Section 6.6.1).
Also the protein family hierarchy of TRANSPATH

�

is incorporated in both models,
what will be presented in the implementation section.

Until now, nothing is said about the signal integration schema, the type of passed
signal parameters, or the precise handling of the scheduling mechanism. This will be
done, when describing the actual SignalRate and SignalFlowParticle model.
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6.4.1 The SignalRate Model

The aim of the SignalRate is to integrate qualitative data on a logical level for ac-
tivation/inhibition effects, and quantitative data on a concentration/activity/intensity
level. These informations are mapped on real number values in the interval of [0..1],
called signal rate interval. The assumption for the signal rate of a protein is then, that
the real number value

� ‘0’ represents an inactive signal protein, and
� ‘1’ indicates a fully active protein.

On the logical level the status ‘activation/active’ is mapped onto signal rate ‘1’, and the
status ‘inhibition/inactive’ onto signal rate ‘0’. Quantitative data values are mapped
onto the interval [0..1] by normalisation with the biggest value in the data set, or by other
linear transformations, which maintain the relative information distance in the data.
Using these two transformation schemas, it is possible to integrate signal transduction
data from different data sources into the same model.
Additionally to the storage of the signal intensity, a signal object is able to amplify the
signal. This is modelled by the signal modification rate, which is signal object specific.
In contrast to the signal rate, the signal modification rate can be chosen from the interval
[0..+∞] with the following interpretation for signal modifications:

value = 0 will stop the signal in the current signal object;
value ∈ ]0..1[ will attenuate the signal strength;
value = 1 will funnel the signal through without modification;
value > 1 will amplify the signal strength by the given factor.

Signal rate and signal modification rate are assigned to signal molecule objects and
signal reaction objects. This means, that the signal amplification can be modelled by
conformational or concentration changes of signal proteins, as well as by signal reaction
kinetics and rates.

For computing the decision, if a signal is passed on and downstream actions are
initiated, or if a signal is shut down and no downstream actions are considered, the
signal rate interval is mapped onto the signal status:

signal stop ↔ signal rate = 0
signal pass ↔ signal rate > 0

The computation of the signal status is distinguished for signal molecule objects and
signal reaction objects, respectively. It is depending on the signal status of linked up-
stream signal objects:

signal molecule object (the majority vote of the upstream signals decides)

signal pass: the majority of upstream signal reaction objects of the signal molecule
object have the status signal pass;
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signal stop: the majority of upstream signal reaction objects is in status sig-
nal stop;

signal reaction object (all or nothing decision of the upstream signals)

signal pass: all upstream signal molecule objects of the signal reaction object are
in signal status signal pass;

signal stop: one upstream signal molecule object is in signal status signal stop.

Integration of upstream signals, reaching a signal molecule object or a signal reaction
object, is done by the above recursive definition.

The actual molecule interactions are initiated by communication between molecule
objects and their downstream reaction objects, which again communicate with their
downstream molecule objects. When a signal object switches into the signal status
signal pass, then the whole list of downstream connected signal objects are fixed in a
signal group and are scheduled at the same scheduling time point. This reflects the
parallel nature of downstream signalling of one signal object.

As included signal parameter, the types activation, inhibition and unknown are ex-
tracted from the effect attribute of TRANSPATH

�

reaction objects. The SignalRate

model devotes itself solely to semantic reactions of TRANSPATH
�

which always pro-
vide these signal parameter types.

Taking the “one interaction-one time step” approach, a signal needs at least as much
simulation time steps as the signal chain is long, which is mainly conveying the signal.
This may lead to a noisy and spreaded signal flow, depending on the signal chain length,
number of feedback loops, and the way the signal objects on the chain are scheduled in.

As an own developed proposal, it has been shown, how the presented SignalRate

model can be linked to a metabolic network for a validation of the simulation outcome
with experimentally gained data from large scale gene expression profiling [WKE02].

Evolving Problems

Signal proteins and signal processes show different signal amplification behaviours and
strengths. It is most of the time not known, how big a certain signal modification value
of a signal protein can get. This makes it impossible to define a maximal signal strength
value for one biological signal protein, as well as for all potential signal proteins in a cell.
With the above assumption for the signal rate interval, it is possible to map the linear
signal amplification change of one signal protein onto that interval.
Nevertheless, following question arises:

How can signal strength be compared between different signal proteins, when
the signal rate interval assumes a known global maximal signal strength, which
is not existing?
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The consequence of this question is, that no absolute comparable signal strength can be
conveyed through a signal network following the above signal representation.

The above signal integration schema shows how to compute the signal status of signal
objects. It does not discuss the integration of signal rate intervals. This is also necessary
to know, when not only a solely logical signal encoding is wanted. It would be possible
to simply sum up the signal rates of the upstream signal objects and multiply the signal
rates with (-1) for inhibiting signals and (+1) for activating signals. The drawback of
this method is its much too general filtering and again the above problem of interprotein
signal strength comparability.

6.4.2 The SignalFlowParticle Model

As consequence of the limited biological analogy of the SignalRate model and the
conclusions of Section 4.3.3, the SignalFlowParticle model is developed. It takes
over the object-oriented view for signal proteins and signal reactions of the SignalRate

model, but it replaces the signal rate interval schema and its associated signal integration.

The main observation, underlying the SignalFlowParticle model, is, that signal
transduction shows stochastic effects in experimental results. This is caused by diffusion
rate limitations of acting proteins in the cytoplasm. Additionally, signal noise effects
have to be accounted for, which is stated by Adam Arkin [AWe00]. These arguments
imply the use of a stochastic simulation method, which is similar to the ones described
in Section 4.3.3. The SignalFlowParticle model follows Monte-Carlo simulation
techniques.

Stochastic simulation approaches normally handle ensembles of individuals, which
they process separately. In analogy to physics and chemistry, these are called particles.
In consequence, the particles represent in some way biological signal information.
The questions arises, how a particle concept can be integrated into an object-oriented
view on signal proteins and signal reactions. Assigning a particle to a signal object, would
break up the whole concept of communication between signal objects. One suitable
integration of the particle and object-oriented view is, to let the signal objects store
particles. Then signal objects become something like the superior class representative of
an abstract biological signal protein, which is storing molecular signal protein individuals
(the particles). Signal objects are therefore something like storage bags for particles.
Particles are transferred (flow) between signal objects with a certain transfer probability,
which is data dependent (see Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2:
The SignalFlowParticle model. An initial number of signal flow particles is sup-
plied at the begin of the simulation as ligands. During the simulation run particles are
floating through the signal network, according to transfer probabilities, which indicate
the direction of the particle flow. The particle flow is continuous, meaning that no
particle gets stuck in between, or is lost. At an actual time point of the simulation the
whole distribution of particles across the signal network can be observed. Interesting
is the particle distribution at the self-definable end of a simulation run, especially at
the network output level of transcription factors.
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As particles describe the actual signal flow in this model, they are called signal flow
particles and the model consequently SignalFlowParticle model. In this sense,
signal flow particles get a dual interpretation:

� they are existing, bounded entities in the simulation system, and at the same time
� a logical entity describing a signal current.

Interpreting signal flow particles as logical entities, allows to include qualitative data in
the model. The number of discrete signal flow particles, which have been floated through
a signal object till that point of time in the simulation, gives a measure on the signal
strength of this signal object until then.
The calculation of the transfer probabilities is data dependent and is implying the grad-
ual use of Monte-Carlo methods, according to the information content of the data:

Random walk assumes an equal probability for all signal flow directions downstream of
a signal object. This is the weakest assumption to make and is used, when nearly
nothing about priorities or biological mechanisms of downstream signal actions is
known. The calculated probability for one of N equally likely, alternative signal
directions is then 1/N .

Hill-climbing assumes a not equally distributed energy landscape. This is reflected in
this approach by assigning the signal flow directions probabilities proportional to
their biological significance. This means either signal domain information, binding
affinities of signal proteins, or molecular indications for preferred signal interaction
can be integrated. With respect to the hill-climbing approach, this information is
all local. The sum over all downstream signal direction probabilities of one signal
object should equal to 1.0.

Metropolis needs a global measurement to judge the probability for a single step and
direction. This data are very hard to obtain from biological experiments solely
and needs some computational preprocessing, comparing different experimental
results. For instance, signal chain information could be calculated on the basis
of the biological importance of signal chains. Such a computation needs to have
access to information of the whole signal network, with defined signal chains for
biological contexts (like for instance diseases or cell development stages). This cal-
culation could produce signal direction probabilities for each junction, depending
on the value of biological importance of each signal direction lying on different
signal chains. To gain this information in near future is unlikely. The sum of all
downstream signal direction probabilities has to be 1.0 again.

Here, the signal integration problem is replaced by the stochastic selection of floating
directions for signal flow particles.
The SignalFlowParticle model, with its proximity of the particle approach to chem-
ical reaction networks, is able to handle semantic and mechanistic reaction objects of
TRANSPATH

�

. This is a further advantage to the previous SignalRate model, which
is only able to handle semantic reaction objects.
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6.5 Introduction to the Swarm Simulation System

Figure 6.3:
The Swarm system layout (taken
from [JL00, p.37]). Based on the
Swarm kernel the simulator is di-
vided into a model and observer
(GUI) structure, which are able to
communicate with each other and
with the simulator kernel, respec-
tively.

As an appropriate simulation software, the
Swarm system in version 2.1.1 was chosen
[MBLA96].
Swarm was initiated by Chris Langton at
the Santa Fe Institute in New Mexico in
1994 [Hie94]. Furtheron it developed into a
non-for-profit organisation: the Swarm De-
velopment Group (http://www.swarm.org).
The simulation software is released under
the GNU General Public License (GPL:
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/gpl.html).
The Swarm project is mainly supported by
its users from different scientific fields: eco-
nomics, ecology, social sciences etc.

Swarm is an agent-based simulation li-
brary implemented in Objective C. To
generate runnable Swarm programs, the
GNU C compiler (gcc) is needed on Unix-
based operating systems. Objective C was
used in the design of the NeXT computer
operating system. “The aim was to create
an elegant, object-oriented extension of C
in the style of the Smalltalk language . . .”
[JL00, p.21].
Objective C was chosen as implementation
language for the Swarm system, as it pro-
vides run-time binding of program code. This means, object references and calls to
methods are matched, while the program is running. This stays in contrast to static
binding (for instance in C++), where this check is performed during compile time. Run-
time binding has the advantage to allow program code changes dynamically during the
program run. The drawback is, that only weaker checks on possible wrong memory ref-
erences can be made in comparison to static binding, which increases the risk of possible
program crashes.
On top of the basic Objective C simulation routines, Java interfaces have been imple-
mented. These suffer from the time waste of foreign function calls to the Objective C
routines.

Swarm comes along with an action scheduler for different scheduling policies, an
object memory management, a maintenance of lists, pseudo random number generators,
statistical evaluation methods, and a windows-based graphical user interface (GUI) to
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control and observe simulation runs.
The model part of the simulation software is clearly separated from the observer part
of the software. This allows easy modification of the model parameters, without the
need to change the observer part, accordingly (see Figure 6.3). The observer part is
implemented as a probing class, which can inspect object variables of agents to calculate
statistics about agent populations.

Swarm is implementing an agent-based modelling approach. Agents are programmed
as objects in the object-oriented simulation language Objective C, respectively Java.
Agents are seen as individuals, which have their own perceptions of the environment and
are able to interact with one another. This last feature turns Swarm into a multi-agent
simulation system. Agents are organised in synchronised swarms, a simulation language
construct, which enables the abstract collection of agents in the simulation system.
Actions of agents are managed by discrete event-driven scheduling, in contrast to process-
driven scheduling, such as threads, which are not supported by Swarm. “A schedule of
discrete events . . . defines a process occurring over time. In Swarm, individual actions
take place at some specific time; time advances only by events scheduled at successive
times.” [MBLA96]. Swarms of agents can be organised in a hierarchical way (Figure
6.4): a swarm being an object instance in a superior swarm etc.

Figure 6.4:
The Swarm model hierarchy (taken from [JL00, p.36]). The schedules of each
subswarm are merged into the schedule of the next higher level. Finally, all schedules
are synchronised in the top level master schedule.

The Swarm system has already been used for molecular biological applications. For
instance, modelling basic principles of an artificial chemistry for tests on biochemi-
cal evolution [McM97]. This approach implemented the substrate, catalyst, and link
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(SCL) model to investigate autopoietic phenomena. Another project focused on bacte-
rial growth simulations [KBW98]: BacSim. The colony growth of Escherichia coli was
modelled in a generic, quantitative, spatially explicit way. However, it has not been
reported, that the Swarm system has been used to model signal transduction so far.
Simulation examples have been reported, which are running with up to 10.000 entities.

6.6 Implementing the Object-oriented ST Models in

Swarm

All mentioned classes or objects, belonging to the implementations in Objective C, are
printed in truetype font.

The Swarm system defines two basic classes, from which all other classes, even self-
defined ones, should inherit:

The Swarm class is the basic scheduler class, which is able to manage/schedule Swarm

and SwarmObject instances. It comprises methods to create instances, to build action
sequences for scheduling, and to manage an activity sequence. It is also able to retrieve
ProbeMaps for observing its variables.

The SwarmObject class is the basic agent class, from which all other secondary objects
should inherit. The reason for this lies in its basic methods, which are needed by the
Swarm system to handle objects in the simulation. For instance, allocation/freeing of
memory, dereferencing of object pointers, class inheritance checks, generating descrip-
tive debugging messages etc. SwarmObjects also provide a ProbeMap management for
their variables.

Usually, an application using the Swarm system is obliged to implement an observer
class, called ObserverSwarm, and a model class, called ModelSwarm. This reflects the
concept of Swarm to divide the simulation approach into an observer part and a sole
model part. Both classes inherit from the Swarm class.

Swarm provides a whole library of tools, which are implemented as classes or protocols.
Protocols are a feature of Objective C, which allow to define a set of method prototypes as
interface of classes. Single class implementations can then be forced by the Objective C
compiler to conform to those protocols, meaning that the class really implements the
listed method.
The basic class of Objective C is id, which is the root of the Objective C inheritance
tree. No assumption about this class, its methods, or its variables are made. Therefore,
it is similar to NIL for pointers in standard C.

Swarm implements classes to store collections, lists, and maps of elements. An easy
memory management concept is given, working with the Zone class.
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6.6.1 Defined Classes and Protocols

The SignalRate model implementation includes around 15250 lines of Objective C
program code, and is called iPathway-v2. The SignalFlowParticle model imple-
mentation is based on the SignalRate model implementation with changes in code
parts, which use similar classes, but implement other techniques. Altogether, the final
implementation consists of around 44220 lines of code, and is called qualitative Pathway
Simulator or qPathwayS-v3. Approximately 25 percent of the lines are documentation,
for which the HeaderDoc package in version 6.0 was used. HeaderDoc is a free avail-
able C, C++, Objective C documentation generator curated by the company Apple

�

.
HeaderDoc is able to generate hyperlink pages for defined classes, with index links to
implemented methods.

In the following, first the classes are described, and then the defined protocols. Pro-
gram constructs are mentioned, which belong to both object-oriented ST models. Then
the ones follow, which are specific for the SignalFlowParticle model.

The Classes

Classes inherit from each other, building a class hierarchy of superclasses on top of
subclasses. Classes, which are defined for the object-oriented ST models are basically
inheriting from the Swarm class (Figure 6.5) and the SwarmObject class (Figure 6.6).
Classes inheriting from the Swarm class belong to the cellular region schema, including
the ModelSwarm class. The SwarmObject class inheriting classes can be described as
being concerned with individual signal properties in the signal network.

GUISwarm CellSwarm PathwayArguments

Arguments_cSwarm

ObserverSwarm ModellSwarm CellularRegionSwarm

Figure 6.5:
Cellular region class hierarchy of the object-oriented ST models. Cellular region classes
inherit from the basic Swarm class Swarm. GUISwarm is also a Swarm class.The speci-
fity of class definitions increases in the vertical axis (superclasses are placed on top).
Besides the cellular region classes, the PathwayArguments class is defined to pass com-
mand line parameter to the simulator software.
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In the following, the cellular region classes of the object-oriented ST models are de-
scribed. All cellular region classes are available in iPathway-v2 and qPathwayS-v3. Only
the PathwayArguments class is specific for qPathwayS-v3.

GUISwarm is a Swarm class, from which the ObserverSwarm class is inheriting. A
GUISwarm provides the graphical capabilities of the simulator software, including
simulation controls, and window management.

ObserverSwarm is the class, which is actually controlling the whole simulator software:
running possibly several ModelSwarm objects (starting their scheduling), updat-
ing the graphical output, providing the control elements for the user, calculating
statistics, managing storage of simulation data etc. The ObserverSwarm class
is the “father” process of all self-defined and initiated processes in the Swarm

simulator environment.

CellSwarm is the basic cellular region schema class. It is inspired by the concept of an
organism or a whole cell controlling its parts. For an organisms that are his cells
and their interactions. In the case of a whole cell, these are the compartments and
proteins in the cell. The CellSwarm class is something like an environment for the
whole biological model, which is simulated.
The CellSwarm class provides access to signal transduction data, default param-
eters for managed objects, the basic techniques for scheduling signal objects, and
stochastic routines for statistics. All classes, which inherit from the CellSwarm

class, have accession numbers of the form “LC. . .”, indicating that they represent
some physical location.

ModelSwarm is inheriting from CellSwarm, and taking over and performing the activities,
which are founded by the CellSwarm class. The ModelSwarm class is creating,
linking, and initiating the CellularRegionSwarm classes. Furthermore, it activates
the scheduling of the current “model instance”, which is progressed down in a
hierarchical manner to the CellularRegionSwarm class instances.

CellularRegionSwarm represents parts of the CellSwarm class. For organisms, it might
be identified as cell; for cells it might stand for compartments. It is a struc-
ture, which is able to bind signal object activities and signal flow. Actually,
every CellularRegionSwarm class has its own scheduling time, which makes it
independent from other CellularRegionSwarm classes and allows asynchronous
behaviour. CellularRegionSwarm classes manage and pass down default pa-
rameters to Molecule objects, Reaction objects, and objects of their own class
type. The last feature allows to create a nested CellularRegionSwarm hierar-
chy, which corresponds to the cellular region schema presented in Section 4.4.1.
A CellularRegionSwarm object can be linked to super, sub, and side “located”
CellularRegionSwarms. For this, a bidirectional linking exists, which enables the
passing of signal objects between different localisations (diffusion or translocation
of signal proteins).
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PathwayArguments is a functional class, which is managing the command line param-
eter passing to the simulator software. It is inheriting from the Swarm class
Arguments c, which is defining all needed methods to process the command line
parameters as strings.

BasicObject SignalLinkOriginSequenceKey

SwarmObject

SignalObject

SignalObjectLinkAttributes

ProteinFamilySignalObjectAfter

ConstitutivelySignalling

SignalFlowParticle

Molecule SignalRelayReaction

ConstSignallingMolecule ConstSignallingSignalRelay

SignalObjectStatisticsProteinFamilyReactionAfter/

Figure 6.6:
Agent class hierarchy of the object-oriented ST models. All classes in-
herit from the basic Swarm class SwarmObject. The specifity of class
definitions increases in the vertical axis (superclasses are placed on top).
ConstSignallingMolecule and ConstSignallingSignalRelay are multiple inher-
iting from ConstitutivelySignalling and Molecule/SignalRelay, respectively.
ProteinFamilyReactionAfter and ProteinFamilySignalObjectAfter are similar
classes, which have suffered a name change from iPathway-v2 to qPathwayS-v3.

The agent classes of the object-oriented ST models are defined now. iPathway-v2 im-
plements only the SignalObject, Molecule, Reaction,ProteinFamilyReactionAfter,
and SignalRelay class of the listed ones. These classes and all the rest is included
in qPathwayS-v3 (see Figure 6.6). All agent classes have a method xprintf: to print
run-time debug information of objects and their variable values.

BasicObject is the basic class for all purposes, which are concerned with individual
signal properties of the signal network. This comprises primarily the signal ob-
jects and associated “helper” objects. It passes default parameters to its inheriting
subclass objects. It implements basic features, like a class name, a class inheri-
tance check, linking to the associated ModelSwarm object, and the directly linked
superObject instance, which is storing and managing this BasicObject instance.
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SignalLinkOriginSequenceKey is a very small “helper” class to store the time line
values of scheduling queues in signal objects. It is also used to determine the
origin of a signal action in the inheritance tree of scheduled signal objects.

SignalObject includes the basics of the three classes mainly concerned with the inte-
gration and computation of signal flow: the Molecule, Reaction and SignalRelay

class. It passes on default parameters, but also introduces an accession number,
a human readable object instance name, methods to calculate signal flow values,
and methods to handle SignalFlowParticle instances.

SignalObjectStatistics objects are directly linked under the ObserverSwarm instance.
The SignalObjectStatistics instances, and their linkage to other instances of
their kind, represent the topology of the signal network. Their logical linkage
corresponds to the one found in TRANSPATH

�

. SignalObjectStatistics ob-
jects store information about Molecule and Reaction objects. This information
is used to initiate the signal objects in the ModelSwarm instance before every new
ModelSwarm instance run. They also store simulation run results and statistics of
these objects over several ModelSwarm instance runs. SignalObjectStatistics

objects additionally implement methods for statistical and signal flow path anal-
ysis.

SignalFlowParticle is the class representing the particle concept. Instances of the
class SignalFlowParticle are stored and managed by the Molecule, Reaction,
and SignalRelay class. They cannot be passed between instances of these classes
and are therefore created every time new, initialised with the transferred values of
SignalFlowParticle. SignalFlowParticle objects are not only passive object
instances, but have also activating capabilities. They keep track of their life span,
which is depending on the biochemical signal they represent. SignalFlowParticle
objects trigger the rescheduling of their associated Molecule instances determined
by statistical distributions, which try to approximate statistics of the underlying
biochemical mechanisms. In this way, the amplification of the signal is generated,
which they carry at that moment of time.

SignalObjectLinkAttributes objects are managed and linked in the class Molecule,
Reaction, and SignalRelay. Their purpose is to store information, which is spe-
cific to links between SignalObject classes. This is first of all the SignalEffect,
which determines the biochemical mechanism. Furthermore, information is stored
about SignalFlowParticle instances, which have been “send” (consumed) across
this link and have been processed by the receiving SignalObject instance. The
latter means, that the information of the SignalFlowParticle instances was com-
puted, integrated and may be passed down. It also stores enzymatic information
and a signal intensity value, by which the SignalFlowParticle signal strength
can be altered.

ProteinFamilyReactionAfter/ProteinFamilySignalObjectAfter captures links and
information of downstream SignalObject objects, which are most specific for the
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current SignalObject instance. The links and information are determined by
recursive ascending in the protein family hierarchy of the current SignalObject

instance from more specific to abstract signal molecule objects. The signal reac-
tion objects, which are linked to SignalObject instances in the protein family
hierarchy with the lowest calculated hierarchy level, are kept and returned to the
current SignalObject instance. The SignalObject instance then uses this list
of signal reaction objects in the ProteinFamilySignalObjectAfter instance to
pass the signal on to them. ProteinFamilyReactionAfter is used in iPathway-v2
and ProteinFamilySignalObjectAfter in qPathwayS-v3, both being very similar
classes.

ConstitutivelySignalling is thought to be the basic class to model constitutive sig-
nalling. Constitutively signalling proteins are able to signal actively by themselves.
This is a different capability, not assumed for normal signal objects, which just
“react” upon incoming signals. This class should capture all this additional func-
tionality, but is not fully implemented in qPathwayS-v3.

Molecule is the class representing the signal molecule objects. It inherits basic capabil-
ities from the SignalObject class. Molecule instances are stored and scheduled
from CellularRegionSwarm instances. With a Molecule object an accession num-
ber of the form “MO. . .” is associated. The Molecule class is capturing most of the
aspects of a molecule object in TRANSPATH

�

: superfamily/subfamily links cor-
responding to the protein family hierarchy and the computed hierarchy level, links
to Reaction objects indicating upstream/downstream and enzymatic connections,
links to other Molecule objects expressing complex and modified form relations.
Additionally, Molecule objects are able to store lists of SignalRelay objects.
This organisation models the capability of a signal protein to integrate incom-
ing signals in a modular way, for instance by concerted interactions of protein
domains. A SignalRelay instance in a Molecule object is able to bundle dif-
ferent incoming signals from Reaction objects and to produce a specific signal
output. Upstream/downstream links to Reaction objects, which are unspecific,
get stored in the SignalRelay instance “default”. The Molecule class encapsu-
lates its managed SignalRelay objects totally and therefore implements methods
to access individual SignalRelay instances.

Reaction objects describe the signal reaction objects. They also inherit from the
SignalObject class and provide most of the data coming from the reaction ob-
jects of TRANSPATH

�

. The associated accession number is of the form “XN. . .”.
Reaction objects store links to upstream/downstream Molecule objects, enzy-
matic links, the signal type, and implement methods to compare the similarity
with other Reaction objects by its linked Molecule instances.
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In Reaction objects the SignalEffect of the reaction object is computed and
stored. This is done by parsing the effect attribute of reaction objects of the
database TRANSPATH

�

and setting a bit-array, called SignalEffect, accord-
ingly. Each bit of SignalEffect represents one biochemical mechanism, annotated
by the TRANSPATH

�

annotators.

SignalRelay class inherits also from the SignalObject class, despite that in the origi-
nal object-oriented ST model, and even in TRANSPATH

�

, no such kind of class
is defined. Nevertheless, the biological observation, that signal proteins show sig-
nal context specific behaviour, implies the need of a structure, which can reflect
this observation. SignalRelay objects tend to be such a structure, as they are
able to group upstream and downstream Reaction object links in a Molecule in-
stance. The grouping criterion is free to choose by the programmer. Due to the
fact, that no grouping criteria are given by TRANSPATH

�

, concerning the cou-
pling of upstream and downstream reaction objects, the implementation of some-
thing like that is not done. All upstream and downstream reaction object links
of TRANSPATH

�

are linked into one initially created “default” SignalRelay

instance of the corresponding Molecule instance.

ConstSignallingMolecule/ConstSignallingSignalRelay are multiply inheriting from
the Molecule/SignalRelay class and the ConstitutivelySignalling class. Mul-
tiple inheritance is implemented in Objective C by the principle of forwarding. This
means, that a call to a method M of one object class OC1 can be passed on to an-
other class OC2, which is in fact realising the method M. The returned values of the
realising method M are passed back by the class OC1 to the actual caller. Due to
the fact, that the ConstitutivelySignalling class is not fully implemented, also
the inheriting classes are not working in qPathwayS-v3.

For the SignalFlowParticle model or qPathwayS-v3, the object diagram is shown
in Figure 6.7. Molecule and Reaction objects are surrounded by green boxes, blue
boxes circle SignalRelay objects, magenta boxes circle SignalObjectLinkAttributes

objects, and SignalFlowParticle objects are surrounded by cyan. Lists of objects are
indicated by dashed lined boxes with three dots. Big red arrows represent direct inter
object links by assignment, and dashed red arrows display indirect intra object links by
association.

The Protocols

Protocols are a programming construct in Objective C to force new classes to implement
predefined method prototypes.
Following protocols have been defined in iPathway-v2 and qPathwayS-v3:

DefaultSignalObjectValues lists a set of methods, which are used to pass default pa-
rameters between linked objects in a recursive way in the creation phase of objects.
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The default values are then used to initialise object variables, which are often found
in the signal network.

DefaultConstitutivelySignallingValues list also a set of methods, which pass down de-
fault values. This is done for the ConstitutivelySignalling class and therefore
this list is also not comprehensive.

SwarmScheduling describes basic methods, by which objects and actions are built and
activities are initiated. It is used in the CellSwarm and CellularRegionSwarm

class.

ModelSwarmMethods are methods to initialise global random number generators.

InstanceName lists methods, which are needed to access human readable object in-
stance name strings.

ClassMethods are a set of methods, which assign a unique class name to the imple-
menting class and allow inheritance checks on these class names.

AccessionNumber are the methods, which organise the access to the accession number
string.

6.6.2 Signal Flow Algorithms and Inference

When simulating “real world” phenomena in the computer, one has to distinguish first
of all between

“real world” time which is the physically observable and measurable time the phe-
nomenon needs to happen,

simulation time which is an artificial time scale to characterise events happening in the
simulation and may include some kind of mapping of the physical time, and

computational time which is the time needed by the simulation to be processed on the
computer.

As already mentioned, Swarm is multi-agent discrete-event simulation environment.
For the simulation, time discrete time line values are therefore used, which are nothing
else than the set of natural numbers beginning to count from 0. Swarm scheduling is
done by placing Swarms/SwarmObjects (called in the following simply objects) and their
called methods on a given marker or time line value of the scheduling queue. Several
objects can be placed at the same time line value, as well as whole object groups, which
have to be collected in an ActionGroup object beforehand. When several objects are
scheduled for the same time line value, then Swarm has to determine a sequential order,
in which computational time order the object and its method have to be called. This
can be done by randomising the order of objects each time, or by taking them in the
order of their placement in the ActionGroup instance.

Swarm distinguished basically two different scheduling schemas:
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repeat-interval scheduling or static scheduling tells the scheduler to reschedule a passed
object and its method after an interval of x discrete time steps. This allows a con-
tinuing simulation, without further control of the scheduling process. It is a well
suited technique, when the processes are very modular in their actions, maybe
even having a small output in every time step.

dynamic scheduling is more free in the order a scheduling instruction can be launched.
The model has to take care, that the scheduler gets to know, when the next
object and its method should be scheduled for every event. This allows to put
preconditions on the scheduling of certain events, which makes the simulation
much more controllable. It also makes the simulation more complex, as the model
has to manage the scheduling queue in a “model sensible” way. This has to be
done with precaution to avoid scheduling artifacts, like for instance clustering
of certain events, or unequally distributed callings to methods. This problem is
always present and hard to identify.

In both object-oriented ST models, dynamic scheduling is used, as this is the only method
to implement a controlled signal flow procedure. The designed scheduling algorithms for
the object-oriented ST models are one of the main determinants for the generated signal
flow. In consequence, the scheduling algorithms should reflect best the own assumptions
of the underlying biological signal transduction model.

The Scheduling Policy for Signal Flow of the SignalRate Model

The SignalRate model states no assumptions for the simulation time. Objects get sim-
ply placed at the end of the queue, which is indicated by a variable in the ModelSwarm

object and CellularRegionSwarm objects, called nextSignalScheduling. After each
scheduling of a Molecule or Reaction instance, this counter is increased by one. There-
fore, scheduling of the SignalRate model can be exemplified as seen in Figure 6.8.
When a signal object switches into the signal status signal pass, then the whole list
of downstream objects are fixed in an ActionGroup class and are scheduled at the same
time line. This reflects the parallel nature of signal processing of an object.

The SignalFlowParticle Model Scheduling Policy

The signal integration schema and the scheduling policy of the SignalRate model are
very simple. The analogy to biochemical mechanism, which transfer the actual signal,
is very weak. The SignalRate signal flow concept is more or less oriented at the basic
computational capabilities of the Swarm system. Additionally, it does not include
any stochastical handling of signal processing. This leads to the development of the
SignalFlowParticle model scheduling policy.
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Figure 6.8:
A signal flow example and its resulting scheduling queue in the SignalRate model.
In the example, only signal molecule objects are described, but the procedure includes
in a similar way the intermediate linked signal reaction objects. The shown schedul-
ing queue is not a static snapshot of one “computational” moment, but displays the
development of the queue over time. Therefore, the end of the queue is successively
increasing.
The signal originates from Protein X. All its downstream signal objects are scheduled
in an ActionGroup instance for the same time line. The first selected and processed
downstream signal object Protein X-1 schedules Protein Y, which is signalling con-
tinuously. In consequence, Protein Y is placed at the end of the queue again (time
line 4), after its first processing. When signal proteins signal only once, then no
rescheduling takes place. The scheduling also stops, when no downstream actions are
decided to initiate.

The first step is to define signal process categories, according to the approximated
time of their underlying biochemical mechanisms. Four such signal process categories
are differentiated (in communication with the TRANSPATH

�

annotation team):

1. The fastest biochemical mechanisms, which involve only non-covalent protein in-
teractions. For instance, binding, dissociation, exchange of GTP, degradation.

2. A group of moderate quick signal processes, which include a single covalent modi-
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fication. Examples are phosphorylation, dephosphorylation, acetylation, ubiquiti-
nation and processing.

3. The next group is grasping slow signal process, which describe more complex one-
step biochemical mechanisms. For instance, translation and transcription.

4. The last group are the slowest, many steps involving mechanisms. Examples are
transactivation, transregulation and expression.

The categorisation of signal processes, corresponding to such approximation of biochem-
ical mechanisms, might not have physical relevance. It might also include wrongly
estimated, individual signal protein behaviour. Nevertheless, the generalisation is nec-
essary, as it is the only way to gain information out of the effect attribute of reaction
objects from TRANSPATH

�

, which is useful for simulation.

The SignalFlowParticle model assumes a duration for one signal event of a signal
molecule object in form of an interval of relative time line values. This means, that
these values are added to the current simulation time, which is stored in the variable
nextSignalScheduling.
A signal event is basically subdivided into a three stage mechanism:

1. The StartingSignalTime is reflecting some abstract time the signal process needs
to establish the biochemical signal. For instance, until the binding is stabilised, or
the phosphor has been attached to a kinase substrate.
The StartingSignalTime is described as a discrete time line value, which is added
to the current nextSignalScheduling value. Maximal values are 10 time line units
for the expression or the transactivation effect.

2. The ReschedulingTime is describing the time how often a signal molecule object
signals downstream. This value can be used to model amplification mechanisms
and non-linear behaviour for the signal protein species. This value is also multiplied
with some SignalIntensityValue, which is specific for the signal molecule object.
Due to lack of data and possible approximations, this is set to 1.
The ReschedulingTime is a discrete time line value, which is added to the time
line value of the latest scheduling for a Molecule instance.

3. The MaxSignalTime is indicating the maximal time a signal protein is existing.
For every signal molecule object, this value is set to an assumed degradation time.
Nevertheless, it might be shortened for signals, which are received from reversible
signal reaction object or time limited ones. Like for instance, for binding, which
is assumed to be instable.
The MaxSignalTime is a relative time line value, which is added to the value of
the signal start (nextSignalScheduling + StartingSignalTime). For instance,
for terminating biochemical mechanisms the value is 20 in combination with bind-
ing, and 40 in combination with exchange effects. For unterminated biochemical
mechanisms, this value is set to the maximal value of 50 for the degradation effect.
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The repeated rescheduling of Molecule objects, following the above mechanism, is
triggered by SignalFlowParticle objects. These get associated with a biochemical
SignalEffect, which determines the life span of a SignalFlowParticle instance and
its rescheduling behaviour. After the added ReschedulingTime is greater than the cal-
culated absolute MaxSignalTime time line value, the SignalFlowParticle instance is
removed.
This concept makes Molecules instances to “active” partners, which are able to repeat-
edly trigger downstream Reaction instances. On the other side, Reaction instances are
just reacting on activation, accounting the incoming signals, and invoking their down-
stream Molecule instances.

All these values are specific to their signal process category, and the values are used
to pick random numbers from statistical distributions. For the StartingSignalTime

and MaxSignalTime an exponential decay function is assumed, with a half-time value,
which is similar to the above mentioned time line values. For the ReschedulingTime

a hill-climbing distribution is chosen, which is approximating a switch-like curve. This
is reflecting the amplification curves of biochemical enzyme reactions. To gain these
random values. the left half of a Gaussian distribution was used, which is reaching a
saturation for the average value.
All stochastical tools come along with the Swarm system: random number generators,
which return values according to certain distribution types. In qPathwayS-v3 it is pos-
sible to implement different distribution types for the random number generators. The
random number generators are initiated with new seeds for every new ModelSwarm in-
stance run. This is organised by the ObserverSwarm object. The statistical output of
each ModelSwarm instance run is stored by the ObserverSwarm object in the network of
SignalObjectStatistics instances.

Drawing random numbers from statistical distributions, increases the stochastical vari-
ation for the generalised time line values of signal process categories. That means, not all
signal processes in the same category signal equally long, but can also signal shorter or
longer than signal processes of other categories. The described method should simulate
the stochastical behaviour of signal transduction mechanisms.

An example of the outlined scheduling policy is given in Figure 6.9.
The assumed signal chain of Molecule and Reaction instances is shown on top.
In the middle, a sketch of the abstract scheduling queue is printed. The time line of
the currently processed SignalObject instance is surrounded by a light blue box. The
nextSignalScheduling time line is circled by a magenta box. It should be noticed, that
these two time line values are not equal, and that the nextSignalScheduling time line
value is always bigger. Adding on this time line value the StartingSignalTime, one
reaches the green box. Repeated adding of the ReschedulingTime generates the time
line values, associated with the dark blue box. After a longer time of rescheduling, the
MaxSignalTime is reached in the red box.
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On the bottom, the time line axis of a concrete scheduling queue is outlined for the
exemplified signal chain on the top. It is following the order of the abstract scheduling
queue in the middle. Black numbers indicate time line values of the scheduling queue,
and blue numbers represent the actual total ordering of scheduling events, like these are
performed by the Swarm scheduler. It should be noticed, that Swarm “jumps” from
one scheduling event to the next, and does not perform any delays for empty time line
values.

The “Dijkstra” Signal Flow Algorithm

In every ModelSwarm instance run, the number of SignalFlowParticle instances, which
have passed a Molecule instance, are counted and added to the absolute number of
SignalFlowParticle instances. They get stored, for each Molecule instance, in its
associated SignalObjectStatistics instance. This counted, absolute number of pro-
cessed SignalFlowParticle instances is used to calculate a signal flow through the
signal network. This is done with the classical shortest-path algorithm of Dijkstra.

“Dijkstra’s algorithm solves the single-source shortest-paths problem on a weighted,
directed graph G = (V, E) for the case in which all edge weights are nonnegative.”
[CLR96, p.527]. Therefore, the weight function is: w(u, v) ≥ 0 for each edge (u, v) ∈ E.
In the following, S is a set of vertices, for which the final shortest-path weights to the
source vertex s have already been computed. Q is a priority queue that contains vertices
in V − S, ordered by their intermediate shortest-path weights. It is assumed, that the
graph G is represented by adjacency lists (Adjacency). distance[v] is the shortest-path
distance for vertex v, and predecessor[v] is the last vertex lying on the shortest path
from s to v before v. The here presented form of Dijkstra’s algorithm is taken from
[CLR96]:

1 for each vertex v ∈ V [G]
2 do distance[v] := ∞
3 predecessor[v] := NIL

4 distance[s] := 0
5 S := ∅
6 Q := V [G]
7 while Q 6= ∅
8 do u :=Extract-Min(Q)
9 S := S ∪ {u}
10 for each vertex v ∈ Adjacency[u]
11 do if distance[v] > distance[u] + w(u, v)
12 then distance[v] := distance[u] + w(u, v)
13 predecessor[v] := u
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In our case, the source s of the shortest path is the stimulus or ligand, which initiates
the signal, especially “EGF(h)”. The weight function is in our case the result of the
division 1.0 by the absolute number N of processed SignalFlowParticle instances of
one signal molecule object: 1.0/N . This ensures, that the signal with the highest number
of passed SignalFlowParticle instances gets the lowest path weight associated. In
consequence, the Dijkstra algorithm will “prefer” this connection with respect to others.
To derive a signal flow output, the user has to pass a sink to the simulation software.
For this signal molecule object the shortest path can be printed by reversely traversing
the predecessor list from the sink to the source. For the shortest path, not only the
signal molecule objects are printed, but also the interlinking signal reaction objects. The
default sink Molecule instance is “c-Fos(h)”, which is the main transcription factor
target of the Egf-Mapk pathway.

6.7 Simulations with the Object-oriented ST Models in

Swarm

First of all, the different options for simulation runs of qPathwayS-v3 are explained.
Then the extensions of the Egf-Mapk pathway are outlined, and at the end some simu-
lation runs and results are given and discussed.

Following program options of the simulation software are available to control and
direct the simulation and its output (printed by calling “qPathwayS-v3 --help”):

1 @Usage: qPathwayS-v3 [OPTION...]

2

3 -s, --varyseed Select random number seed from current time

4 -S, --seed=INTEGER Specify seed for random numbers

5 -b, --batch Run in batch mode

6 -m, --mode=MODE Specify mode of use (for archiving)

7 -t, --show-current-time Show current time in control panel

8 -f, --print-SignalFlow={easy,normal}

9 Set the mode for display the signal flow as ASCII

10 stream

11 --no-init-file Inhibit loading of ~/.swarmArchiver

12 -c, --print-Scheduling={easy,normal}

13 Set the mode for displaying scheduling actions as

14 ASCII stream

15 -v, --verbose Activate verbose messages

16 -p, --print-ShortestPath Display the results of the shortest path algorithm

17 (default SinkSignalObject: c-Fos(h))

18 -R, --numberOfModelRuns=integerNumber

19 Set number of model runs for doing statistics
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20 (default number: 100)

21 -C, --maximalNumberOfSchedulings=longNumber

22 Set maximal number of schedulings of SignalObjects

23 by SignalObjects (default number: 1000)

24 -P, --shortestPathSinkSignalObject=SignalObjectAccessionNumber

25 Specify the AccessionNumber of the SignalObject,

26 which is the sink for the shortest path algorithm

27 -?, --help Give this help list

28 --usage Give a short usage message

29 -V, --version Print program version

30

31 Mandatory or optional arguments to long options are also mandatory or optional

32 for any corresponding short options.

33

34 Report bugs to bug-swarm@swarm.org.

The single options have following detailed meaning (options which are not listed are
not supported by qPathwayS-v3):

--printf-SignalFlow={easy,normal} The signal flow, which is printed, can be in an
easy, symbolic form, which is explained in Appendix C. There is also a more
verbose form of readable text, which is printed, when choosing the normal mode.
Without any option, no signal flow at all is printed.

--print-Scheduling={easy,normal} For the order of scheduling events, it is similar
as for the signal flow.

--print-ShortestPath When this option is chosen, a shortest path is printed, doing
the necessary statistics with the model runs. For the shortest path a sink Molecule

instance can be selected. The shortest path always prints the “mainly used” signal
chain from the source to the sink signal molecule object. It prints a sequence of
Molecule and Reaction instances with its accession number and human readable
name. If no path at all to the sink Molecule instance was found, then the sink
Molecule instance is printed alone, without any other instances.

--numberOfModelRuns=integerNumber This limits the number of ModelSwarm instance
runs to a given amount. By this value, the time, a simulation takes, can be
influenced. A bigger number of model runs increases the probability to find a
shortest path and also to get a higher statistical significance of the output.

--maximalNumberOfSchedulings=longNumber This value limits the number of schedul-
ings for Molecule and Reaction instances in one ModelSwarm instance run. This
value is useful for model runs which seem not to stop, because of uncontrolled
signal amplification effects. It has been experienced, that some model runs can
take quite long, before their signal diminishes by itself.
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--shortestPathSinkSignalObject=SignalObjectAccessionNumber The accession
number of a Molecule instance can be passed to compute a different shortest path
than to the default sink Molecule instance “c-Fos(h)”.

6.7.1 The Extended Egf-Mapk Pathway

For the SignalRate model the basic Egf-Mapk pathway is used, as it is outlined in
Section 2.5. For the SignalFlowParticle model it is extended, especially in concern
of the signal protein hierarchy of TRANSPATH

�

. Altogether, 213 molecule objects and
166 reaction objects of TRANSPATH

�

have been manually imported into the simulation
software. The accession numbers and human readable names are presented in Appendix
C.2.1.

6.7.2 Results and Discussion of Swarm Simulation Runs

The simulations with the programs iPathway-v2 and qPathwayS-v3 are mostly done on
a 2.53 GHz Intel

�

Pentium
�

4 processor with 512 MB of memory, using the operation
system SuSE Linux 8.2. The programs and the Swarm library are compiled with the
GNU C compiler gcc version 3.3.
Compile time on the above computer takes for iPathway-v2 and the SignalRate model
less than half a minute. For qPathwayS-v3 and the SignalFlowParticle model it
takes around 11 minutes. When the qPathwayS-v3 code is compiled on a slower Intel

�

Pentium
�

processor, but with 1.5 GB of memory, the compile time is reduced to less
than 3 minutes. This is an indication that the lack of memory is the reason for the long
compile time on the first machine.

The full simulation run output of iPathway-v2 and the SignalRate model is shown
in Appendix C.1. Several signal flow calculations for simulation runs of qPathwayS-v3
and the SignalFlowParticle model are outlined in Appendix C.2.2. There is also
shown a detailed signal flow and scheduling action trace for one simulation example.

The actual simulation run of iPathway-v2 takes less than 10 seconds. Simulation
runs with 20 runs of the ModelSwarm instance take around one minute, as shown in the
appendix. This computational time is varying due to the randomness of the scheduling
actions, which results in differently long signal passing between Molecule and Reaction

instances.

The iPathway-v2 Output

The presented output of iPathway-v2 is the only simulation run this software is able to
produce. There is no randomness included in this simulation software. The idea is, that
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first of all the interactions and scheduling between Molecule and Reaction instances is
clarified. Nevertheless, the output is not easy to interprete, for instance the successive
decreasing of the signal intensity. It seems to be mainly influenced by having only one
positive upstream signal input strength s on every Molecule instance level, but several
other not signalling Reaction instance links. By summing up all the upstream signal
input and dividing it by the total number N of linked upstream Reaction instances, the
one positive signal input is decreased to s/N on the next downstream Molecule instance
level.

The limited biological analogy of the simulation result of iPathway-v2 and the experi-
enced modelling problems, which are described in Section 4.2, leads to the development
of qPathwayS-v3.

The qPathwayS-v3 Output

The simulation output of the qPathwayS-v3 is much more informative and biological
meaningful than of iPathway-v2. The included random number generators vary the
simulation output and enable stochastical signal effects to happen in the simulation soft-
ware. This is shown for the first signal flow example in Appendix C.2.2, from Molecule

instance “EGF” to “c-Fos(h)”. Two different signal flow chains are computed for the
same source and sink signal molecule objects.

As sink Molecule instances, only the transcription factors c-Fos, c-Jun and c-Myc
are used, as these are the main targets for the Egf-Mapk pathway. Other Molecule

instances of the imported signal network of TRANSPATH
�

can also be used. There is
not always a definite signal chain found, from the source Molecule instance “EGF” to a
given sink. This is due to the stochastic effects in the signal network. By increasing the
number of allowed model runs and scheduling actions, the probability to retain a signal
chain is increased. But for some Molecule instances a signal chain can never be found,
because there exists no connectable signal chain whatsoever. For instance, between the
Molecule instances “EGF” and “AP-1(h)”.

The detailed signal flow and scheduling action output shown in the last example of
Appendix C.2.2 gives an impression on the underlying stochastical effects happening.
Despite, that no rigorous statistical analysis of the simulation software and its results
is done, the output shows nicely the capabilities of the qPathwayS-v3 implementation
and the SignalFlowParticle model. qPathwayS-v3 meets fully the requirements
stated for the SignalFlowParticle model. The shown simulation results exemplify
the implemented features and can clearly be biological interpreted by looking at the
printed signal flow.

Conclusions

The created class hierarchy of the SignalFlowParticle model is very concise docu-
mented, very flexible, and quickly adjustable to new signal concepts. The tested perfor-
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mance of qPathwayS-v3, with 213 molecule objects and 166 reaction objects imported
from TRANSPATH

�

, demonstrates the scalability of this simulation software to higher
number of signal objects. Therefore, it can be argued, that the Swarm simulation
environment is a good choice for simulating signal transduction networks. It is exten-
sible to higher object numbers without much performance loss. The provided Swarm

tools allow successive improvements of qPathwayS-v3 software in statistics, monitoring
of simulation runs, and data exchange.

The SignalRelay class offers to include a more sophisticated signal integration schema
for coupling of upstream/downstream signal reaction objects in signal molecule ob-
jects. Despite, that the cellular region schema is implemented by the CellSwarm and
CellularRegionSwarm classes, it is not used for Molecule and Reaction instance local-
isation. Yet, the whole simulation happens in one big cell. Furthermore, translocation
of signal molecule object across boundaries of CellularRegionSwarm instances can be
implemented. The implementation of the ConstitutivelySignalling class has to be
finished. It would allow to include inhibiting signals of constitutively signalling protein
phosphatases, which would simulate signal attenuation. This is left out in the imple-
mentation of qPathwayS-v3, because of time limitations of the project.

The statistical capabilities of qPathwayS-v3 are improvable. Besides the counting of
SignalFlowParticle instances which pass Molecule instances, other counting schemas
could be included. By mapping the counting of SignalFlowParticle instance to sim-
ulation time values, a virtual time series analysis simulations could be done. Either
one would monitor the number of incoming SignalFlowParticle instances on the tran-
scription factor level, or for interesting cross-talk signal molecule objects. One can even
think of algorithms which identify cross-talk signal protein candidates by analysing the
signal flow output of simulation runs, supporting several stimuli sources (e.g. EGF and
IL-1).

Additionally to these easier improvements, the automatical import of the whole, avail-
able TRANSPATH

�

database is to be favoured. This would allow to simulate the whole
signal transduction network of a generalised mammalian or human cell. The import
could be done by parsing the flat data files of TRANSPATH

�

for the two-letter tags at
the beginning of each text line. The parsing process would generate an ObserverSwarm

instance Swarm simulation file, which would then be processed by the Swarm simula-
tion environment.
After generating this ObserverSwarm instance file, manual changes could be done with
a simple text editor by including new Molecule and Reaction instances or by removing
them. Also signal object links could be added or removed. The ObserverSwarm instance
file code is easy to understand for any user.

The editing of the ObserverSwarm instance file would allow to do knock-out or knock-in
virtual experiments by adding or removing signal molecule objects and their interaction
capabilities. Different possible signal interactions could be simulated, which have not
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been reported in reality. The gained results could be used to validate these “new” signal
interactions. The simulation run would then allow in-silico experiments giving hints and
postulating hypothesises for new in-vitro or in-vivo experiments.
This describes a circular procedure of

� modelling signal interactions from existing experimental observations,
� simulating these,
� using the result to interprete the proposed model in respect to in-vitro/in-vivo

experiments, and
� to create again new biological experiments.
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7 General Discussion

This chapter closes this document with a wrap-up of the current state of the art of
simulating signal transduction pathways. Previous modelling and simulation approaches
are compared with each other. Furtheron, in this thesis developed models and obtained
results are compared with recent approaches. At the end an outlook is given for the use
of the simulation tool for signal transduction, which was developed by the author of this
document.

7.1 Application of Simulating Signal Transduction

Networks

Research of signal transduction pathways is playing an important role for identifying
target proteins and their functions. The malfunctioning molecule form of such target
proteins causes major diseases, like for instance cancer.
The pharmaceutical industry is focusing its research and development on finding target
proteins. By activating or inhibiting the activity of target signal proteins, cell signal
behaviour can be changed. This allows to control signal mechanisms, which have been
identified to function not in their natural range for the disease under study. Small
molecules or proteins are evaluated for their activating or inhibiting influence on target
signal proteins and are proposed as possible pharmaceutics. Their physiological effects
are explored in clinical trials. If the potential pharmaceutic successfully passes the clin-
ical trial, it is sold as treatment for the disease in focus. For example, from molecular
findings in recent years, it is thought in the pharmaceutical industry that kinases are a
very promising class of target signal proteins. By sequence comparison with the human
genome it was estimated, that 30% of all proteins in cells are kinases. Kinases phospho-
rylate other proteins and thereby alter their biochemical behaviour (signal behaviour).
Most known cancer types originate from mutated signal kinases, which show an upreg-
ulated or downregulated signal behaviour.
To reveal the biochemical mechanisms, which are underlying signal behaviour, differ-
ent methods have been explored. As a consequence of the increasing amount of signal
transduction data, semi-automatic methods are used to interlink different kinds of data.
Computational methods incorporate measured activity/concentration rates of signal pro-
teins, expressed marker genes, and indirect radioactive or fluorescence markers.
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Simulation is one of the most important computational tools applied in the field of signal
transduction pathways. It is most suitable because of the following facts:

� Signal transduction data lack full information, that means the evaluated problems
have an open structure. Not all problem variables (signal proteins) are known
and also problem effects (signal behaviour) may be unknown or hard to formulate.
Simulation is known to be able to handle these problem categories.

� Measured signal transduction data give snapshots of single states of signal system.
System behaviour can only be explored in a continuous observation. Simulation
techniques close “time gaps” between single states and by this bring signal be-
haviour to life.

� Signal transduction data describe the past states of signal systems. Simulation
techniques, whose results correlate well with the observed signal behaviour, can
estimate signal behaviour for unobserved states by appropriately changed simula-
tion parameters.

Simulation is a very general term for different computational methods, which can be
roughly classified in:

Quantitative methods use numerical calculation to compute results from measured
data. These methods need very precise formulations of the problem structure and
underlying assumptions.

Qualitative methods use most of the time some abstraction schema to classify mea-
sured data into different groups. Other varieties use human categorisations of
problems to built such groups. Then, the computation is based on these gener-
alised groups and results in more “vague” conclusions than numerical methods.
Due to their ability of abstract descriptions of the problem structure, qualitative
methods are able to come up with results in fuzzy or unexplored problem fields.

The simulation approach, which is followed in this PhD thesis, is classified as being
qualitative. The reason is, that non-numerical, textual data of the signal transduction
database TRANSPATH

�

are used. These data are extracted from recent scientific pub-
lications, and are evaluated for their quality and biological context by human annotators.
Therefore, TRANSPATH

�

data are already “pre-processed” by human individuals. In
consequence, the data are more abstract than measured values, but also more “holistic”,
as signal transduction data for whole mammalian or human cells are annotated.

In Section 4.3 different simulation approaches and systems have been described.
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7.2. STATE OF THE ART OF SIMULATING SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION
PATHWAYS

7.2 State of the Art of Simulating Signal Transduction

Pathways

The longest tradition of simulating signal transduction networks have quantitative meth-
ods, especially solving of differential equations. The first signal transduction network
to be in focus of such computational studies, was the Egf-Mapk pathway. The different
approaches calculate concentration rates of signal proteins, which are thought to have
a major influence on this pathway. Therefore, these approaches are very precise in pre-
diction of concentration rates, but at the same time are very limited in their number of
observed signal proteins.
Differential equation approaches have been studied for this PhD project for their biolog-
ical results, but have not been explored for aspects of computational methods. Because
of the profound knowledge and comprehensive availability of data about the Egf-Mapk
pathway, this was used as a prototypical pathway (Section 2.5) to explore the capabilities
of the in this thesis developed and implemented ST models.

Another quantitative method was introduced by Daniel Gillespie [Gil77]. He devel-
oped a stochastic approach to capture the stochastic nature of small chemical reaction
systems. This technique was adapted and refined by several newer approaches for signal
transduction. Nevertheless, also these approaches look only at small, well-defined signal
transduction networks.
During the development of the PhD project, the importance to model the stochastic
nature of small signal protein numbers has been experienced. Therefore, different quan-
titative stochastic approaches have been examined in greater detail, especially for algo-
rithmic considerations (Section 4.3.3). These findings and ideas influenced the developed
SignalFlowParticle model (Section 6.4.2).

The first qualitative methods applied were rule-based systems and Petri nets. Es-
pecially in the field of metabolic networks, these were successfully adapted. During
the further development a quantitative notion was gradually introduced in the different
representation forms of Petri nets. In a computational sense, this brought the newer
Petri net approaches closer to differential equation approaches. Petri nets substitute the
numerical calculation of differential equations by their algorithm to trigger firing rules
and compute token transitions. One of the most successful projects based on a Petri
net approach is the E-CELL project [THT+99]. The aim of E-CELL is to model and
simulate the whole catabolism of a simplified miniature cell.
Petri nets have been applied only in a few cases to study signal transduction networks.
The limitation lies in the notion of physical particle flow by tokens through the Petri
net. Signal transduction follows a dual concept, describing (i) the biochemical signal
proteins and their biochemical interactions, and (ii) the logical signal of proteins (acti-
vation/inhibition). The first concept can well be formulated with the help of Petri nets.
The second concept is not so easy to represent using Petri nets. For signal transduction
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sometimes only data of the logical level is available, which diminishes the use of Petri
nets in such cases.
The aim of the PhD project is to integrate signal transduction data of TRANSPATH

�

,
which are more complete on the logical level than on the biochemical level for signal be-
haviour. Therefore, the use of Petri nets to model signal transduction and to integrate
TRANSPATH

�

data was rejected. However, the PhD project follows a similar general
idea as the E-CELL project:

� E-CELL tries to model and simulate the whole energy and substance production
and consumption in a cell.

� The PhD project tries to model and simulate the whole signal transduction network
in a cell.

To the author’s knowledge, this has not been reported in scientific publications ever
before.

An outstanding project in the field of modelling and simulating biological organisms is
EcoCyc. Peter Karp and Suzanne Paley developed important ideas to model, store data,
simulate, and visualise information about Escherichia coli since the begin of the 1990s.
Their concepts are building the reference and standard for many following projects in
related bioinformatic topics.
Modelling ideas and concepts of EcoCyc have been included in the developed object-
oriented ST models of this thesis.

7.3 Discussion of Developed ST Models

The basis of all in this thesis developed ST models is discussed in Section 4.4.1. Own
ideas are the signal protein process concept, the cellular region schema, the protein
interaction model, signal integration strategies, and computational aspects of signal
flow through the protein family hierarchy structure of TRANSPATH

�

.
These basic model concepts were used to establish first the symbolic ST model, and
later the object-oriented ST models.

The Symbolic ST Model

Calculi are recently applied for simulating signal transduction networks. One of the
most widely favoured is the π-calculus, which was used in the BioPSI project to model
and simulate the Egf-Mapk pathway (Section 5.1.3). The advantage of the π-calculus
in comparison to Petri nets is the dynamically changeable topology of modelled net-
works. The connections of entities in Petri nets are fixed, while such connections can be
dynamically established and altered in the π-calculus.
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The results of the BioPSI project suggested the π-calculus to be a comprehensive
tool to model the logical level of signal transduction pathways. The π-calculus syntax
incorporates logical operators, like AND, OR, NOT. Because of these promising aspects,
the π-calculus was chosen for the first model implementation in the PhD project. The
implementation language was PsiFCP (Flat Concurrent Prolog).
The example implementation of the Egf-Mapk pathway of the BioPSI project was
known to the author of this document, before he started to implement the symbolic
ST model in PsiFCP. The author implemented his developed symbolic ST model in
a different way successfully. The data of the Egf-Mapk pathway for the symbolic ST
model was taken from the TRANSPATH

�

database. The aim of this implementation
was to come up with a prototypical pathway implementation, which could be scalable
to a higher number of signal proteins. The overall aim was to import the whole signal
transduction database TRANSPATH

�

into PsiFCP.
Due to long compile times for the Egf-Mapk pathway with 16 modelled proteins, the
approach was not scalable to a higher number of signal proteins. This is the main reason,
why the PsiFCP implementation was not continued. Furthermore, it was not possible
to model cell localisations and compartmentalisation of signal proteins in the π-calculus.
This did not allow to implement the by the author developed cellular region schema.
The experience gained during the implementation phase of the symbolic ST model in
PsiFCP lead to the own definition of software requirements for simulating the ST model
(Section 5.6). These software requirements were used to search for another simulation
system for the second implementation phase.

The Object-oriented ST Models

The object-oriented ST models, the SignalRate model and SignalFlowParticle

model, follow closely the ideas in [FPM99]. In this paper, an agent-based view on signal
molecules is suggested (Section 6.1). The idea of encapsulating capabilities of signal
molecules is very fascinating. Moreover, it is straight forward to think of proteins as
closed entities with associated biochemical effects. Nevertheless, the author of this doc-
ument does not want to ascribe human capabilities to proteins, like social abilities or
proactiveness. Proactiveness is normally not found in connection with proteins, as these
only react on input and do not start to act by themselves. The author of this document
likes to put the focus on the analogy of proteins as molecular machines. Molecular ma-
chines can be described in a mechanistic, formalised way. Some aspects of agent may also
be found in the representation of molecular machines. Nevertheless, these capabilities
should not be described using adjectives, which normally describe human behaviour.
Another supporting aspect for the object-oriented ST model approach is, that the sig-
nal transduction database TRANSPATH

�

is implementing an object-oriented database
schema. With the intention to import the whole TRANSPATH

�

database into the de-
veloped simulation system, it was the easiest way to define a signal transduction model
for the simulation similar to the given database schema. Therefore, the object model
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of the SignalRate model and the SignalFlowParticle model follow very closely
the object diagram of TRANSPATH

�

version 4.2. However, the implementation of
the object-oriented ST models did not involve any import of programming code from
TRANSPATH

�

. Pure signal transduction data of the extended Egf-Mapk pathway was
manually imported into the developed simulation system (Appendix C.2.1).

There are very few object-oriented or agent-based modelling approaches for signal
transduction (Section 6.2). Two approaches are concerned with modelling and simulat-
ing metabolic networks. With respect to the PhD thesis, these have only been explored
for their way to model proteins as objects.
The Cellulat model is the most similar approach to the developed object-oriented ST
models [GPGCGLO00]. However, this approach emphasises the agent-based view on
signal transduction, to which the object-oriented ST models correspond only in some
aspects. The technical solutions of the Cellulat model and the object-oriented ST models
are very different for simulating signal transduction, even on a conceptual level:

� The Cellulat model uses a blackboard structure for signal protein communication.
� The object-oriented ST models use direct method calls for signal protein interac-

tions.

For the second implementation phase the Swarm simulation system (Section 6.5)
was chosen on the basis of requirements formulated after the first implementation phase
(Section 6.3). Swarm is a multi-agent simulation library programmed in Objective C.
Swarm provides a graphical-user-interface, and a memory and scheduling management,
which make Swarm a powerful simulation tool. Furthermore, the source code of the
GNU-public-licensed software Swarm is available and it was possible to inspect the
underlying simulation library code in errors cases. In contrast to Swarm PsiFCP

is provided as precompiled simulation software, which shows a black-box characteristic.
Because of this, the number of encountered debugging problems was higher than by using
Swarm. During the implementation in PsiFCP it was not clear, if the encountered
problems were caused by the implementation of the symbolic ST model or the PsiFCP

simulation software itself.

The implementation in Swarm began with the SignalRate model (Section 6.4.1).
Basic signal classes and protocols were defined in Objective C. The simulation result of
the successfully implemented SignalRate model were hard to interprete in a biological
sense. The simulation showed no change of the signal flow through the Egf-Mapk path-
way. Also the model assumption of signal rates in the interval [0..1] for signal proteins
showed its limited analogy during the implementation of the SignalRate model.
Because of the experienced limitations in the underlying model, the SignalRate model
was extended to the SignalFlowParticle model (Section 6.4.2). This extension
included several ideas borrowed from the evaluated quantitative stochastic simulation
methods. Especially, the introduction of the concept of a physical particle was new.
The particle concept was given a new interpretation by the author: the particle is a
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physical signal carrier and an abstract signal, simultaneously. Therefore, this particle
definition was called signal flow particle. The definition enables to do statistics with the
computed signal flow particles and also to control the signal flow through the modelled
signal networks.
Main parts of the class hierarchy of the SignalRate model were taken over for the
implementation of the SignalFlowParticle model. Nontheless, signal classes and
protocols changed significantly in conceptual aspects. New implemented parts for the
SignalFlowParticle model, with respect to the SignalRate model, are (Section
6.6.2):

� A new scheduling policy, steering the signal flow through the network. This new
scheduling technique is stronger based on the signal transduction data imported
from TRANSPATH

�

than the scheduling policy of the SignalRate model.
� A new class to do statistics with computed signal flow particles.
� An algorithm to calculate the shortest path between a given source and sink signal

protein. This signal flow algorithm is based on the classical shortest-path algorithm
of Dijkstra.

After several simulation runs, whose simulation parameters and start conditions are
randomised, a statistic is calculated for signal flow particles. This statistic is used to
compute the shortest path between the origin of the signal (e.g. the stimuli) and the
target of the signal (e.g. a transcription factor) in the network.
The SignalFlowParticle model yielded many different and biologically sensible sim-
ulation results for the extended Egf-Mapk pathway. It is possible to perform comprehen-
sive dynamical analysis of modelled signal transduction pathways with this simulation
system, called qualitative Pathway Simulator-version 3 (qPathwayS-v3) (Section 6.7).

7.4 General Conclusion

Simulation is becoming an increasingly important tool for bioinformatics to integrate
huge amounts of different biological data. High-throughput techniques produce data in
such a quantity, that a manual inspection and evaluation by human individuals is not
possible any more. Computational methods are able to fill this gap by preprocessing
measured raw data and by preparing computed results in a human readable and un-
derstandable form. These computed results can be used to draw conclusions, which are
biological relevant, and to create new hypothesis and lab experiments.

Computational analysis of signal transduction networks was already used in the ap-
proaches [BI99] and [YBD98, DRO+02] in a repeated form for lab experiments (Section
4.3.4). This experimental cycle is defined here in the following way:

1. define a hypothesis for a biological problem/phenomenon
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2. define a theoretical model, which is a good explanation for the hypothesis

3. create a lab experiment to support or falsify the stated hypothesis

4. measure the outcome/result of the lab experiment

5. implement the theoretical model in an appropriate computational system

a) calibrate computational parameters in such a way, that they correspond to
conditions of the performed lab experiment

b) evaluate computational results with respect to results of the lab experiments

c) goto a) if computational results do not fit lab results

6. perform additional computational analysis to get new insights into the biological
problem/phenomenon

7. goto 1. with a refined hypothesis

Signal transduction is one of the most important research fields of molecular biology
to gain more knowledge about diseases on the cellular level. Signal transduction is a
rapid growing discipline for nearly two decades now. With improvements in experimental
techniques more and more measured data is available and stored in databases, like for
instance TRANSPATH

�

. The signal transduction data of TRANSPATH
�

is used by
scientists to validate their models and to create new experiments. Until now, this is
done unidirectional, meaning that scientists retrieve information of TRANSPATH

�

,
create experiments, and publish experimental results. There is no direct backflow of
experimental results into the TRANSPATH

�

database.
The here presented signal transduction simulation tool qPathwayS-v3 could fill this gap:

� Signal transduction data of TRANSPATH
�

could be imported into qPathwayS-v3
or an associated local database, with which qPathwayS-v3 could bidirectionally
interchange data.

� With some improvements, qPathwayS-v3 could be made interactive and let scien-
tists incorporate new signal proteins/interactions (knock-in experiment) or remove
potentially false ones (knock-out experiments).

� Simulation runs and analysis of the computational output could show scientists,
if their model ideas are supported by the recent knowledge of signal transduction
networks.

� These in-silico experiments could give hints for biological relevant hypothesises.
Therefore, these quickly performed in-silico experiments could be used to validate
potential hypothesises for the creation of new lab experiments. This could save
efforts, time and money for complicated and expensive lab experiments. Also it
could reduce the probability to get stuck in lab experiments.
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� Scientists could follow in their work the presented experimental cycle, as they
would be able to store an updated version of their proprietary model. This model
would be based on and could be cross checked with the latest available knowledge
from signal transduction publications (TRANSPATH

�

).
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8 Zusammenfassung
(Abstract in German)

Signaltransduktion ist beschäftigt mit den molekularen Abläufe in Zellen, welche benutzt
werden beim Empfang, beim Verarbeiten, sowie bei der Reaktion auf Signale von außer-
halb und innerhalb der Zelle. Der Begriff Signal wird in diesem Kontext doppeldeutig
definiert: einmal ist ein Signal ein molekularer Zustand eines Moleküls oder Proteins,
zum zweiten ist es aber auch abstrakter logischer Zustand (aktiv/inaktiv).

Diese Dissertation befaßt sich mit intrazellulären Signalen: Empfang einer Art von
Stimulus (z.B. eines Hormons) von außen, Integration dieser Information mit dem Zu-
stand der Zelle und Weitergabe dieser Information in den Zellkern um Genexpression
durch Transkriptionsfaktoren zu steuern.

In den letzten Jahren wurden große Datenmengen in den unterschiedlichsten biolo-
gischen Datenbanken gesammelt. Diese Daten werden für die quantitative Analyse von
kleinen, gut definierten Signalnetzwerken verwendet.
Die Dissertation verfolgt den Ansatz der qualitativen Simulation von Signaltransduktion
in der gesamten Zelle. In Zusammenarbeit mit der Firma Biobase/Wolfenbüttel, Deutsch-
land wird die Signaltransduktionsdatenbank TRANSPATH

�

Professional benutzt um
Zugang zu bekommen zu qualitativer, manuell eingegebener textueller Information aus
wissenschaftlichen Veröffentlichungen.

Für die qualitative Simulation von Signaltransduktionswegen wird ein Modell über
interagierende Signalmoleküle erstellt, das der Informationsstruktur in TRANSPATH

�

ähnlich ist.
Signalverhalten wird modelliert in einer prozeßorientierten, wie auch in einer objek-
torientierten Weise. Signalmoleküle werden repräsentiert als Entitäten, welche Vari-
ablen besitzen um ihren Konformationszustand oder ihre biochemischen Veränderungen
zu speichern. Darüber hinaus besitzen sie parametrisierte Prozeduren, durch die sie
miteinander kommunizieren.

In einem ersten Ansatz wird das erstellte symbolische Signalmodell im π-Kalkül im-
plementiert. Es wird eine Simulationssoftware, die auf dieser Theorie basiert und sich
PsiFCP nennt, benutzt um den gut beschriebenen Egf-Mapk Signalweg zu simulieren.
Als Zwischenergebnis der Simulation mit dem PsiFCP System werden Anforderungen
formuliert an die Software zur Simulation von Signaltransduktion.
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In einem zweiten Ansatz ist das objektorientierte Signalmodell in einer agenten-
basierten Simulationsumgebung mit Namen Swarm umgesetzt worden. Der erweit-
erte Egf-Mapk Signalweg wird dafür neu implementiert in der Programmiersprache
Objective C um das Swarm Simulationssystem mit lokalen Interaktionsdaten der Daten-
bank TRANSPATH

�

4.2 füttern zu können. Swarm berechnet dann dynamisch den
Signalfluß mit Hilfe von stochastischen Planungs- und Verarbeitungsmechanismen. Damit
können Modellläufe analysiert werden durch Inspizieren von Signalfluß- und Planungs-
abläufen und durch Berechnen des kürzesten Weges zwischen zwei Signalmolekülen.
Als Endergebnis werden kürzeste Wege zwischen verschiedenen Molekülen des manuell
importierten Egf-Mapk Signalweges berechnet.
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A TRANSPATH

A.1 TRANSPATH
�

Molecule and Reaction Database

Entries

Table A.1: Molecule entry for the EGFR receptor family in TRANSPATH
�

4.2

TRANSPATH MOLECULE TABLE, Release 4.2 - licensed -

Statistics Number of superfamilies 1

Number of subfamilies 6

Number of complexes 3

Number of modified forms 1

Number of reactions upstream 12

Number of reactions downstream 15

Jump to Visualization

Accession number MO000000108

Created 1999-06-29 by Frank Schacherer (click for feedback).

Updated 03-05-20 by Claudia Choi (click for feedback).

Copyright (c) Biobase GmbH.

Molecule name EGFR

Synonyms
epidermal growth factor receptor; c-erbB;

erythroblastic RPTK.

Classification

membrane-transducing components; receptors; RTK (main

classification) . enzymes; protein kinases; protein

tyrosine kinases; RTK.

Type family.

Superfamilies MO000000013; RTK.

Subfamilies MO000016672; ErbB3.

MO000016673; ErbB4.

MO000016681; ErbB1.

MO000018279; ErbB2.

MO000021355; EGFR(h).

MO000032460; EGFR(mo).

Comments experimental inhibitor: tyrphostin AG1478; [4].
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mechanism: activated EGFRs aggregate as homo-

or heterodimers ErbB2 being preferred partner;

heterodimer elicit stronger response; each aggregate

of ligand-receptor-dimer produces its own specific

signaling pathway; [1].

mechanism: EGFR-signaling is also regulated by ECM

components (integrin, collogen, vitronectin); [1].

mechanism: FcepsilonRI, c-Kit, EGFR, FGFR, CSF1R,

Met, ENaC and CD21 are susceptible for ubiquitination;

[3].
physiological function: EGFRs play an important role

in fetal epithelial intestine development and in gut

epithelium homeostasis and morphogenesis; [2].

Modified forms MO000020944; EGFR(p).

Complexes MO000000069; EGFR:EGFR.

MO000000107; EGF:EGFR.

MO000000191; EGFR:EGFR:Grb-2:Sos.

Reaction downstream XN000000071; EGF + EGFR <=> EGF:EGFR (binding). [9]

XN000000252; EGFR -> PLCgamma

(activation; binding; phosphorylation).[5] [1] [6] [7]

XN000000258; EGFR -> p85

(activation; binding; phosphorylation). [1]

XN000000264; EGFR -> Shc

(activation; binding; phosphorylation). [1] [6] [7]

XN000000468; EGFR -> Rho (activation). [5]

XN000000469; EGFR -> Rac (activation). [5]

XN000000483; EGFR -> Src

(activation; phosphorylation). [6] [7]

XN000000485; EGFR -> Grb-7 (activation; binding). [6]

XN000001422; EGFR -> Gab-1

(activation; phosphorylation). [17]

XN000001705; EGFR -> Nck-2 (activation; binding).[19]

XN000001707; EGFR -> PINCH (activation; indirect).[19]

XN000002269; EGFR -> Grb10 (unknown; binding).[20]

XN000003554; EGFR -> p62Dok (activation; binding).[11]

XN000003568; EGFR -> Eps15

(activation; phosphorylation). [12]

XN000017369; EGFR -> Grb-2 (activation; binding).[24]

Reaction upstream XN000000262; Jak2 -> EGFR

(activation; phosphorylation). [10] [1] [7] [22]

XN000000512; GPCR -> EGFR

(activation; indirect; phosphorylation).[15][1][7][22]

XN000000589; Ca -> EGFR (activation). [22]

XN000000843; thrombin -> EGFR (activation). [23]
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XN000000897; EGF family -> EGFR

(activation; binding). [16] [21]

XN000000959; PKC -/ EGFR

(inhibition; phosphorylation). [2] [5]

XN000001686; beta1-integrin -> EGFR

(unknown; binding). [18]

XN000001688; alpha5 beta1 -> EGFR

(unknown; binding). [18]

XN000004486; EGFR(p) -TC-PTPa-> EGFR + p

(dephosphorylation). [13]

XN000004582; UV -> EGFR (activation; indirect).[7][22]

XN000004583; gamma radiation -> EGFR

(activation; indirect). [7]

XN000005420; p38alpha -> EGFR

(unknown; phosphorylation). [14]

Visualization Show graphics for the signaling network

In this window / In a new window

Hand-drawn map(s) EGF network

Reference number [1] PUBMED: 99227312.

Author(s), Title, Moghal, N.; Sternberg, P. W.; .

Journal
Multiple positive and negative regulators of signaling

by the EGF-receptor.

Curr. Opin. Cell Biol. 11:190-196 (1999).
...

...
...

. [24] PUBMED: 12522133.

Puto, L. A.; Pestonjamasp, K.; King, C. C.; Bokoch, G.

M.; .

p21-activated Kinase 1 (PAK1) Interacts with the Grb2

Adapter Protein to Couple to Growth Factor Signaling.

.
J. Biol. Chem. 278:9388-9393 (2003).

Table A.2: Molecule entry for the human EGF ligand with known sequence and domains
in TRANSPATH

�

4.2

TRANSPATH MOLECULE TABLE, Release 4.2 - licensed -

Statistics Number of superfamilies 1

Number of reactions upstream 1

Number of reactions downstream 2

Jump to Visualization

Accession number MO000019504
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Created 2000-11-20 by Claudia Choi (click for feedback).

Updated 2000-12-19 by Claudia Choi (click for feedback).

Copyright (c) Biobase GmbH.

Molecule name EGF(h)

Encoding gene G003421; EGF.

Species human, Homo sapiens.

Classification ligands; growth factors; EGF family; EGF.

Type basic.

Superfamilies MO000000071; EGF.

Sequence length, 1207 AA;

molecular weight 133.9 kDa (cDNA) (calc.).

Isoelectric point 5.56 (calc.).

Sequence source translated from EMBL:X04571.

Sequence MLLTLIILLP VVSKFSFVSL SAPQHWSCPE GTLAGNGNST
...

...
...

GTQTLEGGVE KPHSLLSANP LWQQRALDPP HQMELTQ.

External database DIP-P: 5767; .

hyperlinks SWISSPROT: P01133; .

INTERPRO: IPR000033; Low-density lipoprotein receptor,

YWTD repeat. [6].

INTERPRO: IPR000561; EGF-like domain. [6].

INTERPRO: IPR000152; Aspartic acid and asparagine

hydroxylation site. [6].

INTERPRO: IPR001881; EGF-like calcium-binding. [6].

External database Affymetrix Human Genome U95A Array:1542 at.

hyperlinks Affymetrix Human Genome U95Av2 Array:1542 at.

(of encoding gene) Affymetrix HuGeneFL Array:X04571 at.

EMBL/GENBANK/DDBJ: AF023155(DNA).

EMBL/GENBANK/DDBJ: J02548(DNA).

EMBL/GENBANK/DDBJ: X04571(RNA).

LOCUSLINK: 1950.

OMIM: 131530.

UNIGENE: Hs.2230.

Features (motifs)
86 126 PFAM: PF00058; Low-density lipoprotein receptor

repeat class B; 5.5; 0.031; [7].

128 168 PFAM: PF00058; Low-density lipoprotein

receptor repeat class B; 6.3; 0.024; [7].
...

...
...

916 951 PFAM: PF00008; EGF-like domain; 26.1; 5.9e-06;

[7].
976 1012 PFAM: PF00008; EGF-like domain; 36.4;

4.7e-09; [7].
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GO: GO: molecular function: calcium ion binding;

biological process, IEA; GO:0005509; [5].

molecular function GO: molecular function: growth factor activity;

IEA; GO:0008083; [5].

GO: molecular function: epidermal growth factor

receptor activating ligand activity; TAS; GO:0005155;

[5].

GO: biological process: activation of MAPK; TAS;

GO:0000187; [5].

GO: biological process: DNA replication;

TAS; GO:0006260; [5].

GO: biological process: EGF receptor signaling

pathway; NR; GO:0007173; [5].

GO: biological process: chromosome organization and

biogenesis (sensu Eukarya); TAS; GO:0007001; [5].

GO: biological process: positive regulation of cell

proliferation; NR; GO:0008284; [5].
Location positive extracellular; NR; GO:0005576; [5].

and experiment(s) integral to membrane; IEA; GO:0016021; [5].

membrane; IEA; GO:0016020; [5].

nucleus; NR; GO:0005634; [5].

plasma membrane; TAS; GO:0005886; [5].

More info...

Reaction downstream XN000004809; EGF(h) -> EGFR(h) (activation). [3]

XN000006808; EGF(h) -> COX-2(h)

(activation; indirect; transactivation). [4]

Reaction upstream XN000010394; EGF(h) -> EGF(h) (expression).

Reaction inhibited XN000004535; H2O2 -> AKT(h) (activation; indirect).[2]

Visualization Show graphics for the signaling network

In this window / In a new window

Hand-drawn map(s) TGFbeta network

Reference number [1] PUBMED: 99229764.

Author(s), Title, Jones, J. T.; Akita, R. W.; Sliwkowski, M. X.; .

Journal
Binding specificities and affinities of egf domains

for ErbB receptors.

FEBS Lett. 447:227-231 (1999).
...

...
...

.
[5] GOA - GO Annotation@EBI. Copyright 2002 (C) The

European Bioinformatics Institute.
Internet.

. [6] Mulder N.J. et al.

The InterPro Database, 2003 brings increased coverage

and new features.
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Nucl. Acids. Res. 31: 315-318.

. [7] Philip Stegmaier, TRANSPATH Team.

Automatic annotation of sequence families for

TRANSPATH(R) using PFAM models.

TRANSPATH Reports 1:0001 (2003).

Table A.3: Gene entry of the human gene neu, which is expressing the human receptor
protein ErbB2, from TRANSPATH

�

4.2. ErbB2 is dimerising with one of
ErbB1, ErbB2, ErbB3, ErbB4 to build the active EGFR receptor.

TRANSPATH GENE TABLE, Release 4.2 - licensed -

Statistics Number of reactions upstream 1

Number of reactions downstream 1

Jump to Visualization

Accession number G000349

Created 1995-06-14 by Biobase staff (click for feedback).

Updated 2001-03-19 by Volker Matys (click for feedback).

Copyright (c) Biobase GmbH.

Gene name TRANSFAC: G000349; neu(h)

Gene product MO000018962; ErbB2(h).

Species human, Homo sapiens.

External database Affymetrix Human Genome U95A Array:33218 at; .

hyperlinks Affymetrix Human Genome U95Av2 Array:33218 at; .

Affymetrix Human Genome U95A Array:1802 s at; .

Affymetrix HuGeneFL Array:X03363 s at; .

Affymetrix Human Genome U95Av2 Array:1802 s at; .

EMBL/GENBANK/DDBJ: AB025285 (DNA).

EMBL/GENBANK/DDBJ: AB025286 (RNA).

EMBL/GENBANK/DDBJ: AF177761 (RNA).

EMBL/GENBANK/DDBJ: M11730 (RNA).

EMBL/GENBANK/DDBJ: X03363 (RNA).

LOCUSLINK: 2064; .

OMIM: 164870; .

UNIGENE: Hs.323910; .

Reaction upstream XN000006074; c-Myc(h) -> neu(h) (transregulation).

Reaction downstream XN000013753; neu(h) -> ErbB2(h) (expression).

Visualization Show graphics for the signaling network

In this window / In a new window

Reference number [1] PUBMED: 91094850.

Author(s), Title, Suen, T.-C.; Hung, M.-C.;

Journal
c-myc reverses neu-induced transformed morphology by

transcriptional repression
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A.1. TRANSPATH � MOLECULE AND REACTION DATABASE ENTRIES

Mol. Cell. Biol. 11:354-362 (1991).

Table A.4: Semantic reaction entry for activation of the EGFR receptor by the abstract
signal entity ultraviolet radiation in TRANSPATH

�

4.2

TRANSPATH REACTION TABLE, Release 4.2 - licensed -

Statistics Number of molecule/gene upstream 1

Number of molecule/gene downstream 1

Jump to Visualization

Accession number XN000004582

Created 2001-05-09 by Claudia Choi (click for feedback).

Updated 02-06-03 by Claudia Choi (click for feedback).

Copyright (c) Biobase GmbH.

Name UV -> EGFR

Effect activation; indirect.

Type semantic.

Molecule/gene

upstream
MO000021096; UV.

Molecule/gene

downstream
MO000000108; EGFR.

Visualization Show graphics for the signaling network

In this window / In a new window

Reference number [1] PUBMED: 20019058.

Author(s), Title,

Journal
Zwick, E.; Hackel, P. O.; Prenzel, N.; Ullrich, A.; .

The EGF receptor as central transducer of heterologous

signalling systems.

Trends Pharmacol. Sci. 20:408-412 (1999).

. [2] PUBMED: 99389732.

Carpenter, G.; .

Employment of the epidermal growth factor receptor in

growth factor-independent signaling pathways.

J. Cell Biol. 146:697-702 (1999).

Table A.5: Mechanistic reaction entry for binding of the EGF ligand with the EGFR receptor
in TRANSPATH

�
4.2

TRANSPATH REACTION TABLE, Release 4.2 - licensed -
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A.1. TRANSPATH � MOLECULE AND REACTION DATABASE ENTRIES

Statistics Number of molecule/gene upstream 2

Number of molecule/gene downstream 1

Jump to Visualization

Accession number XN000000071

Created 2000-10-16 by Claudia Choi (click for feedback).

Updated 2001-03-05 by Claudia Choi (click for feedback).

Copyright (c) Biobase GmbH.

Name EGF + EGFR <=> EGF:EGFR

Effect binding; reversible.

Type mechanistic.

Molecule/gene MO000000071; EGF.

upstream MO000000108; EGFR.

Molecule/gene MO000000107; EGF:EGFR.

downstream

Visualization Show graphics for the signaling network

In this window / In a new window

Reference number [1] PUBMED: 99105994.

Author(s), Title, Bhalla U. S.; Iyengar R.; .

Journal
Emergent Properties of Networks of Biological

Signaling Pathways.

Science 283:381-387 (1999).
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B PsiFCP

B.1 EGF Signalling Example in PsiFCP

The following graphical representation is called flow graph and builds the graphical pre-
sentation of syntactical formalisations of PsiFCP.
Circles are signal protein processes, with their name in big letters on the top and their
used channels in smaller letter underneath. The big lines connecting circles are estab-
lished channel contacts between signal protein processes. The smaller lines indicate
temporary communication attempts, which may or may not lead to established channel
contacts. The numbers, associated with these lines, represent the order of occurring
communication events.
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B.1. EGF SIGNALLING EXAMPLE IN PSIFCP

� EGF, EGFR and Shc are connected via the channels domain and env. They have
process strings (for EGF: egf, extracellular membranal, ligand receptor,
binding), which can be passed for communication over these channels.

envenv

extracellular_membranal
innercellular_membranalextracellular_membranal

innercellular_membranal

domain

env

egf

EGF

ligand_receptor

binding

EGFR
egfr

transmembranal

ligand_receptor
receptor_adaptor
phosphorylating

binding

SHC
shc

receptor_adaptor

phosphorylating

� In the first step EGF is sensing EGFR by passing the information that it is located
in the region extracellular membranal on the channel env. The same commu-
nication process takes place for EGFR to its connected neighbours. Due to this
communication a new channel between EGF and EGFR is established using the
extracellular membranal string.

envenv

extracellular_membranal
innercellular_membranalextracellular_membranal

innercellular_membranal

domain

env

egf

EGF

ligand_receptor

binding

EGFR
egfr

transmembranal

ligand_receptor
receptor_adaptor
phosphorylating

binding

SHC
shc

receptor_adaptor

phosphorylating

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

2. 2.
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B.1. EGF SIGNALLING EXAMPLE IN PSIFCP

� Binding of EGF to EGFR is acknowledged by passing the identity to each other
on the new extracellular membranal channel. After successful signal partner
identification the character of the interaction is determined by sending the string
ligand receptor over the domain channel. When also successful, a new channel
ligand receptor is opened.

envenv

extracellular_membranal
innercellular_membranalextracellular_membranal

innercellular_membranal

domain

env

egf

EGF

ligand_receptor

binding

EGFR
egfr

transmembranal

ligand_receptor
receptor_adaptor
phosphorylating

binding

SHC
shc

receptor_adaptor

phosphorylating

1.1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.
2.

2.

3.
3.

� EGFR recruits Shc by following sequence. EGF and EGFR exchange their binding
strings and undergo thereby an inner status change. Inner status change of EGFR
initiates its signalling of its new active site in the intracellular membranal region
to neighbours via the env channel. Also Shc communicates this string via the env

channel, which leads to an established new channel intracellular membranal.

envenv

extracellular_membranal
innercellular_membranalextracellular_membranal

innercellular_membranal

domain

env

egf

EGF

ligand_receptor

binding

EGFR
egfr

transmembranal

ligand_receptor
receptor_adaptor
phosphorylating

binding

SHC
shc

receptor_adaptor

phosphorylating

1.

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.
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B.1. EGF SIGNALLING EXAMPLE IN PSIFCP

� After that the identities of EGFR and Shc are exchanged to each other on the
intracellular membranal channel. If successful then the kind of contact is ex-
changed as string receptor adaptor on the domain channel. This finishes the
binding process between EGFR and Shc.

envenv

extracellular_membranal
innercellular_membranalextracellular_membranal

innercellular_membranal

domain

env

egf

EGF

ligand_receptor

binding

EGFR
egfr

transmembranal

ligand_receptor
receptor_adaptor
phosphorylating

binding

SHC
shc

receptor_adaptor

phosphorylating

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

� The last process is the phosphorylation of Shc by EGFR. To achieve this, first
a new channel receptor adaptor between EGFR and Shc is created. Then the
process action itself is exchanged as string phosphorylation over this channel.

envenv

extracellular_membranal
innercellular_membranalextracellular_membranal

innercellular_membranal

domain

env

egf

EGF

ligand_receptor

binding

EGFR
egfr

transmembranal

ligand_receptor
receptor_adaptor
phosphorylating

binding

SHC
shc

receptor_adaptor

phosphorylating

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.
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B.2. SKETCH OF A SIMULATION RUN OF THE EGF-MAPK PATHWAY IN
PSIFCP

B.2 Sketch of a Simulation Run of the Egf-Mapk

Pathway in PsiFCP

The following simulation run was done with the PsiFCP simulation system on a Sun
E450. It took 2.5 hours to compile the prototypical Egf-Mapk pathway with 16 proteins.
The actual simulation run took 39 seconds for 1000 simulation steps. The output of the
run was produced with a printing routine of the Logix system:

1 @record(egf_mapk21#"SIM",egf_mapk21,1000)

2 <20> started

3 MKP1: contact ERK1

4 MKP1: try dephosphorylation ERK1

5 ERK1: new contact & status MEK1/MKP1

6 EGFRa: contact EGFa

7 EGFa: contact EGFRa

8 EGFa: try binding EGFR

9 EGFRa: new contact & status EGF

10 EGFRa: by EGF binding

11 EGFRa: contact EGFRb

12 GAP: contact Ras

13 PTEN: contact Shc

14 PTEN: try dephosphorylation Shc

15 EGFRa: try binding EGFRb

16 Shc: new status & contact PTEN

17 EGFRb: new status & contact EGFRa

18 GAP: try exchange inactive Ras

19 Ras: new contact & status Sos/GAP

20 Sos_dephosphorylation: contact Sos

21 Sos_dephosphorylation: try dephosphorylation Sos

22 Sos: new contact & status ERK1

23 PTEN: contact Shc

24 EGFRb: contact EGFb

25 PTEN: try dephosphorylation Shc

26 Shc: new contact & status PTEN

27 EGFb: contact EGFRb

28 Sos_dephosphorylation: contact Sos

29 Sos_dephosphorylation: try dephosphorylation Sos

30 Sos: new contact & status ERK1

31 MKP1: contact ERK1

32 EGFb: try binding EGFR

33 EGFRb: new contact & status EGF

34 EGFRb: by EGF binding ...
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B.2. SKETCH OF A SIMULATION RUN OF THE EGF-MAPK PATHWAY IN
PSIFCP

This textual output was transferred in signal flow charts. The symbols are described
for Figure 5.3. The shown textual simulation run output represents the actions displayed
on the Signal Flow Chart B.1. Action 1 of Signal Flow Chart B.1 corresponds to lines
6–10 in the textual output and action 2 corresponds to lines 24, 27, 32–34. One graphical
represented action involves several simulation steps to establish the action (Section 5.3).

Actions in the signal flow charts are indicated by sequential numbering. Established
links from former signal activities - either for activation with black arrows or for inhibi-
tion with red arrows - are displayed without numbers, but they are shown as long as the
link exists. Several signal actions might occur in one signal flow chart and are described
in order of occurrence at the side of each signal flow chart indicated by the action number
on the chart. A protein, which was active on the former signal flow chart has a name to
the power of ‘+’. Therefore constitutively signalling proteins, like protein phosphatases
have such a ‘+’ assigned on every signal flow chart to their name. A protein, which was
inactive on the former signal flow chart has a name to the power of ‘-’. This can only
occur by an actively happening inhibition effect.

Signal flow chart B.1:
� The constitutively signalling ligands EGFa

and EGFb contact their appropriate mem-
brane receptors EGFRa and EGFRb.

1 EGFa is binding to extracellular domain of
EGFRa.

2 EGFb is binding to extracellular domain of
EGFRb.
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B.2. SKETCH OF A SIMULATION RUN OF THE EGF-MAPK PATHWAY IN
PSIFCP

Signal flow chart B.2:

1 While EGFa and EGFb stay bound to
their membrane receptors, EGFRb binds
to EGFRa.

2 By dimerisation of the the membrane re-
ceptors autophosphorylation of their inner
membranal domain occurs and recruits the
adaptor protein Shc to the membrane and
phosphorylates a tyrosine residue.

3 Shc in turn binds to the SH2 domain of
Grb-2.

Signal flow chart B.3:

1 The protein tyrosine phosphatase PTEN
dephosphorylates Shc and inactivates
thereby Shc (red arrow).

2 The activated Grb-2 binds the GEF Sos to
its SH3 domain.
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B.2. SKETCH OF A SIMULATION RUN OF THE EGF-MAPK PATHWAY IN
PSIFCP

Signal flow chart B.4:

1 Because of the dephosphorylation of Shc it
releases Grb-2.

2 Grb-2 in turn releases Sos.

Signal flow chart B.5:

1 The still active and dimerised EGFRa re-
cruits and phosphorylates Shc again.

2 Shc binds Grb-2.

3 Grb-2 binds to Sos.

4 Sos releases GDP of the G-protein Ras.
Ras binds then GTP diffusing in the cy-
tosol and is activated by this again.

5 Ras binds to the MAPKKK Raf-1 and
brings it thereby to the plasma membrane,
where its kinase activity is increased.

6 This leads to activation of the MAPK cas-
cade, and consecutive binding and phos-
phorylation of Raf-1 to MEK1.
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B.2. SKETCH OF A SIMULATION RUN OF THE EGF-MAPK PATHWAY IN
PSIFCP

Signal flow chart B.6:

1 The protein serine/threonine phosphatase
PP2A dephosphorylates MEK1 and
thereby inactivates MEK1.

2 Again the phosphatase PTEN switches Shc
off by dephosphorylation.

� The binding of Sos to Ras was just tempo-
ral and is released now.

Signal flow chart B.7:

1 Shc then releases again Grb-2.

2 Grb-2 in turn releases Sos.

� Notice that Ras and Raf-1 are still active
and binding. The proteins keep their con-
formation and signal status.
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B.2. SKETCH OF A SIMULATION RUN OF THE EGF-MAPK PATHWAY IN
PSIFCP

Signal flow chart B.8:

1 The MAPKK kinase Raf-1 phosphorylates
MEK1 again.

2 The MAPK kinase MEK1 is therefore ac-
tivated and phosphorylates the MAPK
ERK1.

3 The parallel distributed nature of signal
transduction can be observed in the re-
cruiting and phosphorylation of Shc by
EGFRa again.

Signal flow chart B.9:

� Now a feedback occurs, from a lower signal
level in the sequence of signal proteins to
a higher signal level. This mechanism is
most regularly used in nature to turn of
signals.

1 ERK1 phosphorylates Sos and thereby ac-
tively inhibits Sos. This is a feedback
mechanism, which might turn of the sig-
nal cascade, but has no current effect in
this case as Sos was not active anyway.

2 ERK1 also phosphorylates c-Jun, which
then builds AP-1 by binding to other TFs.

3 After the actions of ERK1, the tyrosine
specific protein phosphatase MKP-1 di-
rectly inactivates ERK1 again by dephos-
phorylation.
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B.2. SKETCH OF A SIMULATION RUN OF THE EGF-MAPK PATHWAY IN
PSIFCP

Signal flow chart B.10:

1 MEK1 still being active phosphorylates
and activates the MAPK ERK1 again.

2 And again the transcription factor c-Jun is
activated and builds up the complex AP-1
with other TFs.

3 The protein phosphatase PP2A dephos-
phorylates MEK1 after this.

Signal flow chart B.11:

1 MKP-1 inactivates ERK1 again by dephos-
phorylation.

2 Shc is deactivated by dephosphorylation of
PTEN.

3 Shc binds to Grb-2.

� How can it be, that Shc is inhibited, but
right after this binds actively to its down-
stream partner? This shows the concurrent
nature of the simulation run. The Shc sig-
nal protein process has received the input
of PTEN, but still other parts of the Shc
signal protein process act downstream in
the assumption of being activated. This is
an example of interleaving basic signalling
steps, which consist of connecting, hand-
shaking and status change.
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B.2. SKETCH OF A SIMULATION RUN OF THE EGF-MAPK PATHWAY IN
PSIFCP

Signal flow chart B.12:

1 First MEK1 activates ERK1 again by
phosphorylation.

2 Then the second feedback happens from
the level of MAPK ERK1 to the level of
MAPKKK Raf-1 in the MAPK cascade.
ERK1 is inhibiting Raf-1 by phosphoryla-
tion, which blocks its phosphorylation do-
main. This inhibition is dominant with re-
spect to the activating binding of Ras to
Raf-1, which still remains.

Signal flow chart B.13:

1 PP2A activates MAPKKK Raf-1 again
by reversing the former phosphorylation,
which was done by ERK1. Here you can
observe the switch-like behaviour of phos-
phorylation and dephosphorylation, which
are not consequently related to activation
or inhibition.

2 ERK1 is deactivated by dephosphorylation
of MKP-1.
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B.3. PSIFCP PROGRAM CODE

Signal flow chart B.14:

1 Grb-2 is binding Sos again.

2 MEK1 phosphorylates ERK1 again.

The simulation run might have continued here, even with the happening feedback
mechanisms, but the simulation time of 1000 steps had run out at this point and therefore
the simulation stopped.

B.3 PsiFCP Program Code

In the following a PsiFCP program code fragment is listed, which was used to produce
the presented simulation run results of section B.2. This program code fraction should
exemplify the practical implementation of the Grb-2 signal protein processes. The listing
of these signal protein process still includes code parts for the communication to other
signal protein processes. This has been left in for the sake of completeness.

Global defined channels start with “g . . .” and global accessible processes with
“G . . .”. Channels, which are used locally in one process start with the nomenclature
“l . . .”, and local used processes with “L . . .”. The signal flow direction is encoded in
the channel names:

� “g
�
downstream protein X � up

�
upstream protein Y � ” meaning the channel is di-

rected from
�
downstream protein X � upstream to

�
upstream protein Y � . Therefore,
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B.3. PSIFCP PROGRAM CODE

information is floating upstream from
�
downstream protein X � to

�
upstream protein

Y � ;
� “g

�
upstream protein Y � down

�
downstream protein X � ” meaning the channel is di-

rected from
�
upstream protein Y � downstream to

�
downstream protein X � . There-

fore, information is floating downstream from
�
upstream protein Y � to

�
downstream

protein X � .

The local processes are distinguished in:

� “L CONTACT . . .”, which establishes the general contact to other signal protein
processes upstream or downstream,

� “L ACTION . . .” initiates all necessary signal actions,

� “L CHECK SIGNAL . . .” integrates the incoming signals with the actual inner state
of the protein process,

� “L SIGNAL . . .” performs the actual downstream signal task by establishing the
contact etc.

1 -language([evaluate,psifcp,compound,colon]).

2

3 export(SIM).

4 baserate(1).

5 global(g_env,g_yes,g_no,g_idle,g_unknown,

6 g_Grb2_down_Shc,g_Shc_up_Grb2,g_Sos_down_Grb2,g_Grb2_up_Sos,

7 g_Shc_contact_Grb2,g_Grb2_contact_Sos,

8 g_binding,g_unbinding).

9

10 SIM ::= G_Grb2.

11

12 G_Grb2 ::=

13 << l_contact_Shc_up_Grb2, l_unbinding_Shc_up_Grb2,

14 l_contact_Sos_down_Grb2, l_signal_Sos_down_Grb2.

15 L_CONTACT_Shc_UP_Grb2 | L_ACTION_Grb2(g_unbinding,g_no,g_no).

16

17 L_CONTACT_Shc_UP_Grb2 ::=

18 g_env ? {l_contact_up},

19 l_contact_up ? {l_molecule_up},

20 l_contact_up ! {g_Shc_up_Grb2},

21 << l_molecule_up =?= g_Grb2_down_Shc,

22 l_contact_Shc_up_Grb2 ! [],
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B.3. PSIFCP PROGRAM CODE

23 l_unbinding_Shc_up_Grb2 ? [],

24 L_CONTACT_Shc_UP_Grb2 ;

25 otherwise,

26 L_CONTACT_Shc_UP_Grb2

27 >>.

28

29 L_ACTION_Grb2(l_Shc_status,l_Shc_contact,l_Sos_contact) ::=

30 << g_Sos_down_Grb2 ? [],

31 << l_Sos_contact =?= g_yes,

32 L_ACTION_Grb2(l_Shc_status,l_Shc_contact,g_no) ;

33 otherwise,

34 L_ACTION_Grb2(l_Shc_status,l_Shc_contact,g_no)

35 >>

36 ;

37 g_Shc_up_Grb2 ? {l_Shc_new_status},

38 << l_Shc_contact =?= g_no,

39 l_contact_Shc_up_Grb2 ? [],

40 screen#display("Grb2: new status & contact Shc") |

41 L_CHECK_SIGNAL_Shc_UP_Grb2(l_Shc_new_status) ;

42 otherwise,

43 screen#display("Grb2: new status Shc") |

44 L_CHECK_SIGNAL_Shc_UP_Grb2(l_Shc_new_status)

45 >>

46 ;

47 l_contact_Shc_up_Grb2 ? [],

48 g_Shc_up_Grb2 ? {l_Shc_new_status},

49 screen#display("Grb2: new contact & status Shc") |

50 L_CHECK_SIGNAL_Shc_UP_Grb2(l_Shc_new_status)

51 ;

52 l_contact_Sos_down_Grb2 ? [],

53 << l_signal_Sos_down_Grb2 ? {l_signal},

54 g_Grb2_up_Sos ! {l_signal},

55 screen#display("Grb2: try binding Sos")

56 >> |

57 L_ACTION_Grb2(l_Shc_status,l_Shc_contact,g_yes).

58

59 L_CHECK_SIGNAL_Shc_UP_Grb2(l_Shc_new_status) ::=

60 << l_Shc_new_status =?= l_Shc_status,

61 << l_unbinding_Shc_up_Grb2 ! [],

62 g_Grb2_down_Shc ! [], true >> |

63 L_ACTION_Grb2(l_Shc_status,l_Shc_contact,l_Sos_contact)

64 ;

65 l_Shc_new_status =?= g_binding,

66 screen#display("Grb2: by Shc binding") |
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B.3. PSIFCP PROGRAM CODE

67 << l_Sos_contact =?= g_no,

68 L_CONTACT_Sos_DOWN_Grb2 |

69 << l_signal_Sos_down_Grb2 ! {g_binding}, true >> ;

70 otherwise, true

71 >> |

72 L_ACTION_Grb2(l_Shc_new_status,g_yes,l_Sos_contact)

73 ;

74 l_Shc_new_status =?= g_unbinding,

75 screen#display("Grb2: by Shc unbinding") |

76 << l_unbinding_Shc_up_Grb2 ! [],

77 g_Grb2_down_Shc ! [], true >> |

78 << l_Sos_contact =?= g_yes,

79 << g_Grb2_up_Sos ! {g_unbinding},

80 screen#display("Grb2: try unbinding Sos") >> ;

81 otherwise, true >> |

82 L_ACTION_Grb2(l_Shc_new_status,g_no,l_Sos_contact)

83 ;

84 otherwise,

85 << l_unbinding_Shc_up_Grb2 ! [],

86 g_Grb2_down_Shc ! [], true >> |

87 L_ACTION_Grb2(l_Shc_status,g_no,l_Sos_contact)

88 >>

89 >>.

90

91 L_CONTACT_Sos_DOWN_Grb2 ::=

92 g_env ! {g_Grb2_contact_Sos},

93 g_Grb2_contact_Sos ! {g_Sos_down_Grb2},

94 g_Grb2_contact_Sos ? {l_molecule_down},

95 << l_molecule_down =?= g_Grb2_up_Sos,

96 l_contact_Sos_down_Grb2 ! [], true ;

97 otherwise,

98 L_CONTACT_Sos_DOWN_Grb2

99 >>

100 >>.
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C Swarm

The simulation runs outlined here use shortcuts to describe actions of the scheduler.
The actions are ordered by line numbers to gain a quicker overview. The signal process
order corresponds to the parallel nature of signal flow sequentialised by the simulation
scheduler. This sequence should be processible on a single computational unit. A signal
process is divided in two phases:

the scheduling phase (shortcuts: “<S>”/“<R>”) describes the process when downstream
actions are initiated and downstream linked signal objects are appended at the end
of the scheduling queue;

the processing phase (shortcut: “<P>”) represents the procedure to remove the first
signal object from the start of the queue and to assign processor time to the called
signal object method.

See Section 6.6 for explanations of the used object class names.
The display style for the simulation run output is in a symbolic, easy readable form.
The following shortcuts are defined for the SignalFlowParticle model:

“-S- -yyy- ===== -zzz-” scheduling of SignalObject zzz by another
SignalObject or its own SignalFlowParticle yyy;

“-S- -yyy-/-sss- ===== -zzz-” rescheduling of Reaction instance zzz by a
SignalFlowParticle in SignalRelay sss of
Molecule instance yyy;

“-P/xxx- -yyy- >>>>> -zzz-” processing of SignalObject zzz at scheduling time
line xxx initiated by SignalObject yyy;

“-R/xxx- -sss- >>>>> -mmm-” rescheduling and processing of Molecule instance
mmm by an own SignalFlowParticle in SignalRelay

sss at scheduling time line xxx.

“-yyy-: -uuu- / -iii-” After its processing SignalObject yyy is in signal
status uuu (signal pass or signal stop), and has
the signal strength iii (signal rate interval [0..1]
only for the SignalRate model).
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C.1. SIMULATION RUN OF THE SIGNALRATE MODEL IN SWARM

sss, yyy and zzz are strings, which indicate signal objects with the tag of the name
attribute of TRANSPATH

�

.
The display style of the SignalRate model is similar, but a little bit less informative
than the above presented style. It does not include any information about SignalRelay
instances or time line values.

C.1 Simulation Run of the SignalRate Model in Swarm

The displayed run is the only output the SignalRate model is able to produce. There
is no randomness involved and the output stops reproducible at the same simulation
time point. The first stimulus for the simulation run is produced by scheduling the
Molecule instance “EGF(h)”.
It should be noticed, that the signal strength is decreasing successively during the sim-
ulation run.

(0) <S> -EGF(h)- ===== -EGF family -> EGFR-

(1) <S> -EGF(h)- ===== -EGF(h) -> EGFR(h)-

(2) <P> -EGF(h)- >>>>> -EGF(h) -> EGFR(h)-

(3) <S> -EGF(h) -> EGFR(h)- ===== -EGFR(h)-

(4) -EGF(h) -> EGFR(h)-: -signal_pass- / -1.000-

(5) <P> -EGF(h)- >>>>> -EGF family -> EGFR-

(6) <S> -EGF family -> EGFR- ===== -EGFR-

(7) -EGF family -> EGFR-: -signal_pass- / -1.000-

(8) <P> -EGF(h) -> EGFR(h)- >>>>> -EGFR(h)-

(9) <S> -EGFR(h)- ===== -RTK -> Grb-2-

(10) <S> -EGFR(h)- ===== -RTK -> Shc-

(11) <S> -EGFR(h)- ===== -RTK -> GAP-

(12) -EGFR(h)-: -signal_pass- / -1.000-

(13) <P> -EGF family -> EGFR- >>>>> -EGFR-

(14) -EGFR-: -signal_pass- / -1.000-

(15) <P> -EGFR(h)- >>>>> -RTK -> Grb-2-

(16) <S> -RTK -> Grb-2- ===== -Grb-2-

(17) -RTK -> Grb-2-: -signal_pass- / -1.000-

(18) <P> -EGFR(h)- >>>>> -RTK -> Shc-

(19) <S> -RTK -> Shc- ===== -Shc-

(20) -RTK -> Shc-: -signal_pass- / -1.000-

(21) <P> -EGFR(h)- >>>>> -RTK -> GAP-

(22) <S> -RTK -> GAP- ===== -GAP-

(23) -RTK -> GAP-: -signal_pass- / -1.000-

(24) <P> -RTK -> Grb-2- >>>>> -Grb-2-

(25) <S> -Grb-2- ===== -Grb-2 -> Sos-

(26) -Grb-2-: -signal_pass- / -0.333-
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(27) <P> -RTK -> Shc- >>>>> -Shc-

(28) <S> -Shc- ===== -Shc -> Grb-2-

(29) -Shc-: -signal_pass- / -0.333-

(30) <P> -RTK -> GAP- >>>>> -GAP-

(31) <S> -GAP- ===== -GAP -> Ras-

(32) -GAP-: -signal_pass- / -1.000-

(33) <P> -Grb-2- >>>>> -Grb-2 -> Sos-

(34) <S> -Grb-2 -> Sos- ===== -Sos-

(35) -Grb-2 -> Sos-: -signal_pass- / -0.333-

(36) <P> -Shc- >>>>> -Shc -> Grb-2-

(37) <S> -Shc -> Grb-2- ===== -Grb-2-

(38) -Shc -> Grb-2-: -signal_pass- / -0.333-

(39) <P> -GAP- >>>>> -GAP -> Ras-

(40) -GAP -> Ras-: -signal_pass- / -1.000-

(41) <P> -Grb-2 -> Sos- >>>>> -Sos-

(42) <S> -Sos- ===== -Sos -> Ras-

(43) -Sos-: -signal_pass- / -0.111-

(44) <P> -Shc -> Grb-2- >>>>> -Grb-2-

(45) <S> -Grb-2- ===== -Grb-2 -> Sos-

(46) -Grb-2-: -signal_pass- / -0.444-

(47) <P> -Sos- >>>>> -Sos -> Ras-

(48) <S> -Sos -> Ras- ===== -Ras-

(49) -Sos -> Ras-: -signal_pass- / -0.111-

(50) <P> -Grb-2- >>>>> -Grb-2 -> Sos-

(51) <S> -Grb-2 -> Sos- ===== -Sos-

(52) -Grb-2 -> Sos-: -signal_pass- / -0.444-

(53) <P> -Sos -> Ras- >>>>> -Ras-

(54) <S> -Ras- ===== -small G-proteins -> PLD-

(55) <S> -Ras- ===== -Ras -> Raf-

(56) <S> -Ras- ===== -Ras -> MEKK1-

(57) <S> -Ras- ===== -Ras -> Raf-1-

(58) -Ras-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(59) <P> -Grb-2 -> Sos- >>>>> -Sos-

(60) <S> -Sos- ===== -Sos -> Ras-

(61) -Sos-: -signal_pass- / -0.148-

(62) <P> -Ras- >>>>> -Ras -> Raf-

(63) <S> -Ras -> Raf- ===== -Raf-

(64) -Ras -> Raf-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(65) <P> -Ras- >>>>> -Ras -> MEKK1-

(66) <S> -Ras -> MEKK1- ===== -MEKK1-

(67) -Ras -> MEKK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(68) <P> -Ras- >>>>> -Ras -> Raf-1-

(69) <S> -Ras -> Raf-1- ===== -Raf-1-

(70) -Ras -> Raf-1-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-
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(71) <P> -Ras- >>>>> -small G-proteins -> PLD-

(72) <S> -small G-proteins -> PLD- ===== -PLD-

(73) -small G-proteins -> PLD-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(74) <P> -Sos- >>>>> -Sos -> Ras-

(75) <S> -Sos -> Ras- ===== -Ras-

(76) -Sos -> Ras-: -signal_pass- / -0.148-

(77) <P> -Ras -> Raf- >>>>> -Raf-

(78) <S> -Raf- ===== -Raf -> MEK-

(79) <S> -Raf- ===== -Raf -> MEK1-

(80) <S> -Raf- ===== -Raf -> MEK2-

(81) <S> -Raf- ===== -MAPKKKs -> MAPKKs-

(82) -Raf-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(83) <P> -Ras -> MEKK1- >>>>> -MEKK1-

(84) <S> -MEKK1- ===== -MEKK1 -> MEK1-

(85) <S> -MEKK1- ===== -MEKK1 -> MEK2-

(86) -MEKK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(87) <P> -Ras -> Raf-1- >>>>> -Raf-1-

(88) <S> -Raf-1- ===== -Raf-1 -> MEK-

(89) <S> -Raf-1- ===== -Raf-1 -> MEK2-

(90) <S> -Raf-1- ===== -Raf-1 -> MEK1-

(91) -Raf-1-: -signal_pass- / -0.123-

(92) <P> -small G-proteins -> PLD- >>>>> -PLD-

(93) -PLD-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(94) <P> -Sos -> Ras- >>>>> -Ras-

(95) <S> -Ras- ===== -Ras -> MEKK1-

(96) <S> -Ras- ===== -Ras -> Raf-1-

(97) <S> -Ras- ===== -small G-proteins -> PLD-

(98) <S> -Ras- ===== -Ras -> Raf-

(99) -Ras-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(100) <P> -Raf- >>>>> -Raf -> MEK-

(101) <S> -Raf -> MEK- ===== -MEK-

(102) -Raf -> MEK-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(103) <P> -Raf- >>>>> -Raf -> MEK1-

(104) <S> -Raf -> MEK1- ===== -MEK1-

(105) -Raf -> MEK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(106) <P> -Raf- >>>>> -MAPKKKs -> MAPKKs-

(107) <S> -MAPKKKs -> MAPKKs- ===== -MAPKKs-

(108) -MAPKKKs -> MAPKKs-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(109) <P> -Raf- >>>>> -Raf -> MEK2-

(110) <S> -Raf -> MEK2- ===== -MEK2-

(111) -Raf -> MEK2-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(112) <P> -MEKK1- >>>>> -MEKK1 -> MEK1-

(113) -MEKK1 -> MEK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(114) <P> -MEKK1- >>>>> -MEKK1 -> MEK2-
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(115) -MEKK1 -> MEK2-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(116) <P> -Raf-1- >>>>> -Raf-1 -> MEK1-

(117) -Raf-1 -> MEK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.123-

(118) <P> -Raf-1- >>>>> -Raf-1 -> MEK2-

(119) -Raf-1 -> MEK2-: -signal_pass- / -0.123-

(120) <P> -Raf-1- >>>>> -Raf-1 -> MEK-

(121) -Raf-1 -> MEK-: -signal_pass- / -0.123-

(122) <P> -Ras- >>>>> -Ras -> Raf-

(123) <S> -Ras -> Raf- ===== -Raf-

(124) -Ras -> Raf-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(125) <P> -Ras- >>>>> -Ras -> Raf-1-

(126) <S> -Ras -> Raf-1- ===== -Raf-1-

(127) -Ras -> Raf-1-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(128) <P> -Ras- >>>>> -Ras -> MEKK1-

(129) <S> -Ras -> MEKK1- ===== -MEKK1-

(130) -Ras -> MEKK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(131) <P> -Ras- >>>>> -small G-proteins -> PLD-

(132) <S> -small G-proteins -> PLD- ===== -PLD-

(133) -small G-proteins -> PLD-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(134) <P> -Raf -> MEK- >>>>> -MEK-

(135) <S> -MEK- ===== -MAPKKs -> MAPKs-

(136) <S> -MEK- ===== -MEK -> ERK-

(137) -MEK-: -signal_pass- / -0.247-

(138) <P> -Raf -> MEK1- >>>>> -MEK1-

(139) <S> -MEK1- ===== -MEK1 -> ERK1-

(140) <S> -MEK1- ===== -MEK1 -> ERK-

(141) -MEK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.173-

(142) <P> -MAPKKKs -> MAPKKs- >>>>> -MAPKKs-

(143) -MAPKKs-: -signal_pass- / -0.370-

(144) <P> -Raf -> MEK2- >>>>> -MEK2-

(145) <S> -MEK2- ===== -MEK2 -> ERK1-

(146) -MEK2-: -signal_pass- / -0.216-

(147) <P> -Ras -> Raf- >>>>> -Raf-

(148) <S> -Raf- ===== -Raf -> MEK1-

(149) <S> -Raf- ===== -Raf -> MEK2-

(150) <S> -Raf- ===== -MAPKKKs -> MAPKKs-

(151) <S> -Raf- ===== -Raf -> MEK-

(152) -Raf-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(153) <P> -Ras -> Raf-1- >>>>> -Raf-1-

(154) <S> -Raf-1- ===== -Raf-1 -> MEK1-

(155) <S> -Raf-1- ===== -Raf-1 -> MEK2-

(156) <S> -Raf-1- ===== -Raf-1 -> MEK-

(157) -Raf-1-: -signal_pass- / -0.128-

(158) <P> -Ras -> MEKK1- >>>>> -MEKK1-
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(159) <S> -MEKK1- ===== -MEKK1 -> MEK2-

(160) <S> -MEKK1- ===== -MEKK1 -> MEK1-

(161) -MEKK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(162) <P> -small G-proteins -> PLD- >>>>> -PLD-

(163) -PLD-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(164) <P> -MEK- >>>>> -MAPKKs -> MAPKs-

(165) <S> -MAPKKs -> MAPKs- ===== -MAPKs-

(166) -MAPKKs -> MAPKs-: -signal_pass- / -0.247-

(167) <P> -MEK- >>>>> -MEK -> ERK-

(168) <S> -MEK -> ERK- ===== -ERK-

(169) -MEK -> ERK-: -signal_pass- / -0.247-

(170) <P> -MEK1- >>>>> -MEK1 -> ERK-

(171) -MEK1 -> ERK-: -signal_pass- / -0.173-

(172) <P> -MEK1- >>>>> -MEK1 -> ERK1-

(173) <S> -MEK1 -> ERK1- ===== -ERK1-

(174) -MEK1 -> ERK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.173-

(175) <P> -MEK2- >>>>> -MEK2 -> ERK1-

(176) -MEK2 -> ERK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.216-

(177) <P> -Raf- >>>>> -Raf -> MEK1-

(178) <S> -Raf -> MEK1- ===== -MEK1-

(179) -Raf -> MEK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(180) <P> -Raf- >>>>> -Raf -> MEK-

(181) <S> -Raf -> MEK- ===== -MEK-

(182) -Raf -> MEK-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(183) <P> -Raf- >>>>> -MAPKKKs -> MAPKKs-

(184) <S> -MAPKKKs -> MAPKKs- ===== -MAPKKs-

(185) -MAPKKKs -> MAPKKs-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(186) <P> -Raf- >>>>> -Raf -> MEK2-

(187) <S> -Raf -> MEK2- ===== -MEK2-

(188) -Raf -> MEK2-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(189) <P> -Raf-1- >>>>> -Raf-1 -> MEK-

(190) -Raf-1 -> MEK-: -signal_pass- / -0.128-

(191) <P> -Raf-1- >>>>> -Raf-1 -> MEK2-

(192) -Raf-1 -> MEK2-: -signal_pass- / -0.128-

(193) <P> -Raf-1- >>>>> -Raf-1 -> MEK1-

(194) -Raf-1 -> MEK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.128-

(195) <P> -MEKK1- >>>>> -MEKK1 -> MEK2-

(196) -MEKK1 -> MEK2-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(197) <P> -MEKK1- >>>>> -MEKK1 -> MEK1-

(198) -MEKK1 -> MEK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(199) <P> -MAPKKs -> MAPKs- >>>>> -MAPKs-

(200) -MAPKs-: -signal_pass- / -0.247-

(201) <P> -MEK -> ERK- >>>>> -ERK-

(202) <S> -ERK- ===== -ERK -> Sos-
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(203) -ERK-: -signal_pass- / -0.084-

(204) <P> -MEK1 -> ERK1- >>>>> -ERK1-

(205) <S> -ERK1- ===== -ERK1 -> Raf-1-

(206) -ERK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.194-

(207) <P> -Raf -> MEK1- >>>>> -MEK1-

(208) <S> -MEK1- ===== -MEK1 -> ERK1-

(209) <S> -MEK1- ===== -MAPKKs -> MAPKs-

(210) <S> -MEK1- ===== -MEK1 -> ERK-

(211) -MEK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.179-

(212) <P> -Raf -> MEK- >>>>> -MEK-

(213) <S> -MEK- ===== -MEK -> ERK-

(214) -MEK-: -signal_pass- / -0.255-

(215) <P> -MAPKKKs -> MAPKKs- >>>>> -MAPKKs-

(216) -MAPKKs-: -signal_pass- / -0.383-

(217) <P> -Raf -> MEK2- >>>>> -MEK2-

(218) <S> -MEK2- ===== -MEK2 -> ERK1-

(219) -MEK2-: -signal_pass- / -0.223-

(220) <P> -ERK- >>>>> -ERK -> Sos-

(221) -ERK -> Sos-: -signal_pass- / -0.084-

(222) <P> -ERK1- >>>>> -ERK1 -> Raf-1-

(223) -ERK1 -> Raf-1-: -signal_pass- / -0.194-

(224) <P> -MEK1- >>>>> -MAPKKs -> MAPKs-

(225) <S> -MAPKKs -> MAPKs- ===== -MAPKs-

(226) -MAPKKs -> MAPKs-: -signal_pass- / -0.179-

(227) <P> -MEK1- >>>>> -MEK1 -> ERK-

(228) <S> -MEK1 -> ERK- ===== -ERK-

(229) -MEK1 -> ERK-: -signal_pass- / -0.179-

(230) <P> -MEK1- >>>>> -MEK1 -> ERK1-

(231) <S> -MEK1 -> ERK1- ===== -ERK1-

(232) -MEK1 -> ERK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.179-

(233) <P> -MEK- >>>>> -MEK -> ERK-

(234) -MEK -> ERK-: -signal_pass- / -0.255-

(235) <P> -MEK2- >>>>> -MEK2 -> ERK1-

(236) -MEK2 -> ERK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.223-

(237) <P> -MAPKKs -> MAPKs- >>>>> -MAPKs-

(238) -MAPKs-: -signal_pass- / -0.179-

(239) <P> -MEK1 -> ERK- >>>>> -ERK-

(240) <S> -ERK- ===== -ERK -> Sos-

(241) -ERK-: -signal_pass- / -0.087-

(242) <P> -MEK1 -> ERK1- >>>>> -ERK1-

(243) <S> -ERK1- ===== -ERK1 -> Raf-1-

(244) -ERK1-: -signal_pass- / -0.201-

(245) <P> -ERK- >>>>> -ERK -> Sos-

(246) -ERK -> Sos-: -signal_pass- / -0.087-
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(247) <P> -ERK1- >>>>> -ERK1 -> Raf-1-

(248) -ERK1 -> Raf-1-: -signal_pass- / -0.201-

< End of the Simulation Run >

C.2 Simulation Runs of the SignalFlowParticle Model in

Swarm

C.2.1 Molecule and Reaction Objects of the Extended Egf-Mapk

Pathway

Here, the molecule objects are listed, first with their accession number and second with
their human readable name. The molecule objects are tried to be ordered in following
decreasing priority: 1.) topologically along the main signal flow direction from the ligand
to the transcription factors, 2.) grouped by their biochemical mechanism, and 3.) from
superfamily to basic molecule objects:

MO000021822 ligands MO000000227 growth factors
MO000016791 EGF family MO000000071 EGF
MO000000107 EGF:EGFR MO000000341 EGF:EGFR internal
MO000019504 EGF(h) MO000021841 enzymes
MO000000111 protein kinases MO000000081 protein tyrosine kinases

MO000021828 membrane-transducing
components MO000000229 receptors

MO000000013 RTK MO000000108 EGFR
MO000000069 EGFR:EGFR MO000000191 EGFR:EGFR:Grb-2:Sos
MO000016681 ErbB1 MO000019534 ErbB1:ErbB1
MO000016869 ErbB1:ErbB2 MO000016677 ErbB1(h)
MO000018279 ErbB2 MO000016871 ErbB2:ErbB4
MO000018962 ErbB2(h) MO000032192 ErbB2(h)(pTyr1139)

MO000032194 ErbB2(h)(pTyr1139):
Grb-2(h) MO000016672 ErbB3

MO000019475 ErbB3(h) MO000016673 ErbB4
MO000019476 ErbB4(h) MO000021355 EGFR(h)
MO000021356 EGFR(h)(pTyr) MO000034975 EGFR(h)(pTyr):Grb-2(h)
MO000000152 adapter proteins MO000017122 p62Dok
MO000019488 p62Dok-1 MO000032265 p62Dok-1(pTyr)
MO000032109 p62Dok-1(h) MO000032110 p62Dok-1(h)(pTyr)
MO000017732 Nck-family MO000000040 Nck
MO000019482 Nck(h) MO000000008 Shc
MO000000110 Shc(p) MO000000129 Shc(p):Grb-2:Sos
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MO000020951 p52Shc(h) MO000020953 p46Shc(h)
MO000020954 p66Shc(h) MO000021004 p66Shc(h)(pSer)
MO000023533 Shc(h) MO000000012 Grb-2
MO000000014 Grb-2:Sos MO000000131 Grb-2:Sos(p)
MO000020808 Grb-2(h) MO000016911 MP1
MO000032654 MP1(h) MO000000136 Src family
MO000000085 Src MO000021478 Src(h)

MO000021833 GTPase-controlling
signal molecules MO000000024 GEF

MO000016709 GEF(p) MO000016780 GEF(p) inactive
MO000016777 Sos MO000000130 Sos(p)
MO000017623 Sos1 MO000034483 Sos1(h)
MO000017191 RasGRP MO000032710 RasGRP(h)
MO000017245 RasGRF MO000021634 RasGRF1
MO000017248 RasGRF2 MO000032721 RasGRF2(h)
MO000000031 GAP MO000016719 GAP(p)
MO000020711 GAP:p62Dok MO000000032 RasGAP

MO000032219 RasGAP(h) MO000032264 RasGAP(h):
p62Dok-1(h)(pTyr)

MO000018134 G-proteins MO000000002 small G-proteins
MO000000003 Ras family MO000016736 Ras
MO000000004 Ras:GTP MO000000005 Ras:GDP
MO000000073 Ras:GTP:Raf MO000016807 Ras:GTP:Raf(p)
MO000000033 H-Ras MO000020360 H-Ras(h)
MO000032505 H-Ras(h):GTP MO000032507 H-Ras(h):GDP
MO000021099 GDP:H-Ras(h) MO000032022 GTP:H-Ras(h)
MO000032085 GTP:H-Ras(h):Raf-1(h) MO000021098 GTP:H-Ras(h):NO
MO000021173 GTP:H-Ras(h):NO:Raf-1(h) MO000000035 N-Ras
MO000032062 Ras(h) MO000032061 Ras(h):GTP

MO000032063 Ras(h):GTP:
Raf-1(h)(pSer259) MO000000244 protein serine/

threonine kinases
MO000000075 MAPKKKs MO000018446 Ste20 homolog family
MO000018441 PAK MO000000046 PAK1
MO000000009 Raf MO000016805 Raf(p)
MO000016806 Raf(2p) MO000019585 proto-oncogene
MO000000015 Raf-1 MO000032057 Raf(h)
MO000032059 Raf(h)(pSer259) MO000032058 Raf(h):AKT(h)
MO000021172 Raf-1(h) MO000032060 Raf-1(h)(pSer259)
MO000032441 Raf-1(h):MEK2(h) MO000000016 A-Raf
MO000008230 A-Raf(h) MO000032439 A-Raf(h):MEK2(h)
MO000000017 B-Raf MO000031935 B-Raf(h)
MO000000060 MEKKs MO000000047 MEKK1
MO000009086 MEKK1(h) MO000009092 MEKK2
MO000030900 MEKK2(h) MO000009093 MEKK3
MO000032614 MEKK3(h) MO000016953 MEKK4
MO000032664 MEKK4(h) MO000016813 MAPKKK
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MO000000344 MAPKKK(p) MO000000076 MAPKKs
MO000000018 MEK MO000000078 MEK1
MO000016910 MEK1:MP1:ERK1 MO000009386 MEK1(h)
MO000021174 MEK1(h)(p) MO000009393 MEK2
MO000009396 MEK2(h) MO000016895 MAPKK
MO000000343 MAPKK(p) MO000016897 MAPKK(2p)
MO000000077 MAPKs MO000000011 ERK
MO000016926 ERK:ERK MO000004670 ERK1
MO000004672 ERK1(h) MO000031003 ERK1(h)(p)
MO000004676 ERK2 MO000017555 ERK2:ERK2
MO000004677 ERK2(h) MO000034342 ERK2(h)(p)
MO000004682 ERK3 MO000004681 ERK3(h)
MO000004686 ERK4 MO000004685 ERK4(h)
MO000004687 ERK5 MO000004688 ERK5(h)
MO000016894 MAPK MO000000342 MAPK(p)
MO000000228 second messengers MO000021003 ROS
MO000021002 H2O2 MO000021014 NO
MO000019596 AGC kinases MO000000048 AKT
MO000017411 AKT-1 MO000021024 AKT(h)
MO000017421 AKT-1(h) MO000000149 protein phosphatases

MO000016802 protein serine/
threonine phosphatases MO000016803 PP2

MO000017562 PP2Aa MO000022287 PR65(h)
MO000017563 PP2Ab MO000017561 PP2Ac
MO000022425 PP2Ac(h) MO000016752 PP2A

MO000018003 PP2A(h) MO000016957 protein tyrosine
phosphatases

MO000017541 PTEN MO000034818 PTEN(h)
MO000017179 MAPK phosphatases MO000016814 MKP-1
MO000022222 MKP-1(h) MO000016904 MKP-2
MO000032652 MKP-2(h) MO000016905 MKP-3
MO000032653 MKP-3(h) MO000016929 PAC-1
MO000022223 PAC-1(h) MO000017558 MKP-6
MO000020184 NTP MO000020185 NDP
MO000000327 ATP MO000000328 ADP
MO000000007 GTP MO000000006 GDP
MO000000072 p MO000021096 UV
MO000000261 gamma radiation MO000000223 transcription factors
MO000000049 c-Jun MO000019469 c-Jun(h)
MO000000279 c-Fos MO000018137 c-Fos(h)
MO000000276 AP-1 MO000019470 AP-1(h)
MO000000038 Elk-1 MO000019544 Elk-1(h)
MO000016627 c-Myc MO000019613 c-Myc(h)
MO000035789 c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h) G000349 neu(h)
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The reaction objects are also listed with their accession number and the human readable
name. Their ordering is oriented along the above molecule object order of their main
reactant molecule object in their chemical equation:

XN000000897 EGF family -> EGFR XN000000000 EGF -> ErbB1:ErbB1
XN000000071 EGF + EGFR <=> EGF:EGFR
XN000000144 EGF:EGFR -/ EGF:EGFR internal
XN000003587 EGF -> ErbB1:ErbB2 XN000003586 EGF -> ErbB2:ErbB4
XN000000717 EGF -> ERK4 XN000004744 EGF -> AKT-1
XN000004809 EGF(h) -> EGFR(h) XN000000088 RTK -> Shc
XN000000648 RTK -> Grb-2 XN000001538 RTK -> GAP
XN000000647 RTK -> Nck XN000000264 EGFR -> Shc
XN000000483 EGFR -> Src XN000017369 EGFR -> Grb-2
XN000003554 EGFR -> p62Dok XN000000834 ErbB1 -> Src
XN000000816 ErbB2 -> Shc XN000000819 ErbB2 -> Grb-2
XN000000821 ErbB2 -> Src XN000000824 ErbB2 -> RasGAP
XN000014478 ErbB2(h)(pTyr1139) + Grb-2(h) <=> ErbB2(h)(pTyr1139):Grb-2(h)
XN000004810 EGFR(h) + ATP -protein tyrosine kinase-> EGFR(h)(pTyr) + ADP
XN000017368 EGFR(h)(pTyr) + Grb-2(h) <=> EGFR(h)(pTyr):Grb-2(h)
XN000014538 p62Dok-1(pTyr) -/ RasGAP XN000000486 p62Dok -> Nck
XN000000053 Nck -> PAK1 XN000016670 Nck -> Sos1
XN000000089 Shc -> Grb-2 XN000001821 Shc -> c-Myc
XN000000060 NTP + Shc -EGF:EGFR-> Shc(p) + NDP
XN000000070 Shc(p) + Grb-2:Sos <=> Shc(p):Grb-2:Sos
XN000000003 Grb-2 + Sos <=> Grb-2:Sos XN000000298 Shc(p) -> Shc + p
XN000000072 Grb-2 + Sos(p) <=> Grb-2:Sos(p)
XN000003634 Grb-2 -> Sos XN000017371 Grb-2 -> PAK1
XN000000810 Src -> ErbB1 XN000002150 Src -> MAPK
XN000004376 Src -> Raf XN000005039 Src -/ RasGAP
XN000005041 Src -> RasGRF1 XN000000308 GEF(p) -> GEF + p
XN000000435 GEF(p) inactive -> GEF + p XN000000091 Sos -> Ras
XN000000150 Sos(p) -> Sos + p XN000003543 RasGRP -> Ras
XN000001246 RasGRF -> H-Ras XN000001249 RasGRF2 -> Ras
XN000001470 GAP -/ Ras XN000000325 GAP(p) -> GAP + p
XN000001241 RasGAP -/ N-Ras XN000001242 RasGAP -/ H-Ras
XN000014535 RasGAP(h) + p62Dok-1(h)(pTyr) <=> RasGAP(h):p62Dok-1(h)(pTyr)
XN000000004 Ras -> Raf XN000000017 Ras -> MAPKKK
XN000000702 Ras -> Raf-1 XN000002130 Ras -> MEKK1
XN000001240 H-Ras -/ c-Fos XN000001247 N-Ras -> Raf-1
XN000004587 GDP + H-Ras(h) <=> GDP:H-Ras(h)
XN000014391 GTP:H-Ras(h) + Raf-1(h) <=> GTP:H-Ras(h):Raf-1(h)
XN000004586 GTP + GDP:H-Ras(h) + NO -> GDP + GTP:H-Ras(h):NO
XN000004634 GTP:H-Ras(h):NO + Raf-1(h) <=> GTP:H-Ras(h):NO:Raf-1(h)
XN000014376 Ras(h):GTP + Raf-1(h)(pSer259) <=> Ras(h):GTP:Raf-1(h)(pSer259)
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XN000000321 Ras:GTP -GAP-> Ras:GDP + p
XN000000076 Ras:GTP -> Ras:GDP + p XN000000021 MAPKKKs -> MAPKKs
XN000000074 GTP + Ras:GDP -Shc(p):Grb-2:Sos-> GDP + Ras:GTP
XN000000001 GTP + Ras:GDP -GEF-> Ras:GTP + GDP
XN000000322 GTP + Ras:GDP -GEF(p)-> GDP + Ras:GTP
XN000004610 GDP:Ras + GTP -NO-> GTP:Ras + GDP
XN000000708 PAK1 -> MEK1 XN000001687 PAK1 -> Raf-1
XN000000005 Raf + Ras:GTP <=> Ras:GTP:Raf
XN000000006 Raf -> MEK XN000000705 Raf -> MEK1
XN000000706 Raf -> MEK2 XN000000490 Raf(p) -PP2A-> Raf + p
XN000000491 Raf(p) + Ras:GTP <=> Ras:GTP:Raf(p)
XN000000488 Raf(p) + NTP -MAPK(p)-> Raf(2p) + NDP
XN000000489 Raf(2p) -PP2A-> Raf(p) + p XN000000733 Raf-1 -> MEK1
XN000000689 Raf-1 -> MEK1:MP1:ERK1 XN000000734 Raf-1 -> MEK2
XN000014373 Raf(h) + AKT(h) <=> Raf(h):AKT(h)
XN000014375 Raf(h):AKT(h) + ATP -> Raf(h)(pSer259) + AKT(h) + ADP
XN000014693 Raf-1(h) + MEK2(h) <=> Raf-1(h):MEK2(h)
XN000001526 A-Raf -> MEK1 XN000002356 MEK1 -> ERK
XN000014691 A-Raf(h) + MEK2(h) <=> A-Raf(h):MEK2(h)
XN000001523 B-Raf -> MEK1 XN000001525 B-Raf -> MEK2
XN000000694 MEKK1 -> MEK1 XN000000752 MEKK1 -> MEK2
XN000000735 MEKK2 -> MEK1 XN000000753 MEKK2 -> MEK2
XN000000736 MEKK3 -> MEK1 XN000000754 MEKK3 -> MEK2
XN000000146 MAPKKK + NTP -Ras-> MAPKKK(p) + NDP
XN000003636 MAPKKs -> MAPKs XN000000007 MEK -> ERK
XN000000655 MEK1 -> ERK1 XN000000656 MEK1 -> ERK2
XN000004635 MEK1(h) + ATP -GTP:H-Ras(h):NO:Raf-1(h)-> MEK1(h)(p) + ADP
XN000000703 MEK2 -> ERK1 XN000000704 MEK2 -> ERK2
XN000000493 MAPKK + NTP -Ras:GTP:Raf(p)-> MAPKK(p) + NDP
XN000000495 MAPKK(p) + NTP -Ras:GTP:Raf(p)-> MAPKK(2p) + NDP
XN000000497 MAPKK(p) -PP2A-> MAPKK + p
XN000000496 MAPKK(2p) -PP2A-> MAPKK(p) + p
XN000000711 ERK -> ERK:ERK XN000000008 ERK -> Elk-1
XN000001784 ERK -/ Sos XN000001401 ERK -/ Grb-2:Sos
XN000000223 ERK -> c-Myc XN000001270 ERK -> c-Fos
XN000001331 ERK:ERK -> Elk-1 XN000003643 ERK1 -/ Raf-1
XN000001657 ERK1 -> c-Myc XN000003653 ERK1 -> c-Jun
XN000016520 ERK1(h) + ATP -> ERK1(h)(p) + ADP
XN000015334 ERK1(h)(p) -MKP-2(h)-> ERK1(h) + p
XN000004339 ERK2 -> ErbB1 XN000003644 ERK2 -/ Raf-1
XN000001658 ERK2 -> c-Myc XN000001704 ERK2 -> ERK2:ERK2
XN000016521 ERK2(h) + ATP -> ERK2(h)(p) + ADP
XN000003654 ERK2 -> c-Jun XN000000149 MAPK -/ Sos
XN000000498 MAPK + NTP -MAPKK(2p)-> MAPK(p) + NDP
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XN000000500 MAPK(p) -MKP-1-> MAPK + p
XN000004535 H2O2 -|EGF(h)|-> AKT(h) XN000001905 MAPK -> c-Jun
XN000004524 H2O2 & p66Shc(h) -> p66Shc(h)(pSer)
XN000004736 H2O2 -> AKT-1 XN000001615 AKT -/ Raf
XN000014364 PP2A -> Raf-1 XN000001678 PTEN -/ Shc
XN000000675 MKP-1 -/ ERK XN000002338 MKP-1 -/ ERK2
XN000000678 MKP-2 -/ ERK XN000015313 MKP-2 -/ ERK2
XN000000681 MKP-3 -/ ERK1 XN000002337 MKP-3 -/ ERK2
XN000000714 PAC-1 -/ ERK XN000015316 PAC-1 -/ ERK2
XN000001717 MKP-6 -/ ERK XN000004582 UV -> EGFR
XN000004585 UV & p66Shc(h) -> p66Shc(h)(pSer)
XN000004583 gamma radiation -> EGFR XN000005776 Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)
XN000006074 c-Myc(h) -> neu(h) XN000013753 neu(h) -> ErbB2(h)
XN000018125 c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h) <=> c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)

C.2.2 Inferred Signal Flow of the SignalFlowParticle Model

For the simulations with qPathwayS-v3, the initial stimuli is the Molecule instance
“EGF”. Because of “EGF” has no direct downstream Reaction instance linked, the signal
is passed on by ascending in the protein family hierarchy to “EGF family”, from where
the signal is starting then.
The presented simulation output characterises signal chains from the EGF ligand to the
transcription factors c-Fos, c-Jun and c-Myc. The results are produced for each example
by the number of 20 runs of the ModelSwarm instance.

Simulation output of signal flows between the Molecule instances “EGF” and “c-Fos(h)”:

weismuel@saga:~/data/swarm/qPathwayS-v3> qPathwayS-v3 -p -R 20 -P MO000018137

SignalFlow (0) model run number -1- started

SignalFlow (1) model run number -1- finished
...

...
...

SignalFlow (0) model run number -20- started

SignalFlow (1) model run number -20- finished

shortest path from source to sink SignalObject:

-MO000016791/EGF family- >>> -XN000000897/EGF family -> EGFR- >>>

-MO000000108/EGFR- >>> -XN000017369/EGFR -> Grb-2- >>>

-MO000000012/Grb-2- >>> -XN000017371/Grb-2 -> PAK1- >>>

-MO000000046/PAK1- >>> -XN000000708/PAK1 -> MEK1- >>>

-MO000000078/MEK1- >>> -XN000002356/MEK1 -> ERK- >>>

-MO000000011/ERK- >>> -XN000001270/ERK -> c-Fos- >>>

-MO000018137/c-Fos(h)-

simulation finished ...
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weismuel@saga:~/data/swarm/qPathwayS-v3> qPathwayS-v3 -p -R 20 -P MO000018137
...

...
...

SignalFlow (0) all the models have run

shortest path from source to sink SignalObject:

-MO000016791/EGF family- >>> -XN000000897/EGF family -> EGFR- >>>

-MO000000108/EGFR- >>> -XN000003554/EGFR -> p62Dok- >>>

-MO000017122/p62Dok- >>> -XN000000486/p62Dok -> Nck- >>>

-MO000000040/Nck- >>> -XN000000053/Nck -> PAK1- >>>

-MO000000046/PAK1- >>> -XN000000708/PAK1 -> MEK1- >>>

-MO000000078/MEK1- >>> -XN000002356/MEK1 -> ERK- >>>

-MO000000011/ERK- >>> -XN000001270/ERK -> c-Fos- >>>

-MO000018137/c-Fos(h)-

simulation finished ...

Simulation output of signal flow between the Molecule instances “EGF” and “c-Jun(h)”:

weismuel@saga:~/data/swarm/qPathwayS-v3> qPathwayS-v3 -p -R 20 -P MO000019469
...

...
...

SignalFlow (0) all the models have run

shortest path from source to sink SignalObject:

-MO000016791/EGF family- >>> -XN000000897/EGF family -> EGFR- >>>

-MO000000108/EGFR- >>> -XN000000483/EGFR -> Src- >>>

-MO000000085/Src- >>> -XN000002150/Src -> MAPK- >>>

-MO000016894/MAPK- >>> -XN000001905/MAPK -> c-Jun- >>>

-MO000019469/c-Jun(h)-

simulation finished ...

Simulation output of signal flow between the Molecule instances “EGF” and “c-Myc(h)”:

weismuel@saga:~/data/swarm/qPathwayS-v3> qPathwayS-v3 -p -R 20 -P MO000019613
...

...
...

SignalFlow (0) all the models have run

shortest path from source to sink SignalObject:

-MO000016791/EGF family- >>> -XN000000897/EGF family -> EGFR- >>>

-MO000000108/EGFR- >>> -XN000000264/EGFR -> Shc- >>>

-MO000000008/Shc- >>> -XN000001821/Shc -> c-Myc- >>>

-MO000019613/c-Myc(h)-

simulation finished ...
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This is a verbose output of a simulation run, displaying signal flow between the Molecule
instances “EGF” and “c-Fos(h)”. The signal flow and the scheduling actions are printed.
Additionally to the scheduling actions, the time line values of StartingSignalTime,
ReschedulingTime and MaxSignalTime are presented. The signal in this simulation
run reaches the transcription factor Molecule instances “c-Fos(h)” (for the first time
in line (55)) and “c-Myc(h)” (for the first time in line (94)). In line (142) one can
observe how the signal stimulus from “EGF” stops. Lines (156) to (307) are cut out,
because of repetitive, uninformative scheduling actions.

weismuel@saga:~/data/swarm/qPathwayS-v3> qPathwayS-v3 -p -R 10 -P MO000018137

-f easy -c easy
...

...
...

(0) <S> --> EGF family- ===== -EGF(h)-

(1) model run number -10- started

(2) <P/0> --> EGF family- >>>>> -EGF(h)-

(3) <S> -default- ===== -EGF-

StartingSignalTime -4- ReschedulingTime -7- MaxSignalTime -82-

(4) <P/1> -EGF- >>>>> -EGF -> ERK4-

(5) <S> -EGF -> ERK4- ===== -ERK4(h)-

(6) <P/2> -EGF -> ERK4- >>>>> -ERK4(h)-

(7) <R/5> -default- >>>>> -EGF-

(8) <S> -EGF-/-default- ===== -EGF -> ERK4-

ScheduledTime -0- MaxSignalTime -82-

(9) <S> -default- ===== -EGF-

(10) -EGF-: -signal_pass-

(11) <R/12> -default- >>>>> -EGF-

(12) <S> -EGF-/-default- ===== -EGF -> ERK4-

ScheduledTime -7- MaxSignalTime -82-

(13) <S> -default- ===== -EGF-

(14) -EGF-: -signal_pass-

(15) <P/13> -EGF- >>>>> -EGF -> ERK4-

(16) <S> -EGF -> ERK4- ===== -ERK4(h)-

(17) <P/14> -EGF -> ERK4- >>>>> -ERK4(h)-

(18) <R/19> -default- >>>>> -EGF-

(19) <S> -EGF-/-default- ===== -EGF -> ERK4-

ScheduledTime -14- MaxSignalTime -82-

(20) <S> -default- ===== -EGF-

(21) -EGF-: -signal_pass-

(22) <P/20> -EGF- >>>>> -EGF -> ERK4-

(23) <S> -EGF -> ERK4- ===== -ERK4(h)-

(24) <P/21> -EGF -> ERK4- >>>>> -ERK4(h)-

(25) <R/26> -default- >>>>> -EGF-

(26) <S> -EGF-/-default- ===== -EGF -> ERK4-

ScheduledTime -21- MaxSignalTime -82-
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(27) <S> -default- ===== -EGF-

(28) -EGF-: -signal_pass-

(29) <P/27> -EGF- >>>>> -EGF -> ERK4-

(30) <S> -EGF -> ERK4- ===== -ERK4(h)-

(31) <P/28> -EGF -> ERK4- >>>>> -ERK4(h)-

(32) <R/33> -default- >>>>> -EGF-

(33) <S> -EGF-/-default- ===== -EGF -> ERK4-

ScheduledTime -28- MaxSignalTime -82-

(34) <S> -default- ===== -EGF-

(35) -EGF-: -signal_pass-

(36) <P/34> -EGF- >>>>> -EGF -> ERK4-

(37) <S> -EGF -> ERK4- ===== -ERK4(h)-

(38) <P/35> -EGF -> ERK4- >>>>> -ERK4(h)-

(39) <R/40> -default- >>>>> -EGF-

(40) <S> -EGF-/-default- ===== -EGF -> ERK4-

ScheduledTime -35- MaxSignalTime -82-

(41) <S> -default- ===== -EGF-

(42) -EGF-: -signal_pass-

(43) <P/41> -EGF- >>>>> -EGF -> ERK4-

(44) <S> -EGF -> ERK4- ===== -ERK4(h)-

(45) <P/42> -EGF -> ERK4- >>>>> -ERK4(h)-

(46) <R/47> -default- >>>>> -EGF-

(47) <S> -EGF-/-default- ===== -EGF -> ERK4-

ScheduledTime -42- MaxSignalTime -82-

(48) <S> -default- ===== -EGF-

(49) -EGF-: -signal_pass-

(50) <P/48> -EGF- >>>>> -EGF -> ERK4-

(51) <S> -EGF -> ERK4- ===== -ERK4(h)-

(52) <P/49> -EGF -> ERK4- >>>>> -ERK4(h)-

(53) <S> -default- ===== -Elk-1(h)-

StartingSignalTime -2- ReschedulingTime -10- MaxSignalTime -51-

(54) <P/50> -Elk-1(h)- >>>>> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)-

(55) <S> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)- ===== -c-Fos(h)-

(56) <P/51> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)- >>>>> -c-Fos(h)-

(57) <R/52> -default- >>>>> -Elk-1(h)-

(58) <S> -Elk-1(h)-/-default- ===== -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)-

ScheduledTime -0- MaxSignalTime -51-

(59) <S> -default- ===== -Elk-1(h)-

(60) -Elk-1(h)-: -signal_pass-

(61) <R/54> -default- >>>>> -EGF-

(62) <S> -EGF-/-default- ===== -EGF -> ERK4-

ScheduledTime -49- MaxSignalTime -82-

(63) <S> -default- ===== -EGF-

(64) -EGF-: -signal_pass-
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(65) <P/55> -EGF- >>>>> -EGF -> ERK4-

(66) <S> -EGF -> ERK4- ===== -ERK4(h)-

(67) <P/56> -EGF -> ERK4- >>>>> -ERK4(h)-

(68) <R/61> -default- >>>>> -EGF-

(69) <S> -EGF-/-default- ===== -EGF -> ERK4-

ScheduledTime -56- MaxSignalTime -82-

(70) <S> -default- ===== -EGF-

(71) -EGF-: -signal_pass-

(72) <R/62> -default- >>>>> -Elk-1(h)-

(73) <S> -Elk-1(h)-/-default- ===== -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)-

ScheduledTime -10- MaxSignalTime -51-

(74) <S> -default- ===== -Elk-1(h)-

(75) -Elk-1(h)-: -signal_pass-

(76) <P/62> -EGF- >>>>> -EGF -> ERK4-

(77) <S> -EGF -> ERK4- ===== -ERK4(h)-

(78) <P/63> -Elk-1(h)- >>>>> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)-

(79) <S> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)- ===== -c-Fos(h)-

(80) <P/63> -EGF -> ERK4- >>>>> -ERK4(h)-

(81) <S> -default- ===== -Elk-1(h)-

StartingSignalTime -2- ReschedulingTime -10- MaxSignalTime -51-

(82) <P/64> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)- >>>>> -c-Fos(h)-

(83) <R/66> -default- >>>>> -Elk-1(h)-

(84) <S> -Elk-1(h)-/-default- ===== -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)-

ScheduledTime -0- MaxSignalTime -51-

(85) <S> -default- ===== -Elk-1(h)-

(86) -Elk-1(h)-: -signal_pass-

(87) <R/68> -default- >>>>> -EGF-

(88) <S> -EGF-/-default- ===== -EGF -> ERK4-

ScheduledTime -63- MaxSignalTime -82-

(89) <S> -default- ===== -EGF-

(90) -EGF-: -signal_pass-

(91) <P/69> -EGF- >>>>> -EGF -> ERK4-

(92) <S> -EGF -> ERK4- ===== -ERK4(h)-

(93) <P/70> -EGF -> ERK4- >>>>> -ERK4(h)-

(94) <S> -default- ===== -c-Myc(h)-

StartingSignalTime -0- ReschedulingTime -4- MaxSignalTime -41-

(95) <R/71> -default- >>>>> -c-Myc(h)-

(96) <S> -c-Myc(h)-/-default- ===== -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h)<=>c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

ScheduledTime -0- MaxSignalTime -41-

(97) <S> -default- ===== -c-Myc(h)-

(98) -c-Myc(h)-: -signal_pass-

(99) <P/71> -c-Myc(h)- >>>>> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h) <=> c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(100) <S> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h)<=>c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)- ===== -c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(101) <R/72> -default- >>>>> -Elk-1(h)-
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(102) <S> -Elk-1(h)-/-default- ===== -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)-

ScheduledTime -20- MaxSignalTime -51-

(103) <S> -default- ===== -Elk-1(h)-

(104) -Elk-1(h)-: -signal_pass-

(105) <P/72> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h) <=> c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

>>>>> -c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(106) <P/73> -Elk-1(h)- >>>>> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)-

(107) <S> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)- ===== -c-Fos(h)-

(108) <P/74> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)- >>>>> -c-Fos(h)-

(109) <R/75> -default- >>>>> -EGF-

(110) <S> -EGF-/-default- ===== -EGF -> ERK4-

ScheduledTime -70- MaxSignalTime -82-

(111) <S> -default- ===== -EGF-

(112) -EGF-: -signal_pass-

(113) <R/75> -default- >>>>> -c-Myc(h)-

(114) <S> -c-Myc(h)-/-default- ===== -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h)<=>c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

ScheduledTime -4- MaxSignalTime -41-

(115) <S> -default- ===== -c-Myc(h)-

(116) -c-Myc(h)-: -signal_pass-

(117) <R/76> -default- >>>>> -Elk-1(h)-

(118) <S> -Elk-1(h)-/-default- ===== -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)-

ScheduledTime -10- MaxSignalTime -51-

(119) <S> -default- ===== -Elk-1(h)-

(120) -Elk-1(h)-: -signal_pass-

(121) <P/76> -EGF- >>>>> -EGF -> ERK4-

(122) <S> -EGF -> ERK4- ===== -ERK4(h)-

(123) <P/76> -c-Myc(h)- >>>>> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h) <=> c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(124) <S> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h)<=>c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)- ===== -c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(125) <P/77> -Elk-1(h)- >>>>> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)-

(126) <S> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)- ===== -c-Fos(h)-

(127) <P/77> -EGF -> ERK4- >>>>> -ERK4(h)-

(128) <P/77> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h) <=> c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

>>>>> -c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(129) <P/78> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)- >>>>> -c-Fos(h)-

(130) <R/79> -default- >>>>> -c-Myc(h)-

(131) <S> -c-Myc(h)-/-default- ===== -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h)<=>c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

ScheduledTime -8- MaxSignalTime -41-

(132) <S> -default- ===== -c-Myc(h)-

(133) -c-Myc(h)-: -signal_pass-

(134) <P/80> -c-Myc(h)- >>>>> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h)<=>c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(135) <S> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h)<=>c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)- ===== -c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(136) <P/81> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h) <=> c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

>>>>> -c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(137) <R/82> -default- >>>>> -Elk-1(h)-
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(138) <S> -Elk-1(h)-/-default- ===== -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)-

ScheduledTime -30- MaxSignalTime -51-

(139) <S> -default- ===== -Elk-1(h)-

(140) -Elk-1(h)-: -signal_pass-

(141) <R/82> -default- >>>>> -EGF-

(142) -EGF-: -signal_stop-

(143) <P/83> -Elk-1(h)- >>>>> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)-

(144) <S> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)- ===== -c-Fos(h)-

(145) <P/83> -EGF- >>>>> -EGF -> ERK4-

(146) <S> -EGF -> ERK4- ===== -ERK4(h)-

(147) <R/83> -default- >>>>> -c-Myc(h)-

(148) <S> -c-Myc(h)-/-default- ===== -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h)<=>c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

ScheduledTime -12- MaxSignalTime -41-

(149) <S> -default- ===== -c-Myc(h)-

(150) -c-Myc(h)-: -signal_pass-

(151) <P/84> -c-Myc(h)- >>>>> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h)<=>c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(152) <S> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h)<=>c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)- ===== -c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(153) <P/84> -Elk-1(h) -> c-fos(h)- >>>>> -c-Fos(h)-

(154) <P/84> -EGF -> ERK4- >>>>> -ERK4(h)-

(155) <S> -default- ===== -c-Myc(h)-

StartingSignalTime -0- ReschedulingTime -4- MaxSignalTime -41-
...

...
...

(308) <P/123> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h) <=> c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

>>>>> -c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(309) <R/125> -default- >>>>> -c-Myc(h)-

(310) -c-Myc(h)-: -signal_stop-

(311) <P/126> -c-Myc(h)- >>>>> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h) <=> c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(312) <S> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h)<=>c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)- ===== -c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(313) <P/127> -c-Myc(h) + c-Myc(h) <=> c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

>>>>> -c-Myc(h):c-Myc(h)-

(314) model run number -10- finished

(0) all the models have run

shortest path from source to sink SignalObject:

-MO000016791/EGF family- >>> -XN000000897/EGF family -> EGFR- >>>

-MO000000108/EGFR- >>> -XN000000483/EGFR -> Src- >>>

-MO000000085/Src- >>> -XN000004376/Src -> Raf- >>>

-MO000000009/Raf- >>> -XN000000006/Raf -> MEK- >>>

-MO000000018/MEK- >>> -XN000000007/MEK -> ERK- >>>

-MO000000011/ERK- >>> -XN000001270/ERK -> c-Fos- >>>

-MO000018137/c-Fos(h)-

simulation finished ...
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activation
Abstract term, which is used in the biological context to express mechanisms which
alter the conformation of a protein or the composition of a complex in such a way,
that the species more likely take part in biochemical reactions. Some of the main
mechanisms are ( � phosphorylation)/( � dephosphorylation), ( � GTP)-exchange
and binding.

adaptor protein
Signal protein which consists of several binding ( � domains) by which it binds to
other proteins - at least two - and brings them in physical proximity.

ADP
adenosine-5’-diphosphate

anchor protein
A signal protein which is located nearby or directly at a plasma membrane. It is
attached to the plasma membrane by a lipid anchor, to which it is bound, or by
some other covalent linkage. Its function is to bring other proteins in adjacency to
plasma membranes.

AMP
adenosine-5’-monophosphate

AND (logical operator)

Following binary combinations define the AND-operator:

AND false true

false false false
true false true

AP-1
The activator protein 1 is the ( � transcription factor) complex of ( � c-Jun) and
( � c-Fos).

apoptosis
“Programmed cell death.” [ABL+94, p.G-3]

ATF-2
activating transcription factor 2
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ATP
adenosine-5’-triphosphate

autophosphorylation
Cross-phosphorylation of a protein residue by one of its own kinase domains or
inside a complex by a part with kinase activity.

bacteriophage
“Any virus that infects bacteria. They were the first organisms used for the study
of molecular genetics . . .” [ABL+94, p.G-3]

BNF
“Backus-Naur Form. Notation for defining the syntax of programming languages.”
[Wal95, p.100].

cAMP
“Nucleotide that is generated from ( � ATP) in responds to hormonal stimulation
of cell-surface receptors. . . . ; it is hydrolyzed to AMP by a phosphodiesterase.”
[ABL+94, p.G-7]

c-Fos
Is a ( � transcription factor), building the ( � AP-1) complex with ( � c-Jun).

c-Jun
Is a ( � transcription factor), building the ( � AP-1) complex with ( � c-Fos).

class
Concept of the ( � object-oriented) modelling approach. A class describes an
abstract structure which subsumes attributes and functionalities (( � methods) of
( � objects)). When classes subsume other classes, then the first ones are called
superclasses and the second ones subclasses. This relation establishes a directed
class hierarchy. In the literature it is sometimes spoken of object classes.

compartment
A membrane-bounded area of a cell.

complementary DNA
“( � DNA) molecule made as a copy of ( � mRNA) and therefore lacking the
( � introns) that are present in the genomic DNA. Used to determine the amino
acid sequence of a protein by DNA sequencing or to make the protein in large
quantities by cloning followed by expression.” [ABL+94, p.G-6]

constitutively signalling
A protein which is signalling all the time and has sometimes a basic activity level
everywhere in the cell. This protein must not especially be activated by another
signal protein to take part in further biochemical signal reactions.

CTP
cytosine-5’-triphosphate
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cytokine
“Extracellular signalling protein or peptide that acts as a ( � local mediator) in
cell-cell communication.” [ABL+94, p.G-7].

cytoplasm
“Contents of a cell that are contained within its plasma membrane but, in the case
of ( � eucaryotic cells), outside the ( � nucleus).” [ABL+94, p.G-7].

cytoskeleton
“System of protein filaments in the ( � cytoplasm) of a ( � eucaryotic cell) that
gives the cell shape and capacity for directed movement . . .” [ABL+94, p.G-7]

cytosol
“Contents of the main ( � compartment) of the ( � cytoplasm), excluding mem-
brane-bounded ( � organelles) such as ( � endoplasmatic reticulum) and ( � mi-
tochondria). Originally defined operationally as the cell fraction remaining after
membranes, ( � cytoskeletal) components, and other organelles have been removed
by low-speed centrifugation.” [ABL+94, p.G-7].

discrete event
Term used in computer science to describe one single named action or process,
which is only once computed. Stays in contrast to continuous events, which are
associated with numbers and occur in bigger amounts of actions/processes.

dephosphorylation
Chemical reaction by which a covalently bound phosphor atom is removed from a
molecule.

DNA
The deoxyribonucleic acid is a “Polynucleotide formed from covalently linked
deoxyribonucleotide units and serves as the carrier of ( � gene) information.”
[ABL+94, p.G-8].

domain
Part of a protein, which has a unique peculiar ternary structure. In bigger proteins
is each domain connected to other domains by short, flexible polypeptide chains.

downstream
Abstract term, used in biological contexts as “forward” in the sense of a logical
direction (e.g. ( � DNA) sequence strain), or as “downward”/“inner” in the sense
of a physical, hierarchical direction (e.g. into direction of the ( � nucleus)).

EGF
The epidermal growth factor is a ( � hormone) to control the growth of cells.

EGFR
The epidermal growth factor receptor is a ( � transmembrane receptor) belonging
to the family of ( � receptor tyrosine kinases). The receptor is binding to an
( � EGF) ligand and subsequently dimerising with another EGFR binding EGF.
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Elk-1
Is a transcription factor.

encapsulation
Concept of the ( � object-oriented) modelling approach. Encapsulation means,
that attributes of ( � objects) are not accessible from outside (the environment).
Only the object itself has access to its variables, but may offer access by provid-
ing appropriate ( � methods). The interface of the object defines the accessible
functionality of an object by a set of methods. This principle ensures information
hiding by the object and allows re-usability of objects by not proprietary users.

endocytosis
“Uptake of material into a cell by an invagination of the plasma membrane and
its internalization in a membrane-bounded ( � vesicle).” [ABL+94, p.G-8]

endogenous
“In higher animals said of metabolism which leads to the building of tissue, or to
the replacement of loss by wear and tear.” [Wal95, p.303]

endoplasmatic reticulum
“Labyrinthine, membrane-bounded ( � compartments) in the ( � cytoplasm) of
( � eucaryotic cells), where lipids are synthesized and membrane-bound proteins
are made.” [ABL+94, p.G-8]

entity General term used in computer science to describe some vague “thing” being
physical, representation of some kind, information, concept or idea.

enzyme
“Protein that catalyzes a specific chemical reaction.” [ABL+94, p.G-9]

equivalence class
A set partitioned by a equivalence relation which is reflexive, symmetric and tran-
sitive.

ERK

The extracellular signal regulated kinases belong to the group of ( � MAPKs).

ERK1
The extracellular signal regulated kinase 1 is one homologue kinase in the class
of ( � ERKs).

eucaryotic cell
( � eucaryote)

eucaryote
“Living organism composed of one or more cells with distinct ( � nucleus) and
( � cytoplasm). Includes all forms of life except viruses and bacteria ( � procary-
otes).” [ABL+94, p.G-9]
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exocytosis
“Process by which most molecules are secreted from a ( � eucaryotic cell). These
molecules are packaged in membrane-bounded ( � vesicles) that fuse with the
plasma membrane, releasing their contents to the outside.” [ABL+94, p.G-9]

exogenous
“Resulting from causes external to an organism . . .” [Wal95, p.321]

extracellular matrix
“Complex network of polysaccharides . . . and proteins . . . secreted by cells. Serves
as a structural element in tissues and also influences their development and phys-
iology.” [ABL+94, p.G-9]

false negative
A designed experiment does not show the physiological correct behaviour, due to
errors or limitations in the experimental method. The correct behaviour is then
not known by the observer.

false positive
A designed experiment produces results, which would not be observed in a physio-
logical correct environment. The results are artefacts or errors of the used method.

FCP
“Concurrent ( � Prolog) is a logic programming language designed for concurrent
programming and parallel execution. It is a process oriented language, which em-
bodies dataflow synchronization and guarded-command indeterminacy as its basic
control mechanisms. Flat Concurrent Prolog . . . , was identified as a practical
and efficient subset of Concurrent Prolog, which supports most of its program-
ming techniques.” [SHHS87, p.46].

FGF
fibroblast growth factor

flagella
“Long, whiplike protrusion whose undulations drive a cell through a fluid medium.
. . .” [ABL+94, p.G-9]

hormone
A small water soluble molecule or protein, which can diffuse through the blood
stream of animals or the sap of plants to reach cells far away from the secreting
cell.

G-protein

A heterotrimer ( � GTP)-binding protein

GAP
( � GTPase)-activating protein

GDP
guanosine-5’-diphosphate
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GEF

The guanine-nucleotide exchange factor makes ( � G-proteins) release their
( � GDP).

gene
Region on the ( � DNA) which controls a defined characteristic hereditary quality,
which normally is corresponding to one unique protein or one unique ( � RNA).

gene expression
Formation of a noticeable ( � phenotype) by a ( � gen) - normally mediated by
the synthesis of a protein.

genetic algorithm
Genetic algorithms apply selection and reproduction rules to a set of individuals.
The “successful” evolvement is measured by a fitness function on a binary encoding
(gene) of the individual. “Reproduction is accomplished by cross-over and muta-
tion.” [RN95, p.620]. For representations, that use more complicated encodings
for individuals than bit strings, the term evolutionary programming is used.

Golgi apparatus
“Membrane-bounded ( � organelle) in ( � eucaryotic cells) where the proteins
and lipids made in the ( � endoplasmatic reticulum) are modified and sorted.”
[ABL+94, p.G-11]

GTP
guanosine-5’-triphosphate

GTPase

A protein which has the enzymatic capability to hydrolyse ( � GTP) to ( � GDP).

GNRP

The guanine nucleotide releasing protein leads to ( � GDP) release in
( � G-proteins).

Grb-2
The growth-factor receptor-binding protein 2 is an ( � adaptor protein).

GUI
graphical user interface

HGF
hepatocyte growth factor

high-throughput technique
Technical set-up, which allows to automatically carry out an experimental pro-
cess repeatedly. The results are measured or observed by computers or computer
connected sensing units. The measured data are then directly transferred to a
computer for data processing and/or data storage.
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homologue molecule
Molecules which have a similar order of amino acid residues in their DNA sequence.
This implies normally a very similar three dimensional structure and therefore
biological function.

hybridisation
“Process whereby two complementary nucleic acid strands form a double helix
during an annealing period; a powerful technique for detecting specific nucleotide
sequences.” [ABL+94, p.G-12]

IGF
insulin/insulinlike growth factor

immediate early gene
( � Genes) which are ( � transcribed) as the first respond on some ( � stimulus).
Most of the time, these genes are ( � transcription factors) and regulate gene
transcription by themselves.

inheritance
Concept of the ( � object-oriented) modelling approach. Inheritance takes place
between a superclass and its subclass, or its ( � object). Subclasses or objects
inherit attributes and ( � methods) from superclasses, which they are able to
adapt for their needs by overriding these. Additional to the inherited attributes
and methods, subclasses or objects can define new attributes and methods.

inhibition
Abstract term used in the biological context to express mechanisms, which alter
the conformation of a protein or the composition of a complex in such a way, that
the species less likely take part in biochemical reactions. Normally, this is produced
by some kind of inhibitor or regulating ( � domain), which can block active sites of
proteins, which are able to catalyse reactions. Some of the main mechanisms are
( � phosphorylation)/( � dephosphorylation), ( � GTP)-exchange and binding.

instance
Concept of the ( � object-oriented) modelling approach. An instance is a concrete
structure of attributes and methods of a class or object. When classes or objects are
just abstract model constructs, then an instance is one “physical” representation
of these. An instance has stored attribute values and processible methods. The
relation is one to many: one class or object having several different instances.

instantiation
Describes a process in the ( � object-oriented) modelling paradigm, which can take
place in a conceptual sense or physically in a computational unit. The process is
to fill an instance with concrete values for attributes from its inheriting class or
object. Furthermore, processible methods are generated or made accessible.
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intron
“Noncoding region of a ( � eucaryotic) gene that is transcribed into an ( � RNA)
molecule but is then excised by ( � RNA splicing) when ( � mRNA) is produced.”
[ABL+94, p.G-13]

in vitro
“Term used by biochemists to describe a process taking place in an isolated cell-
free extract. Also used by cell biologists to refer to cells growing in culture (in
vitro), as opposed to in an organism ( � in vivo). (Latin for “in glass.”)” [ABL+94,
p.G-12]

in vivo
“In an intact cell or organism. (Latin for “in life.”)” [ABL+94, p.G-12]

IP3

Inositol tripsphate is a “. . . small water-soluble molecule produced by the cleavage
of the inositol phospholipid in response to extracellular signals; causes release of
Ca2+ from the ( � endoplasmatic reticulum).” [ABL+94, p.G-13].

Java
An ( � object-oriented) programming language with dynamic linking and binding.
A Java program fragment is able to run on different operating platforms, with the
help of operating system specific virtual machines interpreting Java binary code.
The binary code is generated by the operating system independent Java compiler.

JNK

The c-Jun amino-terminal kinases belong to the group of ( � MAPKs).

kinase
( � protein kinase)

ligand
Ligands are small, free diffusing molecules or proteins, which can bind to receptors
in the cell or on the plasma membrane. Cells use ligands as signal molecules
to transfer information between cells. Ligands can be differentiated in ( � local
mediators), ( � neuro transmitters), and ( � hormones).

local mediator
A small molecule or protein, which can diffuse free between neighboured cells, but
which is quickly degraded.

Logix system
“Logix is a programming environment written in ( � Flat Concurrent Prolog)
(FCP) which allows the development and testing of concurrent logic programs.
Logix includes a compiler, which compiles FCP programs into a FCP abstract
machine instruction set, and an emulator, written in C, which emulates these in-
structions. (. . .) Logix is organised around three types of objects: computations,
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modules, and servers. A computation is the unit of execution, control and de-
bugging in Logix; a module is the unit of compilation; a server provides access to
facilities and capabilities of the underlying system; for example the screen and the
file system.” [SHHS87, pp.46-47]. It was developed at the Weizmann Institute,
Rehovot, Tel Aviv, Israel.

lysis
“Rupture of a cell’s plasma membrane, leading to the release of ( � cytoplasm)
and the death of the cell.” [ABL+94, p.G-14]

lysogeny
“State of a bacterium in which it carries the ( � DNA) of an inactive virus inte-
grated into its genome. The virus can subsequently be activated . . .” [ABL+94,
p.G-14] to drive the cell into ( � lysis).

lysosome
“Membrane-bounded ( � organelle) in ( � eucaryotic cells) containing digestive
enzymes, which are typically most active at the acid pH found in lumen lysosomes.”
[ABL+94, p.G-14]

MAPK

The mitogen-activated protein kinase is a protein serine/threonine kinase. “A
( � protein kinase) that performs a crucial step in relaying signals from the plasma
membrane to the ( � nucleus). Turned on by a wide range of proliferation- or
differentiation-inducing signals.” [ABL+94, p.G-14].

MAPK cascade
A sequence of proteins ( � MAPKKKK , MAPKKK , MAPKK , MAPK), which
phosphorylate themselves in this order and forward signals from the plasma mem-
brane to the ( � nucleus). Each ( � protein kinase) is therefore the substrate of
the next lower level. On each level, amplification of the signal takes place. Various
numbers of proteins in each of these protein kinase classes are known in every
organism.

MAPKK

The MAPK kinase is a protein serine/threonine kinase.

MAPKKK

The MAPKK kinase is a protein serine/threonine kinase.

MAPKKKK

The MAPKKK kinase class is a very broad group of signal proteins.

M-CSF
macrophage colony stimulating factor

MEK1
The mitogen-activated protein kinase/extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1 is a
( � MAPKK).
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messenger RNA
“( � RNA) molecule that specifies the amino acid sequence of a protein. Produced
. . . by ( � RNA polymerase) as a complementary copy of ( � DNA). It is translated
into protein in a process catalyzed by ( � ribosomes).” [ABL+94, p.G-16]

method
Concept of the ( � object-oriented) modelling approach. A method describes a
certain functionality of an ( � object). Methods build an interface of the object to
its environment and establish the communication between them. In the context of
programming languages, methods are derived from programming functions, with
similar access and storage operations.

mitochondrion (pl. mitochondria)
“Membrane-bounded ( � organelle), about the size of a bacterium, that carries
out oxidative ( � phosphorylation) and produces most of the ( � ATP) in ( � eu-
caryotic cells).” [ABL+94, p.G-15]

MKP-1
mitogen-activated protein kinase phosphatase 1

Monte-Carlo method
“Procedures employed to obtain numerical solutions to mathematical problems by
means of random sampling.” [Wal95, p.586].

motif
“Element of structure or pattern that recurs in many contexts; specifically, a small
structural ( � domain) that can be recognised in a variety of proteins.” [ABL+94,
p.G-16]

MP1
MEK partner 1 is a ( � scaffold protein).

mRNA
( � messenger RNA)

neurotransmitter
Small soluble molecules or proteins, which diffuse from an axon of a nerve cell to
a dendrite of a neighbour nerve cell, crossing a chemical synaptic cleft.

NGF
nerve growth factor

nucleoside triphosphate
One of ( � ATP), ( � GTP), ( � CTP) or ( � UTP).

nucleus
“Prominent membrane-bounded ( � organelle) in a ( � eucaryotic cell), containing
( � DNA) . . . .” [ABL+94, p.G-17]
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object
An ( � entity) that consist of certain attributes and functionalities. It has a defined
boundary to its environment and is connected with its environment. It is also a
concept used in the ( � object-oriented) modelling approach.

object-oriented
Modelling paradigm, that represents real world ( � entities) as ( � objects). Fol-
lowing concepts are included in the paradigm: ( � class), ( � instance), ( � method),
( � inheritance), ( � polymorphism), ( � overriding), ( � encapsulation) (informa-
tion hiding). Following this paradigm, several application fields have evolved:
object-oriented design, object-oriented programming languages, object-oriented
database systems etc.

operon
“In a bacterial chromosome, a group of contiguous ( � genes) that are ( � tran-
scribed) into a single ( � mRNA) molecule.” [ABL+94, p.G-17]

OR (logical operator)

Following binary combinations define the OR-operator:

OR false true

false false true
true true true

organelle
A membrane surrounded, flexible diffusing area of a ( � eucaryotic cell), with
special capabilities, tasks and different mixed medium, different from the ( � cy-
toplasm).

orthologue
( � Homologue molecules) in different species.

overriding
Concept of the ( � object-oriented) modelling approach. By overriding defined
( � methods) of superclasses are replaced by more precise formalisations of
( � classes), which inherit from these superclasses. The method, which is overrid-
ing, has the same name and parameter signature as the original superclass method.
The overriding takes place from general to more detailed descriptions.

paralogue
( � Homologue molecules) in one species, which have been emerged from ( � gene)
duplication, alternative splicing of ( � mRNA) etc.

partial order
A binary relation R ⊆ A×A that is reflexive (∀a : a R a), antisymmetric (a R b
and b R a implies a equals b), and transitive (a R b and b R c implies a R c) is a
partial order. “. . . and we call a set on which a partial order is defined a partial
ordered set.” [CLR96, p.83]
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p38

The p38 kinases belong to the group of ( � MAPKs).

PDGF
platelet-derived growth factor

Perl
Is a script programming language, which is step-by-step computed by the Perl in-
terpreter. Perl is derived from standard C and uses capabilities, which are available
under the operating system Unix. Perl is used to quickly develop small programs
(around some 100 lines of code).

phenotype
“The observable character type of a cell or an organism.” [ABL+94, p.G-18]

phosphatase
( � protein phosphatase)

phosphorylation
Chemical reaction by which a phosphor atom is covalently bound to a molecule.

pointer
A pointer is a programming language construct: a variable. The pointer variable
can store memory addresses of other variables, which can be accessed by the deref-
erenced pointer. Pointer programming allows sophisticated programming, but is
very error-prone in use.

polymorphism
Concept of the ( � object-oriented) modelling approach. Polymorphism enables to
define several ( � methods) in the same ( � scope) with the same method name,
but with a different number and type of parameters. Then the compiler decides
in the application context of the method name, which “real” implemented method
with the appropriate parameters is called.

PP2A
protein phosphatase 2 A

procaryote
“Organism made of simple cells that lack well-defined, membrane-enclosed ( � nu-
cleus): a bacterium or a cyano-bacterium.” [ABL+94, p.G-19]

production rule
Production rule systems use, similar to logical programming languages, ”. . . im-
plications as their primary representation. The consequent of each implication is
interpreted as an action recommendation, rather than simply a logical conclusion.
Actions include insertions and deletions from the knowledge base as well as input
and output.” [RN95, p.297-298].
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Prolog
“Programming in Logic” is a computer language based on the Horn clause for-
malisation of predicate logic. It comprises an inference mechanism, which tries to
prove facts in a rule base. It is also called a ( � rule-based) system.

protein kinase
A protein kinase is an enzyme, which attaches phosphor covalently to amino acid
residues (tyrosine, serine, threonine, histidine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid) taken
from ( � nucleoside triphosphate). The process is called ( � phosphorylation),
which is reversible by ( � dephosphorylation) of ( � protein phosphatases).

protein phosphatase
A protein phosphatase is an enzyme, which removes covalently bound phosphor
from amino acid residues. The process is called ( � dephosphorylation) and can
be reversed by ( � phosphorylation) of ( � protein kinases).

protocol
A protocol is a feature of Objective C. A protocol is simply a list of ( � method)
declarations, unattached to a ( � class) definition. Classes, which want to conform
to a defined protocol, have to implement the listed methods of the protocol.

prototype
A prototype is the definition of a program function or object method, including
only the name, the input parameters, and the result type. A prototype uniquely
defines the input and output of a function or method, and by this its behaviour.
Prototypes do not determine, how function or methods are implemented in the
actual programming language. An example might be the division operator: real

divide(real dividend, real divisor);.

PsiFCP
Is a stochastic version of the π-calculus - using a ( � Monte-Carlo method) -
implemented in ( � FCP).

PTEN
The phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-trisphosphate 3-phosphatase is a protein tyrosine
phosphatase.

Rac
Belongs to the ( � GTPase)-controlling signal molecules and the Rho family of
small ( � G-proteins).

Raf-1
Is a ( � MAPKKK).

random number
“One from a sequence without any detectible bias or pattern. In a computer,
random numbers are generally produced by an algorithm which is a pseudo-random
number generator.” [Wal95, p.741].
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random number generator
see ( � random number)

Ras
( � GTP)-binding protein ( � GTPase)

receptor serine/threonine kinase
A receptor which has a protein ( � protein kinase) domain for the phosphorylation
of serine/threonine amino acid residues.

receptor tyrosine kinase
A receptor which has a protein ( � protein kinase) domain for the phosphorylation
of tyrosine amino acid residues.

ribosome
“Particle composed of ribosomal ( � RNAs) and ribosomal proteins that associates
with ( � messenger RNA) and catalyzes the synthesis of proteins.” [ABL+94, p.G-
20]

RNA
The ribonucleic acid is a polymer of covalently linked ribonucleotide monomers
and carrying the transcribed ( � gene) information from the ( � nucleus) to the
translation machinery of the cell.

RNA polymerase
“Enzyme that catalyzes the synthesis of an ( � RNA) molecule on a ( � DNA)
template from ( � nucleoside triphosphate) precursors.” [ABL+94, p.G-20]

RNA splicing
“Process in which ( � intron) sequences are excised from ( � RNA) molecules in
the nucleus during formation of ( � messenger RNA).” [ABL+94, p.G-20]

RTK

( � receptor tyrosine kinase)

rule-based
A rule is a statement with a condition part and a consequence part of the form “IF
<condition> THEN <consequence>”. Modells or systems, which can adapt such
an if-then notation, are called rule-based. Applying rules successively generates a
tree of rule sequences, where the consequence of a previous rule is the condition of
the following rule. The rule sequence should connect a set of initial conditions to
a set of searched facts. The rule sequence is then a human readable explanation
for the transformation process.

SAPK

The stress-activated protein kinase group includes JNKs and p38s and gets acti-
vated by cytokines and cellular stress.
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scaffold protein
Scaffold proteins bring together proteins, which are components of specific signal
modules, and consequently lead to a selective and enhanced activation of down-
stream elements of these modules.

scheduling
“Method by which central processing unit time is allotted in a multi-access system.
The scheduling algorithm may include a system of priorities.” [Wal95, p.788].

scope
In the context of programming languages, the scope of a variable defines the pro-
gram part, in which it is valid and/or accessible. The scope concept of program-
ming languages is introduced with the definition of program functions/procedures.
Variables which are declared local in a function/procedure mask out global defined
variable with the same name. In general, scope means the program part, in which
a program construct is allowed or working.

seed
In the context of ( � random number generators), a seed is a start value for the
algorithm calculating pseudo-random numbers. With the help of the seed value,
pseudo-random number generators start to calculate a series of numbers.

SH2
The Src homology region 2 is a ( � domain).

Shc
src homologous and collagen protein

SH3
The Src homology region 3 is a ( � domain).

signal
“General term referring to a conveyor of information. (. . .) Colloquially, the mes-
sage itself. (. . .)” [Wal95, p.813].

signal protein process
The term signal protein process refers to an abstract concept of some arbitrary
processing unit, which is capable of consuming and converting information. The
processing is sequential and can be implemented in a computational system.

signal transduction
The mechanism of transporting a biochemical signal ( � stimulus) from outside
into a cell and spreading it in the cell, especially in direction to the cell ( � nu-
cleus). Signal transduction is achieved by allosteric or conformational changes of
proteins in interaction with molecules, by concentration changes of substrates, or
by mechano-physical alterations in cells.

Sos
son of sevenless ( � GNRP)
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ST
( � signal transduction)

steady state
“One in dynamic equilibrium, with entropy at its maximum.” [Wal95, p.851].
A chemical reversible (bidirectional) reaction is said to be in steady state, if its
concentration changes are in equilibrium.

stimulus
Concentration or conformation change of a protein species or substrate, normally
outside of a cell.

subsymbolic representation
Is seen as the description of human perceptions on a neuronal level, storing the
perceptions as numerical parameters. Artificial Neuronal Networks are for instance
subsymbolic representations.

symbolic representation
Describes human concepts and abstracted perceptions of the real world. Symbolic
representations can be formulated with the help of natural language. Logic is a
mathematical formalism for symbolic representations.

TF
( � transcription factor)

total order
“A ( � partial order) R on a set A is a total or linear order if for all a, b ∈ A, we
have a R b or b R a, that is, if every pairing of elements of A can be related by
R.” [CLR96, p.83]

transcription (DNA transcription)
“Copying of one strand of ( � DNA) into a complementary ( � RNA) sequence by
the enzyme ( � RNA polymerase).” [ABL+94, p.G-22]

transcription factor
A transcription factor is a protein or protein complex situated in the ( � nucleus)
of cells to initiate and regulate ( � gene expression) by binding to ( � DNA). It is
therefore influencing the transcription machinery of the cell to produce ( � RNA).

transcription factor binding side
( � DNA) region ( � upstream) of the starting point for ( � transcription) of a
certain gene, where ( � transcription factors) bind to.

translation (RNA translation)
“Process by which the sequence of nucleotides in a ( � messenger RNA) molecule
directs the incorporation of amino acids into a protein; occurs on a ( � ribosome).”
[ABL+94, p.G-23]
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transmembrane receptor
A protein having an extracellular ( � domain), a protein domain part spanning
through the cell membrane, and an intracellular domain part. The binding of
a ( � ligand) in the extracellular protein domain alters its conformation in the
intracellular protein domain. This transduces the chemical signal outside the cell
into it.

upstream
Abstract term, used in biological contexts as “backward” in the sense of a logical
direction (e.g. ( � DNA) sequence strain), or as “upward”/“outer” in the sense of
a physical, hierarchical direction (e.g. into direction of the plasma membrane).

UTP
uridine-5’-triphosphate

VEGF
vascular endothelial growth factor

vesicle
“Small, membrane-bounded, spherical ( � organelle) in the ( � cytoplasm) of a
( � eucaryotic cell).” [ABL+94, p.G-23]

XML
The Extended Markup Language is a data exchange format in textual form. It
uses constructs, taken from programming languages, to produce a form, which is
easy computable and readable by human individuals at the same time. XML is
standardised by the W3C Consortium.

XOR (logical operator)

Following binary combinations define the XOR-operator:

XOR false true

false false true
true true false
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